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HODGE AND HIS MASTERS.

CHAPTEI^t I.

THE SOLICITOK.

In glancing along the street of a country-

town, a house may sometimes be observed of

a diiferent and superior description to the

general row of buildings. It is larger, rises

higher, and altogether occupies more space.

The fa(;ade is stylish, in the architectural

fashion of half a century since. To the

modem eye it may not perhaps look so in-

teresting as the true old gabled roofs which

seem so thoroughly English, nor, on the other

hand, so brioht and cheerful as the modern

suburban villa. But it is substantial, and

roomy within. The Aveather lias given the

front a sombre hue, and the windows are

^ VOL. II. B



HODGE AND HIS MASTERS.

dingy, as if tliey rarely or never knew the

care of a housemaid. On the ground floor

the windows that would otherwise look on to

the street are blocked to almost half their

height with a wire blind so closely woven that

no one can see in, and it is not easy to see out.

The doorway is large, with stone steps and

porch—the doorway of a gentleman's house.

There is business close at hand—shops and

inns, and all the usual offices of a town—but,

though in the midst, this house wears an air of

separation from the rest of the street.

When it was built—say fifty years ago, or

more—it was, in fact, the dweUing-house of

an independent gentleman. Similar houses

may be found in other parts of the place, once

inhabited by retired and wealthy people. Such

persons no longer live in towns of this kind—
they build villas with lawns and pleasure

grounds outside in the environs, or, though
still retaining their pecuniary interest, reside

at a distance. Like large cities, country towns

are now almost given over to offices, shops,

workshops, and hotels. Those who have made

money get away from the streets as quickly as

possible. Upon approachmg nearer to this
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particular building the street door will l)e

found to be wide open to the public, and, if

you venture still closer, a name may be seen

painted iu black letters upon the side of the

passage wall, after the manner of the brokers

in the courts off Throgmorton Street, or of

the lawyers in the Temple. It is, in fact, the

office of a country solicitor—most emphatically

one of Hodge's many masters— and is admir-

ably suited for his purpose, on account of its

roomy interior.

The first door within opens on the clerks'

room, and should you modestly knock on the

panels instead of at once turning the handle, a

voice will in\^te you to
' Come in.' Half of

the room is partitioned oiF for the clerks, who

sit at a long high desk, with a low railing or

screen in front of them. Before the senior is

a brass rail, along which he can, if he chooses,

draw a red curtain. He is too hard at work

and intent upon some manuscript to so much

as raise his head as you enter. But the two

younger men, eager for a change, look over

the screen, and very civilly offer to attend to

your business. AVlien you have said that you
wish to see the head of the firm, you naturally

I) 2



IIODGE AXD HIS MASTERS.

imagine that your name will be at once

shouted up the tube, and that in a minute or

two, at farthest, you will be ushered into the

presence of the principal. In that small

country town there cannot surely l^e much

work for a lawyer, and a visitor must be quite

an event. Instead, however, of using the tube

they turn to the elder clerk, and a whispered

conversation takes place, of which some broken

sentences may be caught— ' He can't be dis-

turbed,'
'

It's no use,'
' Must wait.' Then the

elder clerk looks over his brass rail and says

he is very sorry, but the principal is engaged,

the directors of a company are with him, and

it is quite impossible to say exactly when they

will leave. It may be ten minutes, or an hour.

But if you like to wait (pointing with his quill

to a chair) your name shall be sent up directly

the directors leave.

You glance at the clock, and elect to wait.

The elder clerk nods his head, and instantly

resumes his writing. The chair is old and

hard—the stuffing compressed by a generation

of weary suitors
;
there are two others at

equal distances along the wall. The only

other furniture is a small but solid table, upon
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which stands a l)rass copying-press. On tlie

mantelpiece there are scales for letter-weighing-,

paper clips full of papers, a county Post-office

directory, a railway time-table card nailed to

the wall, and a l)ox of paper fasteners. Over

it is a map, dusty and dingy, of some estate

laid out for building purposes, with a winding
stream running through it, roads crossing at

right angles, and the points of the compass
indicated in an upper corner.

On the other side of the room, by the wm-

dow, a framed advertisement hangs against the

wall, like a picture, setting forth the capital

and reserve and the various advantages offered

by an insurance company, for which the firm

are the local agents. Between the chairs are

two boards fixed to the wall with some kind of

hook or nail for the suspension of posters and

printed l)ills, 'I'liesc boards are covered with

such posters, auuuLmcing sales by auction,

farms to be let. houses to be had on lease,

shares in a local bank or gas works for sale,

and so on, for all of which pro])erties the firm

are the legal representatives. Though the

room is of fair size the ceiling is low, as is

often the case in old houses, and it has, in
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consequence, become darkened by smoke and

dust, thereby, after a while, iijiving a gloomy,

oppressive feeling to any one who has little

else to o:aze at. The blind at the wmdow
rises far too high to allow of looking out, and

the ground glass above it was desig-ned to

prevent the clerks from wasting their time

watching the passers-by in the street. There

is, however, one place where the glass is worn

and transparent, and every novv' and then one

of the two younger clerks mounts on his stool

and takes a peep through to report to his

companion.

The restraint arising from the presence of

a stranger soon wears off
;
the whisper rises to

a buzz of talk
; they laugh, and pelt each other

with pellets of paper. The older clerk takes

not the least heed. Pie writes steadily on,

and never lifts his head from the paper—long-

hours of labour have dimmed his sight, and

he has to stoop close over the folio. He may
be preparing a brief, he may be copying a

deposition, or perhaps making a copy of a

deed
;
but whatever it is, his whole mind is

absorbed and concentrated on his pen. There

must be no blot, no erasure, no interlineation.
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The liand of the clock moves slowly, and the

half-heard talk and jests of the jnuior clerks

—one of whom you suspect of making a pen
and ink sketch of you

—
mingle witli the cease-

less scrape of the senior's pen, and the low

buzz of two black flies that circle for ever

round and round just beneath the grimy ceil-

ing. Occasionally noises of the street pene-

trate
;

the rumble of loaded Avaggons, the

tramp of nailed shoes, or the sharp quick

sound of a trotting horse's hoofs. Then the

junior jumps up and gazes through the peep-

hole. The directors are a veiy long time up-

stairs. What can their business be ? AVhy are

there directors at all in little country towns ?

Presently there are heavy footsteps in the

passage, the door slowly opens, and an elderly

labourer, hat in hand, peers in. No one takes

the least notice of him. He leans on his stick

and blinks his eyes, looking all round the room
;

then taps with the stick and clears his throat

— ' Be he in yet?' he asks, with emphasis on

the
'

he.'
'

No, he be not in,' replies a junior,

mocking the old man's accent and grannnar.

The senior looks up,
'

Call at two o'clock, the

deed is not ready,' and down goes his head
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again.
' A' main bit o' bother about this yer

margidge
'

(mortgage), the labourer remarks,

as he turns to go out, not without a com-

placent smile on his features, for the law's

delays seem to him grand, and lie feels im-

portant. He has a little property
—a cottage

and garden—upon which he is raising a small

sum for some purpose, and this
'

margidge
'

is

one of the great events of his life. He talked

about it for two or three years before he

ventured to begin it
;
he has been weeks

making up his mind exactly what to do after

his first interview with the solicitor—he would

have been months had not the solicitor at last

made it plain that he could waste no more

time—and when it is finally completed he will

talk about it again till the end of his days.

He will be in and out askmg for
' he

'

all day

long at uitervals, and when the interview takes

place it will be only for the purpose of having

everything already settled explained over to

him for the fiftieth time. His heavy shoes

drag slowly down the passage
—he will go to

the street corner and talk with the carters who

come in, and the old women, with their baskets,

a-shopping, about '

this yer law job.'
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There is a swifter step on tlie lead-covered

staircase, and a clerk appears, coming from the

upper rooms. lie has a telegram and a letter

in one hand, and a bundle of papers in the

other. He shows the telei>ram and the letter

to his fellow clerks—even the grave senior

just glances at the contents silently, elevates

his eyebrows, and returns to his work. After

a few minutes' talk and a jest or two the clerk

rushes upstairs again.

Another caller comes. It is a stout, florid

man, a young farmer or farmer's son, riding-

whip m hand, who produces a red-bound

rate-book from a ])ock('t in liis coat made on

purpose to hold the unwieldy volume. He is

a rate-collector for his parisli, and has called

about some technicalities. Tlie liTave senior

clerk examines tlie book, but cannot solve the

difficulties })ointe<l out by the collector, and,

placing it on one side, recommends the in-

quirer to call in two hours' time. Steps again

on the stairs, and another clerk comes down

leisurely, and after him still another. Their

only business is to exchange a few words

with their friends, for pastime, and they go u[)

agam.
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As the mornino' draws on, the callers be-
CD '

come more numerous, and it is easy to tell the

positions they occupy by the degree of atten-

tion they receive from the clerks. A trades-

man calls three or four times, with short

intervals between—he runs over from his

shop ;
the two juniors do not trouble to so

much as look over the screen, and barely take

the trouble to answer the anxious inquiry if

the principal is yet disengaged. They know,

perhaps, too much about his bills and the state

of his credit. A builder looks in—the juniors

are tolerably ci\Tl, and explain to him that it

is no use calling for yet another hour at least.

The builder consults his watch, and decides to

see the chief clerk (who is himself an attorney,

ha\Tiig passed the examination), and is forth-

with conducted upstairs. A burly farmer

appears, and the grave senior puts his head

up to answer, and expresses his sorrow that

the prmcipal is so occupied. The burly

farmer, however, who is evidently a man of

substance, thinks that the chief clerk can also

do what he wants, and he, too, is ushered

upstairs. Another farmer enters—a rather

rougher-looking man—and, without saying a
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word, turns to tlie advertisemeDt boards on

which the posters of farms to be let, &c., are

displayed. These he examines with the

greatest care, pointing with his forefinger as

he slowly reads, and muttering to himself

Presently he moves to go.
'

Anything to suit

you, sir ?
'

asks the senior clerk.
'

Aw, no
;

I knows they be too much money,' lie replies,

and walks out.

A gentleman next enters, and immediately

the juniors sink out of sight, and scribble

away ^vith eager application ;
the senior puts

down liis pen and comes out from his desk.

It is a squire and magistrate. The senior re-

spectfully apologises for liis employer 1)cmg so

occupied. The gentleman seems a little im-

patient. The clerk rubs liis hands together

deprecatingly, and makes a desperate venture.

He goes upstairs, and in a few minutes re-

turns
;
the papers are not ready, but shall be

sent over that everdng in any case. "Vi'ith this

even the squire nuist fain be satisfied and de-

part. The burly fiirmer and the builder come

downstairs together amicably chatting, and

after them the chief clerk himself Though

young, he has already an expression of deci-
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sion upon his features, an air of business about

him
;
in fact, were he not thoroughly up to his

work he would not remain in that office long.

To hold that place is a guarantee of ability.

He has a bundle of cheques, drafts, &c.,

in his hand, and after a few words with the

grave senior at the desk, strolls across to the

bank.

No sooner has the door closed behind him

than a shoal of clerks come trippmg down on

tip-toe, and others appear from the back of the

house. They make use of the opportunity for

a little gossip. A^oices are heard in the passage,

and an ao;ed and infirm labourino- man is

helped in by a woman and a younger man.

The clerks take no notice, and the poor old

fellow props himself against the wall, not

daring to take a chair. He is a witness. He
can neither read nor write, but he can recollect

' thuck ould tree,' and can depose to a fact

worth perhaps hundreds of pounds. He has

come in to be examined
;
he will be driven in

a week or two's time from the village to the

railway station in a
fly,

and will talk about it

and his visit to London till the lamp of life

dies out.
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A footman calls with a note, a gToom

brings another, the letters are carelessly cast

aside, till one of the juniors, avIio has been

watching from the peephole, reports that the

chief clerk is coming, and everybody scuttles

back to his place. Callers come still more

thickly; another solicitor, well-to-do, and

treated with the utmost deference
;

more

tradesmen
;
farmers

;
two or three auctioneers,

in quick succession; the well -brushed editor

of a local paper ;
a second attorney, none too

well dressed, with scrubby chin and face sus-

piciously cloudy, with an odour of spirits and

water and tobacco clinging to his rusty coat.

He belongs to a disappearing type of country

lawyer, and is the wreck, perhaps, of high

hopes and good opportunities. Yet, wreck as

he is, when he gets i\\)
at the Petty Sessions

to defend some labourer, the bench of maads-

trates listen to his maundering' aro-ument as

deferentially as if he were a Q.C. They pity

him, and they respect his cloth. The scrubby

attorney whistles a tune, and utters an oatli

when he learns the principal is engaged. Then

he marches out, with his hat on one side of his

head, to take another '

refresher.'
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Two telegrams arrive, and are thrown

aside; then a gentleman appears, whom the

senior goes out to meet with an air of defer-

ence, and whom he actually conducts himself

upstairs to the principal's room. It is a local

banker, who is thus admitted to the directors'

consultation. The slow hand of the clock goes

round, and, sitting wearily on the hard chair,

you wonder if ever it will be possible to see

this much-sought man. By-and-by a door

opens above, there is a great sound of voices

and chatting, and half-a-dozen gentlemen
—

mostly landed proprietors from their appear-

ance—come downstairs. They are the direc-

tors, and the consultation is over. The senior

clerk immediately goes to the principal, and

shortly afterwards reappears and asks you to

come up.

As you mount the lead-covered stairs you

glance down and observe the anxious trades-

man, the ancient labourer, and several others

who have crowded in, all eyeing you with

jealous glances. But the senior is holding the

door open
—
you enter, and it closes noiselessly

behind you. A hand with a pen in it points

to a chair, with a muttered ' Pardon—half a
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moment,' and wliilethesolicitor just jots down

his notes you can glance round the apartment.

Shelves of calf-bound law books; piles of

japanned deed-boxes, some marked in white

letters
' Trustees of,' or ' Executors of,' and

pigeon-holes full of papers seem to quite hide

the walls. The floor is covered with some

material noiseless to walk on (the door, too, is

double, to exclude noise and draught) ;
the

furniture is solid and valuable
;
the armchair

you occupy capacious and luxurious. On the

wall hangs a section of the Ordnance map of

the district. But the large table, which almost

fills the centre of the room, quickly draws the

attention from everything else.

It is on that table that all the business is

done
;

all the energies of the place are con-

trolled and directed from thence. At the first

glance it appears to support a mere chaotic

mass of papers. They completely conceal it,

except just at the edge. Bundles of letters

tied with thin red tape, letters loose, letters

unopened; parchment deeds with the seals

imd signature j
ust visible

;
deeds with the top

and the words,
' This indenture,' alone showing-

out from the confusion
;
deeds neatly folded

;
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broad manuscript briefs
; papers fastened with

brass fasteners
; papers hastily pinned to-

gether ;
old newspapers marked and under-

lined in red ink
;
a large sectional map, half

unrolled and hangmg over the edge ;
a small

deed-box, the lid open, and full of blue paper

in oblong strips ;
a tall porcupme-quill pen

handle sticking up like a spire ; pocket-books ;

books open ;
books with half-a-dozen papers

in them for markers
; altogether an utter

chaos. But the confusion is only apparent ;

the master mmd knows the exact position of

every document, and can lay his hand on it

the moment it is wanted.

The business is such that even that master

mind can barely keep pace with it. This

great house can hardly contam it
;

all the

clerks we saw rushing about cannot get

through the work, and much of the me-

chanical copying or engrossing goes to Lon-

don to be done. The entire round of country

life comes here. The rolling hills where the

shepherd watches his flock, the broad plains

where the ploughman guides the share, the

pleasant meadows where the roan cattle chew

the cud, the extensive parks, the shady woods.
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sweet -stroaiiis, and hedges overgrown with

honeysuckle, all have their written counter-

part in those japanned deed boxes. SoHd as

is the land over which Hodge walks stolid

and slow, these mere written words on parch-

ment are the masters of it all. The squire

comes here about intricate concerns of family

settlements which m their sphere are as

hard to arrange as the diplomatic transac-

tions of Governments. He comes about his

tenants and his rent
;
he comes to get new

tenants.

The tenants resort to the solicitor for

fanns. for improvements, reductions, leases, to

negotiate advances, to insure, for the various

affairs of life. The clergyman comes on ques-

tions that arise out of his benefice, the church-

yard, ecclesiastical privileges, the schools, and

about liis own private property. The labourer

comes about his cotta2:e and o-arden—an estate

as important to him as his three thousand acres

to the squire
—or as a witness. The trades-

man, the builder, the banker come for financial

as well as legal objects. As the town develops,

and plots are needed for houses and streets,

the resort to the solicitor increases tenfold.

VOL. II. C
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Companies are formed and require his advice.

Local government needs his assistance. He

may sit in an official position in the Comity

Court, or at the bench of the Petty Sessions.

Law suits—locally great
—are carried through

in the upper courts of the metropolis ;
the

counsel's name appears in the papers, but it

is the country solicitor who has prepared

everything for him, and who has marshalled

that regiment of witnesses from remote hamlets

of tlie earth. His widenmg circle of landlord

clients have each their attendant cu'cles of

tenants, who feel confidence in their leader's

legal adviser. Parochial officers come to him
;

overseer, rate-collector, churchwarden, tithing-

man.

The all-important work of registering

voters fills up the^ space between one election

and another. At the election his offices are

like the head-quarters of an army. He may

represent some ancient college, or corporation

with lands of vast extent. Ladies with a little

capital go home content when he has mvested

their money m mortgage of real property.

Still the work goes on increasmg ;
additional

clerks have to be employed ;
a fresh wing has
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to be "built to the old house. He has, too,

his social duties
;

he is, perhaps, the head

or mainspring of a church movement—tliis is

not for profit, but from conviction. His lady-

is carried to and fro in the brouo:ham, makinof

social visits. He promotes athletic clubs,

reading'-rooms, shows, exhibitions. He is

eagerly seized upon by ^^romoters of all kinds,

because he possesses the gift of organisation.

It becomes a labour merely to catalogue

his eno-ao'cments like this. Let the rain

rain, or the sun shine, the pen never stays

work.

Personally he is the very antithesis of

what might be predicated of the slow, com-

fortable, old-fashioned lawyer. He is in the

prime of life, physically full of vigour, men-

tally persevering with untiring perseverance,

the embodiment of energy, ever anxious to

act, to do rather than to delay. As you talk

with him you find his leading idea seems to

be to arrange your own half-formed views for

you ;
in short, to show you what you reaUy

do want, to \)\\t your desire into shape. He

interprets you. Many of the clients who

come to him are the most impracticable men
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in the Avorld. A farmer, for instance, witli a

little money, is in search of a farm. Find

him twenty farms just the size for his capital,

he will visit them all and discover a fault in

each, and waver and waver till the proper

season for entering on possession is past. .

The great problem with country people is

how to bring them to the point. You may
think you have got all yoar witnesses ready

for the tram for London, and, as the bell

rings, find that one has slipped away half-a-

mile to talk with the blacksmith about the

shoeing of his mare. Even the squire is

trying when he talks of this or that settle-

ment. Of course, as he is educated, no lengthy

and oft-repeated explanations are needed
;
but

the squire forgets that time is valuable, and

lingers merely to chat. He has so much time

to spare, he is apt to overlook that the solicitor

has none. The clergyman will talk, talk, talk

in rounded periods, and nothing will stop

him
; very often he drives his wife in with him

from the village, and the wife must have her

say. As for Hodge and his mortgage, ten

years would not suffice for his business were

he allowed to wander on. The problem is to
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brini!; tlicse impractica])le people to the point

with perfect courtesy. As you talk with him

yourself, you feel tempted to prolong the in-

terview—so lucid an intellect exercises an

indefinable charm.

Keen and shrewd as he is, the solicitor has

a kindly reputation. Men say that he is slow

to press them, that he makes allowances for

circamstances
;
that if the tenant is honestly

willins; to discliaro:e his oblij^ation he need

fear no arbitrary selling up. But he is equally

reputed swift of punishment upon those who

would take shelter behind mere shallow pre-

tence, or attempt downright deceit. Let a man

only be straightforward, and the solicitor will

wait rather than put the Liav in force. There-

fore, he is popular, and people have faith in

him. But the labour, the incessant supervision,

the jotting down of notes, the ceaseless inter-

views, the arguments, the correspondence, the

work that is never finished wlien night comes,

tell even upon that physical vigour and mental

elasticity. Hodge sleeps sound and sees the

days go by with calm complacency. The

man who holds that solid earth, as it were, in

the japanned boxes finds a nervous feeling
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growing upon him despite his strength of will.

Presently nature will have her way ; and,

weary and hungry for fresh air, he rushes off

for a while to distant trout-stream, moor, or

stubble.
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CHAPTER IL

' COUNTY-COURT DAY.'

The iiioiitlily sitting of the County Court in

a country market town is an event of much

interest in all the villages around, so many
of the causes concerning agricultural people.
'

County-Court Day
'

is looked upon as a date

in the calendar by which to recollect when

a thhig happened, or to arrange for the

future.

As the visitor enters the doorway of the

Court, at a distance the scene appears im-

posing. Brass railings and red curtains par-

tition otf ahout a third of the hall, and

immediately in the rear of this the Judge sits

high above the rest on a raised and carpeted

dais. The elevation a'vl isolation of the

central tiii'nro adds a solemn diii-nitv to his

office. Idis features set, as it were, in the

Aviii', stand out in shar[> relief—tliey are of
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a keenly intellectual cast, and have some-

thing of the precise clearness of an antique

cameo. The expression is that of a mind in

continnons exercise—of a mind accustomed

not to slow l)ut to quick deliberation, and to

instant decision. The definition of the face

gives the eyes the aspect of penetration, as

if they saw at once beneath the surface of

things.

If the visitor looks only at the Judge he

will realise the dignity of the law
;
the law

which is the outcome and result of so many
centuries of thought. But if he glances

aside from the central figure the impression

is weakened by the miserable, hollow, and

dingy framing. The carpet upon the dais

and the red curtains before it ill conceal the

paltry substructure. It is composed of seve-

ral large tables, heavy and shapeless as benches,

placed side by side to form a platform. The

curtains are dingy and threadbare
;
the walls

dingy, the ceiling, though lofty, dingy ;
the

boxes on either side for Plaintiff and De-

fendant are scratched nnd defaced by the

innumerable witnesses who have blundered

into them, kickino; their shoes ao-ainst the
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woochYork. The entire apparatus is moYable,

and can Ijo taken to pieces in ten niinutes. or

part of it employed for meeting's of any

description. There is notliing* appropriate or

convenient
;

it is a mjikeshift, and altogether

unequal to the pretensions of a Court noAV

perhaps the most useful and most resorted to

of any that sit in the country.

(Quarter sessions and assizes come only at

long intervals, are held only in particular

time-honoured places, and take cognisance

onl}^ of very serious ottences A\'hieh happily

are not numerous. The County Court at the

present day has had its jurisdiction so en-

large(l tliat it is really, in country districts,

the leading tril)unal, and the one best adapted
to modern wants, because its procedure is to

a great extent free from obsolete forms and

technicalities. The Plaintiff and the Defendant

literally face their dudgc, practically converse

Tvith him, and can tell their story in their own

simple and natural wav. It is a fact thar

the im})ortance and usefulness of the country

County Court lias in most ])la(H's
far out-

grown the arrangements made for it. The

Judges may witli reason com])laiu tliat while
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their duties have been enormously added to.

their convenience has not been equally

studied, nor their salaries correspondingly

increased.

In front, and below the Judge's desk, just

outside the red curtam, is a long and broad

table, at which the Hiofh Bailiff sits facinof

the hall. By his side the Registrar's clerk

from time to time makes notes in a ponderous
volume which contains a minute and exact

record of every claim. Opposite, and at each

end, the lawyers have their chairs and strew

the table with their papers.

As a rule a higher class of lawyers appear

in the County Court than before the Petty

Sessional Bench. A local solicitor of ability

no sooner gets a
'

conveyancing
'

practice than

lie finds his time too valuable to be spent

arguing in cases of assault or petty larceny.

He ceases to attend the Petty Sessions, unless

his private clients are interested or some ex-

ceptional circumstances induce him. In the

County Court cases often arise which concern

property, houses and lands, and the fulfilment

of contracts. Some of the very best lawyers of

the district may consequently be seen at that
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table, and frequently a barrister or two of

standing specially retained is among tlieni.

A low wooden partition, crossing the en-

tire width of the hall, separates the 'bar'

from the general public. Plaintiff and Defen-

dant being admitted through a gangway. As

the hall is not carpeted, nor covered with any

material, a new comer must walk on tip -toe

to avoid raisinu' the echo of hollow boards,

or run the risk of a reproof from the Judge,

anxiously endeavouring to catch the accents

of a mumbling witness. Groups of people

stand near the windows Avhispering, and occa-

sionally forgetting, in the eagerness of the

argument, that talking is prohibited. The

room is already full, but will be crowded

when the
' horse case

'

comes on again. No-

thing is of so nuich interest as a
' horse case.'

The issues raised concern almost every coun-

tryman, and the parties are generally Avell

known. All the idlers of the town are here,

and among tlieui many a rascal who has been

through the processes, and comes again to

listen and possibly learn a dodge by which to

delay the execution of judgment. Some few

of the more favoured and respectable persons
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have obtained entrance to the space allotted

to the solicitors, and have planted themselves

in a solid circle round the fire, effectually pre-

venting the heat from benefiting any one else.

Another fire, carefully tended by a bailiff,

burns in the grate l^ehind the Judge, but, as

his seat is so far from it, without addins; much
to his comfort. A chilly draught sweeps

along the floor, and yet at the same tune

there is a close and somewhat fetid atmo-

sphere at the height at which men breathe.

The place is ill warmed and worse ventilated
;

altogether without convenience, and com-

fortless.

To-day the Judge, to suit the convenience

of the solicitors enofaixed in the ' horse case,'

who have requested permission to consult in

private, has asked f(3r a short defended cause

to fill up the interval till they are ready to

resume. The High Bailiff calls
' Brown v.

Jones,' claim Ss. for goods supplied. No
one at first answers, but after several calls a

woman in the body of the court comes for-

ward. She is partly deaf, and until nudged

by her neighbours did not hear her husband's

name. The Plaintiff is a small village dealer
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ill tobacco, sniifF, coarse gToceries, candles,

and so on. His wife looks after the little

shop, and he works with horse and cart,

haulinjr and doino" odd jobs for the farmers.

Instead of attending himself he has sent his

wife to conduct the case. The Defendant is

a labourer living in the same village, who,

like so many of liis class, has got into debt.

He, too, has sent his wife to represent him.

This is the usual course of the cottagers, and

of agricultural people who are better off than

cottajjers. The men shirk out of difficidties

of this kind by going off in the morning

early to their work wdth the partmg remark,
'

Aw, you'd better see about it ; I don't knaw

nothing about such jobs.'

The High Bailiff has no easy task to swear

the Plaintiff's representative. First, she takes

the book and kisses it before the formula pre-

scribed has been repeated. Then she waits

till the sentence is finished and lifts the book

with the left liand instead of the riiihr. Tlic

Registrar's clerk has to "'o across to the box

and shout an explanation into her ear.
'

Tell

the truth,' says the okl lady, with alacrity ;

'why, that's what 1 be come for." Tlie Judge
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asks hev what it is she claims, and slie replies

that that man, the Registrar's clerk, has got

it all written down in his book. She then

turns to the Defendant's wife, who stands in

the box opposite, and shouts to her,
' You

knows you ain't paid it.'

It is in vain that the Judge endeavours to

question her, in vain that the High Bailiff tries

to calm her, in vain that the clerk lays his

hand on her arm-—she is bent on tellmg the

defendant a bit of her mind. The Court is

perforce compelled to wait till it is over,

when the Judge, seeing that talking is of no

avail, o;oes at once to the root of the matter

and asks to see her books. A dirty account

book, such as may be purchased for threepence,

is handed up to him
;
the bindmg is broken,

and some of the leaves are loose. It is neither

a day-book, a ledger, nor anything else—there

is no system whatever, and indeed the Plaintiff

admits that she only put down about half of

it, and trusted to memory for the rest. Here

is a date, and after it some figures, but no

articles mentioned, neither tea nor candles.

Next come some groceries, and the price, but

no one's name, so that it is impossible to tell
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who had the goods. Then there are i)ages

witli mysterious dots and strokes and half

strokes, which ultimately turn out to mean

ounces and half ounces of tobacco. These

have neither name nor value attached. From

end to end notliinii,- is crossed
oft",

so that

^vhether an account he paid or not cannot he

ascertained.

While the Judge laboriously exammes

every page, trying hy tlie light of former

experience to arrive at some idea of the mean-

ing, the Defendant's wife takes up her parable.

She chatters in return at the Plamtiff, then

she addresses the High Bailiff, who orders her

to remain quiet, and, finally, turns round and

speaks to the crowd. Tlie Judge, absorbed in

the attempt to master the account book, does

not for the moment notice this, till, as he

comes to the conclusion that the book is

utterly valueless, he looks up and finds the

Defendant with her back turned licsticulatino-

and describing her wrongs to the audience.

Even his command of silence is with reluctance

obeyed, and she contmues to mutter to herself.

When order is restored the Judiie asks for her

defence, when tlie Avoman immediately pro-
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duces a receipt, purporting to be for this very

eight shillings' worth. At the sight of this

torn and dirty piece of paper the Plaintiff

works herself into a fury, and speaks so fast

and so loud (as deaf people will) that no one

else can be heard. Till she is made to under-

stand that she will be sent out of Court she

does not desist. The Judge looks at the

receipt, and finds it correct
;
but still the

Plaintiff positively declares that she has never

had the money. Yet she admits that the

receipt is in her handwriting. The Judge
asks the Defendant who paid over the cash,

and she replies that it was her husband. The

account-])ook contains no memorandum of any

payment at all, AVith difficulty the Judge

again obtains silence, and once more endeavours

to understand a page of the account-book to

which the Plaintiff' persists in pointmg. His

idea is now to identify the various articles

mentioned in the receipt with the articles put
down on that particular page.

After at least three-quarters of an hour,

during which the book is handed to and fro

by the clerk from Judge to Plaintiff^, that she

may explain the meaning of the hieroglyphics,
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some liglit at last begins to dawn. By dint

of patiently separating the mixed entries the

Judge presently arrives at a partial compre-
hension of what the Plaintiff has been trying

to convey. The amount of the receipted bill

and the amount of the entries in the page of the

account book are the same
;
but the articles

entered in the book and those admitted to be

paid for are not. The receipt mentions candles
;

the account book has no candles. Clearly they

are two different debts, which chanced to come

to the same figure. The receipt, however, is

not dated, and whether it is the Defendant

who is wilfully misrepresentmg, (jr Avhether the

Plaintiff is under a mistaken notion, the Judge
for the time cannot decide. The Defendant

declares that she does not know the date and

cannot fix it—it was a
' main bit ago,' and

that is all she can say.

For the third time the Judge, patient to

the last degree, wades through the account

book. ]\Ieanwhile the hands of the clock have

moved on. Instead of being a short case,

this apparently shnple matter has proved a

long one, and already as the afternoon ad-

vances the light of the dull winter's day
VOL. II. D
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declines. The solicitors eno;ao;ed in the horse

case, who retired to consult, hoping to come

to a settlement, returned into Court fully an

hour ago, and have since been sitting at the

table waitino- to resume. Besides these some

four or five other lawyers of equal standing

are anxiously looking for a chance of com-

mencing their business. All their clients are

waiting, and the witnesses
; they have all

crowded into the Court, the close atmosphere

of which is almost intolerable.

But havinof beo-un the case the Judo;e o-ives

it his full and undivided attention. Solicitors,

clients, witnesses, cases that interest the pub-

lic, causes that concern valuable property, or

important contracts must all be put aside

till this triflino; matter is settled. He is as

anxious as any, or more so, to get on, because

delay causes business to accumulate—the ad-

journed causes, of course, having to be heard

at next Court, and thus swelling the list to

an inordinate length. But, impatient as he

may be, especially as he is convinced that one

or other of the parties is keeping back a part

of the truth, he is determined that the subject

shall be searched to the bottom. The petty
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^dllage" sli()[)keeper and the humble cottager

obtain as full or fuller attention than the well-

to-do l^lahitiff's and Defendants who can bring

down barristers from London.
' What have you there ?

'

the Registrar's

clerk demands of the PI nin tiff presently. She

has been searching in her pocket for a snuff-

box wherewith to refresh herself, and, un-

able to immediately discover it, has emptied

the contents of the pocket on the ledge of the

witness-box. Among the rest is another little

account book.
' Let me see that,' demands the Judge,

rather sharply, and no wonder. '

Why did

you not ])roduce it before ?
'

'

Aw, he be last year's un
;
some of it be

two years ago,' is the reply.

Another long pause. The Judge silently

examines eveiy page of the account book two

years old. Suddenly he looks up.
' This re-

ceipt,' he says, 'was given for an account ren-

dered eio'hteen months mxo. Here in this older

book are the entries corresponding with it.

The present claim is for a second series of

articles which happened to come to the same

amount, and the Defendant, finding that the
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receipt was not dated, has endeavoured to

make it do duty for the two.'

'

I tould you so,' interrupts the Plaintiff.

'

I tould you so, but you wouldn't listen to L'

The Judge continues that he is not sure

he ought not to commit the Defendant, and

then, with a gesture of weary disgust, throws

down his pen and breaks oft' in the middle of

his sentence to ask the High Bailift' if there

are any other judgments out against the De-

fendant. So many years' experience of the

shifts, subterfuges, paltry misrepresentations,

and suppressions
—all the mean and despicable

side of poor humanity—have indeed wearied

him, but, at the same time, taught forbearance.

He hesitates to be angry, and delays to punish.

The people are poor, exceedingly poor. The

Defendant's wife says she has eight children
;

they are ignorant, and, in short, cannot be, in

equity, judged as others in better circum-

stances. There are two other judgments

against the Defendant, who is earning about

12.S'. a week, and the verdict is Lv. a month,

first payment that day three weeks.

Then the solicitor for the Plaintiff' in the

' horse case
'

rises and informs the Judi^e that
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the parties cannot settle it, and the case must

proceed. The PLaintiff and Defendant take

their pkces, and some thirty witnesses file

tlirough the gangway to the witness-room to

be out of Court. The baihffs liglit the gas as

the gloom deepens, and the solicitor begins his

opening speecli. The Judge has leant back in

his chair, closed his eyes, and composed him-

self to listen. By the time two witnesses

have l)een exammed the hour has arrived

when the Judge can sit no longer. He must

leave, because on the morrow he has to hold a

Court in another part of the county. The

important
' horse case

'

and the other causes

must wait a month. He sits to the very last

moment, then hastily stuffs deeds, documents,

papers of all descriptiuiis into a portmanteau

already overflowing, and rushes to his carriage.

He will go through much the same work

to-morrow ; combating the irritating misre-

presentations, exposing suppressions, discover-

in<>' tlie tnirli under a iiioinitaiii of crass

stupidity and wilfid deceit. Next day he will

be again at work
;
and the same process will

go on the following week. In the month

there are perhaps about five days
—exclusive
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of Sundays—upon Trliich lie does not sit. But

those days are not holidays. Tliey are spent

m patiently reading a mass of deeds, inden-

tures, contracts, vouchers, affidavits, evidence

of every description anrl of the most volumi-

nous character. These have been put in by

solicitors, as part of their cases, and require

the most careful attention. Besides causes

that are actually argued out in open Court,

there are others which, by consent of both

parties, are placed in his hands as arbitrator.

Many mvolve nice points of law, and require

a written judgment in well-chosen words.

The work of the County Court Judge at

the present day is simply enormous
;

it is

ceaseless and never finished, and it demands a

patience wliich nothing can ruffle. Xo matter

how much falsehood may annoy him, a Judge
with arbitrary power entrusted to him must

not permit indignation alone to govern his de-

cision. He must make allowances for all.

For the County Court in country districts

has become a tribunal whose decisions enter as

it were into the very life of the people. It is

not concerned with a few unportant cases only;

it has to arrange and finally settle what are
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really liousehold affairs. Take any village,

and make inquiries how many householders

there are wIkj ha\'e not at one time or other

come under the jurisdiction of the County

Court ? Either as Plaintiff, or Defendant, or

as witness, almost every one has had such ex-

perience, and those who have not have heen

threatened with it. Iksides those defended cases

that come before the Judge, there are hundreds

upon hundreds of petty claims, to which no

defence is offered, and which are adjudicated

upon by the Registrar at the same time that

the Judge hears the defended causes.

The labourer, like so many farmers in a

chfterent way, lives on credit and is perpetu-

ally in debt. He purchases his weekly goods

on the security of hoemg, harvest, or piece

work, and his wages are continually absorbed

in payment of instalments, just as the tenant-

farmer's income is too often absorbed in the

payment of interest on and instalments of his

loans. Xo one seems ever to pay without at

least a threat of the County Court, Avhich thus

occupies a position like a firm appointed to

perpetually liquidate a vast estate. It is for

ever collectins; shillmgs and half-crowns.
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This is one aspect of the County Court
;

the other is its position with respect to pro-

perty. It is the great arbitrator of property—of houses and land, and deeds, and contracts.

Of recent years the number of the owners of

Land has immensely increased—that is, of

small pieces
—and the litigation has corre-

spondingly grown. There is enough work

for a man of high legal abihty in settling

causes of this character alone, without any
' horse case

'

with thirty witnesses, or any

dispute that involves the conflict of personal

testimony.
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CHAPTEPt III.

THE BANK. THi: OLD NEWSPAPER.

The most imi)osmg building- in a certain

country market town is the old Bank, so

called familiarly to distinguish it from the

new one. The premises of the old Bank would

be quite unapproached in grandeur, locally,

were it not for tlie enter] )rise of the new es-

tablishment. Nothing could be finer than the

f^icade of the old P)ank. wliicli stands out clear

and elegant in its fresh ]xiint among the some-

what dingy houses and shops of the main

street. It is rather larger in size, more lofty,

and has the advantage of bemg a few yards

nearer to the railway station. But the rival

institution runs it very close. It occupies a

corner on the very verge of the market-place

—its door faciuii' the farmer as he concludes

his deal—and it is within a minute of the best

hotels, where nuich business is done. It is
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equally white and clean with fresh paint, and

equally elegant in design.

A stranger, upon a nice consideration of

the circumstances, might find a difficulty in

deciding on which to bestow his patronage ;

and perhaps the chief recommendation of the

old establishment lies in the fact that it is the

older of the two. The value of antiquity

was never better understood than in these

modern days. Shrewd men of business have

observed that the quality of being ancient is

the foundation of credit. Men believe in that

which has been long established. Their fathers

dealt there, they deal themselves, and if a new

comer takes up his residence he is advised to

do likewise.

A visitor desirous of looking on the out-

side, at least of country banking, would

naturally be conducted to the old Bank. If it

were an ordinary day, i.e. not a market or fair,

he might stand on the pavement in front sun-

ning himself without the least inconvenience

from the passenger traffic. He would see, on

glancing up and down the street, one or two

aged cottage women going in or out of the

grocer's, a postman strolling round, and n
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distant policeman at the farthest corner, A
sprinkling of boys playing marbles at the

side of the pavement, and two men loading a

waggon with sacks of flour from a warehouse,

complete the scene as far as human life is

concerned. There are doo-s baskino; on door-

steps, larger dogs rambling with idleness in

the slow sway of their tails, and overhead

black swifts (whose nests are in the roofs of

the higher houses) dash to and fro, uttering

their shrill screech.

The outer door of the bank is wide open
—fastened l^ack—ostentatiously open, and up
the passage another mahogany door, closed,

bears a polished brazen plate with the word
'

Manager
'

engraved upon it. Everythmg
\vitliin is laro-e and massive. The swino; door

itself yields Avith the slow motion of solidity,

and, unless you are agile as it closes in the

rear, thrusts you forward like a strong gale.

The apartment is large and lofty : there is

room for a crowd, but at present tliero is no

one at the counter. It is lono- cnouii'li and

broad enough for the business of twenty cus-

tomers at once
;
so broad that tlie clerks on

the other side are beyond arm's reach. Ihit
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they have shovels with which to push the

gold towards yoii, and in a small glass stand

is a sponge kept constantly damp, across

which the cashier draws his iino-er as he

counts the silver, the slight moisture enabling

him to sort the coin more swiftly.

The fittings are perfect, as perfect as in a

London bank, and there is an air of extreme

precision. Yonder open drawers are full of

pass-books ; upon the desks and on the

broad mantelpiece are piles of cheques, not

scattered in disorder but arranged in exact

heaps. The very inkstands are heavy and

vast, and you just catch a glimpse round the

edge of the semi-sentry box which guards the

desk of the chief cashier, of a ledger so huge
that the mind can hardly realise the extent of

the business which requires such ponderous
volumes to record it. Then beyond these a

glass door, half open, apparently leads to the

manager's room, for within it is a table strewn

with papers, and you can see the green-painted

iron wall of a safe.

The clerks, like the place, are somewhat

imposmg ; they are in no hurry, they allow

you time to look round you and imbibe the
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sense "of awe whicli tlie inagiiiiicent inalioo-any

counter and the l)r:i/('n littinus.all tlic evidences

of wealth, are so ealeidate(l t(j inspire, llic

hollow sound of your footstep on the floor

does iu)t seem licard ; tlie slio-ljt "Ahem!'

you utter after you haw ^^aitedafew moments

attracts no attention, nor the rustling of your

papers. The junior clerks are adding u]>

column after column of iii>-ures. and are totally

absorbed
;
the chief cashier is pondering deeply

over a letter and annotating it. By-and-by
he puts it down, and slowly jipproaches. But

after you have gone through the preliminary

ceremony of waiting, which is an institution

of the place, the treatuient quite changes.

Your business is accomplished with practised

ease, any information you may require is forth-

coming on the instant, and deft lingers pass

you the coin. In brief, the wliole machinery

of banking is here as coni])lete as in Lombard

Street. The complicatetl ramilications uf com-

mercial transactions are as well understood

and as closely studied as iu the
"

City.' X(^

matter what your wishes, provided, of course,

that your credentials are unimi)eachable, they
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will be conducted for you satisfactorily and

without delay.

Yet the o'reen meadows are within an

arrow shot, and standing on the threshold and

looking down a cross street you can see the

elms of the hedgerows closing in the prospect.

It is really wonderful that such conveniences

should be found in so apparently insignificant

a place. The intelligence and courtesy of the

ofiicials is most marked. It is clear, upon

reflection, that such intelligence, such manners,

and knowledge not only of business but of

men (for a banker and a banker's agent has

often to judge at a moment's notice whether a

man be a rogue or honest), cannot be had for

nothing. They must be paid for, and, in so

far at least as the heads are concerned, paid

liberally. It is knoTxm that the old Bank has

often paid twenty and twenty-five per cent, to

its shareholders. Where does all this money
come from ? From Hodge, toiling in the field

and earning his hvelihood in the sweat of his

brow ? One would hardly think so at first,

and yet there are no great businesses or manu-

factories here. Somehow or other the money
that pays for this courtesy and commercial
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knowledge, for these magnificent premises and

furniture, tliiit pays the shareholders twenty-
five per cent., must be drawn from the green

meadows, the cornfields, and the hills where

the sheep feed.

On an orduiary day tlie customers that

come to the bank's counter may be reckoned

on the fingers. Early m the mornuig the

Post-office people come for their cash and

change ; next, some of the landlords of the

principal mns with their takuigs ; afterwards,

such of the tradesmen as have cheques to pay
in. Later on the lawyers' clerks, or the

solicitors themselves droj) in
;

in the latter

case for a chat w^ith the manao-er. A farmer

or two may call, especially on a Friday, for

the cash to pay the labourers next day, and

so the mornmg passes. In the afternoon one

or more of the local gentry or clergy may
drive up or may not—it is a chance either

way—and as the hour (h-aws near for closing-

some of the tradesmen come hurryuig in

again. Then the day, so far as the public
are concerned, is over. To-morrow sees the

same event repeated.

On a market-day there is a great bustle
;
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men hustle in and out, with a bkifF disreo-ard

of conventional politeness, but with no mten-

tion of rudeness. Through the open doors

comes the lowino; of cattle, and the baainsf of

sheep ;
the farmers and dealers that crowd in

and out briu"- with them an odour of animals

that exhales from their garments. The clerks

are now none too many, the long broad coun-

ter none too large ;
the resources of the

establishment are taxed to the utmost. The

manager is there in person, attendmg to the

more important customers.

In the crush are many ladies who would

find their business ficilitated by commg on a

different day. But market-day is a tradition

with all classes
;
even the gentry appear in

greater numbers. If you go forth into the

market-place you will find it thronged with

farmers. If you go into the Corn Hall or

Exchanii'e, where the corndealers have their

stands, and where busmess in cereals and seeds

is transacted
;

if you walk across to the

auction yard for cattle, or to the horse deposi-

tory, where an auction of horses is proceed-

ing ; everywhere you have to push your way

through groups of agriculturists. The
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hotels are full of them (the stable-yards full

of their various conveyances), and the restau-

rant, the latest innovation in country towns,
is equally filled with farmers taking a chop,
and the inner rooms with ladies discussing;

coffee and light refreshments.

Now every farmer of all this crowd has

his cheque-book in the breast })ocket of his

coat. Let his business be what it may,
the purchase of cattle, sheep, horses, or im-

plements, seed, or any other necessary, no

coin passes. The parties, if the transaction

be private, adjourn to their favourite inn, and

out comes the cheque-book. If a purchase be

effected at either of the auctions proceeding
it is paid for by cheque, and, on the other

hand, should the farmer be the vendor, his

money comes to him m the shape of a cheque.

With the exception of his dinner and the

ostler, the farmer who comes to market car-

ries on all his transactions with paper. The

landlord of the hotel takes cash for the dinner,

and the ostler takes his shilling. For the

rest, it is all cheques, cheques, cheques ;
so

that the whole business of aoTicultnre, from

VOL. II. E
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the purchase of the seed to the sale of the

crop, passes through the bank.

The toll taken by the bank upon such

transactions as shnple buying and selling is

practically nil
;

its profit is indirect. But

besides the mdirect profit there is the direct

speculation of making advances at high in-

terest, discounting bills, and similar busi-

ness. It mio-ht almost be said that the

crops are really the property of the local

banks, so large in the aggregate are the ad-

vances made upon them. The bank has, in

fact, to study the seasons, the weather, the

probable market prices, the import of gram
and cattle, and to keep an eye upon the agri-

culture of the world. The harvest and the

prices concern it quite as much as the actual

farmer who tills the soil. In good seasons,

with a crop above the average, the business

of the bank expands in corresponding ratio.

The manager and directors feel that they can

advance with confidence
;
the farmer has the

means to pay. In bad seasons and with short

crops the farmer is more anxious than ever to

borrow ;
but the bank is obliged to contract

its sphere of operations.
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It usually happens that one or more of the

directors of a country bank are themselves

farmers in a large ^vay
—gentlemen fanners,

but with practical knowledge. They are men
whose entire lives have been spent m the lo-

cality, and who have a very wide circle of

acquaintances and friends among agricultu-

rists. Their forefathers were stationed there

before them, and thus there has been an accu-

mulation of local knowledge. They not only

thoroughly understand the soil of the neigh-

bourhood, and can forecast the effect of par-
ticular seasons with certainty, but they possess
an intimate knowledge of family history,

Avhat farmer is in a bad way, who is doubtful,

or who has always had a sterling reputation.

An old-established country bank has almost

tdways one or more such confidential advisers.

Their assistance is invaluable.

Since agriculture became in this w\ay,

through the adoption of banking, so intimately
connected with commerce, it has responded,

like other businesses, to the fluctuations of

trade. The value of money in Threadneedle-

street affects the farmer in an obscure haudet

a hundred miles away, whose fathers knew

E 3
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notliing of money except as a coin, a token of

value, and understood nothing of the export

or import of gold. The farmer's busmess is

conducted through the bank, but, on the

other hand, the bank cannot restrict its opera-

tions to the mere country-side. It is bound

up in every possible manner with the vast

institutions of the metropolis. Its private

profits depend upon the rate of discount and

the tone of the money market exactly in the

same way as with those vast institutions. A
difficulty, a crisis there is immediately felt by
the country bank, whose dealings with its far-

mer customers are in turn aff'ected.

Thus commerce acts upon agriculture.

Per contra, the tradesmen of the town who gfo

to the bank e\'ery morning would tell you
with doleful faces that the condition of ao-ri-

culture acts upon trade in a most practical

manner. Neither the farmer, nor the farmer's

wife and family expend nearly so much as they

did at their shops, and consequently the sums

they carry over to the bank are much di-

minished in amount. The local country trades-

man probably feels the depression of agriculture

all but as much as the fiirmer himself. The
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tradesman is perhaps supported by the bank
;

if he cannot meet his liabilities the bank is

compelled to withdraw that support.

Much of this country banking seems to

have grown up in very recent times. Any

elderly farmer out yonder in the noisy market

would tell you that in his young days when

he first did business he had to carry coin with

him, especially if at a distance from home. It

was then the custom to attend markets and

fairs a long way off, such markets being

centres where the dealers and drovers brought

cattle. The dealers would accept nothing but

cash
; they would not have looked at a cheque

had such a thing been proffered them. This

old Bank prides itself upon the reputation it

enjoyed, even in those days. It had the power
of issuing notes, and these notes were accepted

by such men, even at a great distance, the

bank having so good a name. They were

even preferred to the notes of the Bank of

England, which at one time, in outlying

country places, were looked on with distrust,

a state of thiniis which seems almost incredible

to the present generation.

In those davs men had no confidence.
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That mutual business understanding, tlie

credit which is the basis of all commerce of

the present time, did not exist. Of course

this only applies to the country and to country

trading ;
the business men of cities were years

in advance of the agi'iculturists in this respect.

But so good was the reputation of the old

Bank, even in those times, that its notes were

readily accepted. It is, indeed, surprising

what a reputation some of the best of the

country banks have achieved. Their names

are scarcely seen in the money articles of the

daily press. But they do a solid business of

a;reat extent, and their names in aoriculturalo CD

circles are names of power. So the old Bank

here, though within an arrow shot of the green

meadows, though on ordinary days a single

clerk might attend to its customers, has really

a valuable clientele.

Of late years shrewd men of business dis-

covered that the ranks of the British farmer

offered a wonderful opportunity for legitimate

banking. The farmer, though he may not be

rich, must of necessity be the manager, if not

the actual o^^'ner, of considerable capital. A
man who fanns, if only a hundred acres, must
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have sonic capital. It may not be liis own—
it may be borrowed

;
still he has the use of it.

Here, then, a wide field opened itself to bank-

ing enterprise. Certainly there has been a

remarkable extension of banking institutions

in the country. Every market town has its

bank, and in most cases two—branches ot

course, but banks to all intents and purposes.

?)ranclies are started everywhere.

The new Bank in this particular little

town is not really new. It is simply a branch

set up by a well-established bank whose original

centre may perhaps be in another county. It

is every whit as respectable as the other, and

as well conducted. Its branch as yet lacks

local antiquity, but that is the only diiFerence.

The competition for the fonuer's business be-

tween these branches, scattered all over the

length and breadth of the country, must of

necessity be close. AVI ion the branch, or new

Bank, came here, it Mas started in grand pre-

mises specially erected for it. in the most con-

venient situation that could be secured.

Till then the Imsiness of the old Bank

had been carried on in a small and dingy

basement. The room was narrow, badly lit,
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and still worse ventilated, so that on busy

days both the clerks and the customers com-

plained of the stuffy atmosphere. The ancient

fittings had become worn and defaced
;

the

ceiling was grimy ;
the conveniences in every

way defective. AVhen it was known that a

new branch was to be opened the directors of

the old Bank resolved that the building, which

had so long been found inadequate, should be

entirely renovated. They pulled it down, and

the present magnificent structure took its

place.

Thus this little country town now pos-

sesses two banks, whose faqades could hardly

be surpassed in a city. There is perhaps a

little rivalry between the managers of the two

institutions, in social as well as in business

matters. Beins; so lono- established there the

old Bank numbers among its customers some

of the largest landed proprietors, the leading

clergy, and solicitors. The manager coming
into contact with these, and being himself a

man of intelligence, naturally occupies a

certain position. If any public movement is

set on foot, the banks strive as to which shall

be most to the fore, and, aided by its antiquity,
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the old Bank, perhaps, secures a social pre-

cedence. Both manao;ers beloiijji; to the
'

car-

riage peo})le
'

of the town.

llodg'e conies into the place, walking

slowly behind cattle or sheep, or jolting in

on a waggon. His ^vit'e comes, too, on foot,

throii<>;li the rouohest ^veather, to fetch her

household i>:oods. His daufi'hter comes into

the hirino' fair, and stands waitinsf for em-

ployment on the pavement in the same spot

used for the })nrpose from time immemorial,

Avithin sight of the stately fa(;ades of the

banks. He himself has stood in the market-

place with rea[)ing liook or hoe looking for a

master. Humble as he may be, it is clear

that the wealth in those cellars—the notes and

the gold pushed over the counters m shovels

—must somehow come from the labour which

he and his immediate employer—the farmer—.

go through in the iield.

It is becommg more and more the practice

for the carter, or shepherd, who desires a new

situation, to advertise. Instead of Avaiting

for the chance of the hirinu; fair, he trud^-es

into the market town and calls at the office of

the oldest established local paper. There his
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wishes are reduced to writing for him, he pa^^s

his money, and his advertisement appears. If

there is any farmer advertising for a man, as

is often the case, he at the same time takes

the address, and goes over to oiFer his services.

The farmer and the labourer ahke look to the

advertisement columns as the medium between

them.

The vitality and influence of the old-

fashioned local newspaper is indeed a remark-

able feature of country life. It would be

thought that in these days of cheap literature,

these papers, charging twopence, threepence,

and even fourpence per copy, could not possi-

bly continue to exist. But, contrary to all

expectation, they have taken quite a fresh

start, and possess a stronger hold than ever

upon the agricultural population. They enter

into the old homesteads, and every member of

the farmer's family carefully scans them, cer-

tain of finding a reference to this or that sub-

ject or person in whom he takes an mterest.

Some such papers practically defy compe-

tition. In the outlying towns, where no fac-

tories have introduced a new element, it is vain

for the most enterprising to start another. The
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squire, the clergymciu, the hiAvyer, the tenant

farmer, the wayside inn-keeper stick to the old

weekly paper, nnd nothing can shake it. It is

one of tlie institutions of agriculture.

The office is, perhaps, in a side street of

the quiet market town, and there is no display

to catch the casual purchaser. Xo mystery'

surrounds the editor's sanctum
;
the visitor

has but to knock, and is at once admitted to

his presence. An office could scarcely be

more plainly furnished. A common table,

which has, however, one gi*eat virtue—it does

not shake when written on—occupies the

centre. Upon one side is a large desk or

bureau ; the account books lying open show

that the editor, besides his literary labour, has

to spend nnich time in double entry. Two
chairs are so completely hidden under '

ex-

changes
'

that no one can sit upon them.

Several of these
'

exchanges
'

are from the

United States or Australia, for the colonists

are often more interested and concerned about

local aifairs in the old country than they are

Avith the doings in tlie metropolis. Against

the wall, too, hangs a picture of a tine

steamer careering under sail and steam, and
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near it a coloured sectional map of some new

township marked out in squares. These are

the advertisements of an Atlantic or Australian

line, or of both
;
and the editor is their agent.

When the young ploughman resolves to quit

the hamlet for the backwoods of America or

the sheepwalks of Australia, he comes here to

engage his berth. When the young farmer

wearies of waitino: for dead men's shoes—in

no other way can he hope to occupy an Eng-
lish fnrm—he calls here and pays his jmssage-

money, and his broad shoulders and willing

hands are shipped to a land that will welcome

him. A single shelf supports a few books, all

for reference, such as the 'Clergy List,' for the

Church is studied, and the slio:htest chano-e

that concerns the district carefully recorded.

Beneath this, the ponderous volumes that

contain the file of the paper for the last forty

years are piled, their weight too great for a

shelf resting on the floor. The series consti-

tutes a complete and authentic local history.

People often come from a distance to consult

it, for it is the only register that affords more

than the simple entry of birth and death.

There is a life in the villages and hamlets
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around, in the little places that are not even

hamlets, which to the folk who dwell in them

is fully as important as that of the greatest

city. Farmhouses are not like the villas

of cities and city suburbs. The villa has

hardly any individuality ;
it is but one of

many, each resembling the other, and scarcely

separated. To-day one fiunily occupies it,

to-morrow another, next year perhaps a third,

and neither of these has any rejd connection

with the place. They are sojoiuuiers, not in-

habitants, drawm thither by business or plea-

sure
; they come and go, and leave no mark

behind. But the farndiouse has a history.

The same family have lived in it for, perhaps,

a hundred years : they have married and inter-

married, and become identified with the

locality. To them all the petty events of

village life have a meaning and importance :

the slow changes that take place and are

chronicled in the old news})aper have a sad

significance, for they mark that flux of time

which is carrying them, too, onwards to their

rest.

These columns of the file, therefore, that

to a stranger seem a blank, to the old folk and
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their descendants are like a mirror, in which

they can see the faces of the loved ones who

passed away a generation since. They are the

archives of the hamlets round about : a farmer

can find from them when his grandfather

quitted the old farm, and read an account of

the sale. Men who left the tillage in their

youth for the distant city or the still more dis-

tant colonies, as they grow in years often feel

an irresistible desire to revisit the old, old place.

The home they so fondly recollect is in other

hands, and yet in itself but little changed. A
few lines m the piamest language found in the

file here tell to such a greybeard a story that

fills his eyes with tears. But even a stranger

who took the trouble to turn over the folios

would now and then find matter to interest

him : such as curious notes of archaeological

discovery, accounts of local customs now

fallen into disuse, and traditions of the past.

Many of these are worthy of collection in

more accessible form.

There is hardly anything else m the room

except the waste basket under the table. As

the visitor enters, a lad goes out with a roll of

manuscript in his hand, and the editor looks
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up from his monotonous task of proof-rcadin"-,

for he has that duty also to perform. What-

ever he is doing, some one is certain to call

and break off the thread of his thought. The

bailiff or farm-steward of a neio-hbourinir

estate comes m to insert an advertisement of

timber for sale, or of the auction of the ash-

poles annually felled. A gamekeeper calls

with a notice not to sport or trespass on cer-

tain lands. The editor has to write out the

advertisement for these peoj)le, and for many
of the farmers who come, for countrymen
have the greatest dislike to literary effort of

any kind, and can hardly be persuaded to

write a letter. I'xen when they have written

the letter they get the daughter to address the

envelope, lest the Post Office should smile at

their rude penmanship. The business of pre-

paring the advertisement is not quickly con-

cluded, forjust as it is put down to their fancy,

they recollect another item which lias to be

added. Then they stand and gossip about

the family at the mansion and the affairs of

the parish generally, totally oblivious of the

valuable time they are wasting. Farmers look

in to advertise a cottage or a house in the
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village to let, and stay to explain the state of

the crops, and the why and the wherefore of

So-and-so leaving his tenancy.

The largest advertisers invariably put oiF

their orders till the morning of the paper

going to press, from sheer inattention. On
that busy morning, auctioneers' clerks rush in

with columns of auction sales of cattle, sheep,

horses, hay, or standing crops (according to

the season of the year), and every species of

farm produce. After them come the solicitors'

clerks, with equall}^ important and lengthy
notices of legal matters concerning the effects

of farmers who have fallen into difficulties, of

parochial or turnpike affairs, or ' Pursuant to

an Act intituled
" An Act to further amend

the Law and to Relieve Trustees."
'

These

notices have been lying on their desks for

days, but are perversely sent down at the last

moment, and upset the entire make-up of the

paper.

Just as the editor has arranged for these,

and is in the act to rush up into the press-

room, a timid knock announces a poor cottage

girl, who has walked in from a hamlet six or

seven miles away to inquire the address of a
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lady who wants a servant. This advertise-

ment appeared at least three weeks since, for

country folk could in no wise make up their

minds to apply under three weeks, and neces-

sitates a search back through the file, and a

reference to divers papers. He cannot in

common courtesy leave the poor girl to wait

his convenience, and uieantime the steam is

up and the machuie waiting. When the

address is discovered, the girl thinks she

cannot remember it, and so he has to write it

down on a piece of paper for her.

He has no highly organised staff to carry
on the routine work

;
he has to look after

every department as well as the purely edi-

torial part. Almost every one who has a

scrap of news or gossip looks in at the office

to chat about it with Ihm. Farmers, who have

driven in to the town from distant villages,

call to tell him of the tronl)!^ they are hav-

ing over the new schools, and the conflict in

the parish as to whether they shall or shall

not have a school board. Clergymen from

outlying vicarages come to mention that a

cottage flower show, a })enny reading, a con-

firmation, or some such event, is impending.
Vol. II. r
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and to suggest the propriety of a full and

special account. Occasionally a leading landed

proprietor is closeted with him, for at least

an hour, discussing local poHtics, and ascer-

tainmg from him the tone of feeling in the

district.

Modern agricultural society insists upon

publicity. The smallest village event must

be chronicled, or some one will feel dissatisfied,

and
iiiLj[uire why it was not put m the paper.

This continual lookmg towards the paper for

everythmg causes it to exercise a very con-

siderable amount of influence. Perhaps the

clergy and gentry are in some things less

powerful than the local newspaper, for, from a

variety of causes, agricultural society has

become extremely sensitive to pubhc opinion.

The temperate and thoughtful arguments put
forward by a paper in which they have confi-

dence directly affect the tenant-farmers. On
the other hand, as expressing the views of

the tenant-farmers, the paper materially in-

fluences the course taken by the landed pro-

prietors.

In country districts the mere numerical

circulation of a weekly pubhcation is no
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measure of its importance. The position of

the subscribers is the true test. These old

established papers, in fact, represent property.

They are the organs of all who possess lands,

houses, stock, produce ;
in short, of the middle

class. This is evident from the advertising

columns. The lawyer, the auctioneer, the

land agent, the farmer, all who have any sub-

stance, publish their business in this medium.

Official county advertisements appear in it.

The carter and the shepherd look down the

column of situations vacant as they call at

the \allage inn for a glass of ale, or, if they

cannot read, ask some one to read for them.

But they do not purchase this kind of news-

paper. The cottager spells over prints advo-

catmg the disestablishment of the Church,

the division of great estates, and the general

subversion of the present order of things.

Yet when the labourer advertises, he goes to

the paper subscribed to by his master. The

disappearance of such an obsolete and expen-

sive paper is frequently announced as im-

mment
;
but the obsolete and expensive print,

instead of disappearing, flourishes with re-

newed vittdity. Solid matter, temperate argu-

F L'
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ment, and genuine work, in the long run, pay
the best. An editor who thus conducts his

paper is highly appreciated by the local chiefs

of his party, and may even help to contribute

to the success of an Administration.

The personal labour involved in such edit-

ing must be great from the absence of trained

assistance, and because the materials must be

furnished by incompetent hands. Local news

must be forwarded by local people, perhaps

by a village tailor with literary tastes. Such

correspondents often indulge in insinuations,

or fulsome flattery, which must be carefully

eliminated. From another village an account

of some event comes from the schoolmaster—
quite an important person nowadays !

—who

writes in a fair, round hand and uses the

finest language and the longest words. He

invariably puts
' hebdomadal

'

for
'

weekly.'

A lawyer's clerk writes a narrative of some

case, on blue foolscap, and, after the manner

of legal documents, without a single stop

from beginning to end.

Once a year comes the labour of preparing

the sheet almanac. This useful publication is

much valued by the tenants of the district, and
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may be found pinned against the wall for ready

reference in most farmhouses. Besides the

calendar it contains a list of county and other

officials, dates of quarter sessions and assizes,

fair days and markets, records of the prices

obtained at the annual sales of rams or short-

horns on leading larms, and similar agricul-

tural information.

The editor has very likely been born in

the district, and has thus grown up to under-

stand the wants and the spirit of the farming

class. He is acquainted with the family history

of the neighbourhood, a knowledge which is

of much advantage in enabling him to avoid

unnecessarily irritating personal susceptibilities.

His private library is not without interest.

It mainly consists of old books picked up at

the farmhouse sales of thirty years. At such

disposals of household effects volumes some-

times come to light that have been buried for

venerations amono- lumber, i\ljuiv of these

books are valuable and all worth examination.

A man of simple and retiring habits, his garden

is perhaps his greatest solace, and next to that

a drive or stroll through the green meadows

around. Incessant mental labour has forced
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him to wear glasses before his time, and it is

a reUef and pleasure to the eyes to dwell on

green sward and leaf. Such a man performs

a worthy part in country life, and possesses

the esteem of the country side.
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CHAPTEit IV.

THE VILLAGE FACTORY. VILLAGE VISITORS.

WILLOW-WORK.

In the daytime the centre of a certain village

may be said to be the shop of the agricultural

machinist. The majority of the cottagers are

away in the fields at work, and the place is

elsewhere almost quiet. A column of smoke

and a distant din guide the ^^sitor to the spot

where the hammers are clattering on the

anvils.

Twisted iron, rusty from exposure, lies in

confusion on the blackened oTound before the

shed. Coal dust and the carbon deposited

from volumes of thick smoke have darkened

the earth, and coated everything with a black

crust. The mndows of the shed are broken,

probably by the accidental contact of long rods

of iron carelessly cast aside, and some of the

slates of the roof appear gone just above the
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furnace, as if removed for ventilation and the

escape of the intense heat. There is a creak-

ins; of stiff leather as the bellows rise and fall,

and the roar of the ])last as it is forced up

through the glowing coals.

A ceaseless hum of wheels in motion comes

from the rear, and the peculiar crackling sound

of a band in rapid revolution round the drum

of the engine and the shaft. Then the grind-

ing scrape of sharp steel on iron as the edge of

the tool cuts shavings from the solid metal

rotating swiftly in the lathe. As blow follows

blow the red-hot
'

scale,' driven from the sur-

face of the iron on the anvil by the heavy

sledge, flies rattling against the window in a

spray of fire. The ring of metal, the clatter,

the roaring, and hissing of steam, fill the air,

and throuo-h it rises now and then the shrill

quick calls of men in command.

Outside, and as it seems but a stone's

throw distant, stands the old gi-ey church,

and about it the still, silent, green-grown

mounds over those who once followed the

quiet plough.

Round the corner of the village street

comes a man with a grimy red flag, and over
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the roofs of the cottao-es rises a cloud of

smoke, and behind it yet another. Two steam

ploughing engines are returning from their

work to their place beside the shed to wait

fresh orders. The broad wheels of the engines

block up the entire width of the street, and

but just escape overthrowing the feeble palings

in front of the cottage doors. Within those

palings the children at play scarcely turn to

look
;
the very infants that can hardly toddle

are so accustomed to the ponderous wonder

that they calmly gnaw the crusts that keep

them contented. It requires a full hour to

get the unwieldy engines up the incline and

round tlie sliarp turns on to the open space

by the Avorkshop. The driver has to
'

back,'

and go-a-head, and ' back
'

again, a dozen

times before he can reach the place, for that

narrow bye-way was not planned out for such

traffic. A mere path leading to some cottages

in the rear, it was rarely used even by carts

before the machinist came, and it is a feat of

skill to ti'ct the eno-ines in without, like a

conqueror, entering by a breac-h battered in

the Avails. AVhen, at last, they have been

piloted into position, the steam is blown ofl',
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and the riishino; hiss sounds all over the

village. The white vapour covers the ground
like a cloud, and the noise re-echoes against

the old grey church, but the jackdaws do not

even rise fro]n the battlements.

These engines and their corresponding

tackle are the chief stock-in-trade of the

village machinist. He lets them out to the

farmers of the district, which is principally

arable
;

that is, he contracts to do their

ploughing and scarifying at so much per acre.

In the ploughing seasons the engmes are for

ever on the road, and with their tackle drag-

ging behmd them take up the highway like a

tram. One day you may hear the hum and

noise from a distant field on the left
;
in a

day or two it comes from another on the

right ;
next week it has shifted again, and is

heard farther off northwards, and so all romid

the compass.

The \dsitor, driving about the neighbour-

hood, cannot but notice the huge and cum-

brous-looking plough left awhile on the sward

by the roadside. One half of the shares stand

up high in the air, the other half touch the

ground, and it is so nicely balanced that boys
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Hoinetinies play at see-saw on it. He will

meet the iron monster which draws this
ploii_i!;h

by the bridge over the brook, pausing while

its insatiable thirst is stayed from the stream.

He will see it patiently waiting, with a slight

curl of steam over the boiler, by the wayside
inn Avhile its attendants take their Innch.

It sometimes happens in wet weather that

the engines cannot be moved from the field

where they have been ploughing. The soil

becomes so soft from absorbmg so much wi;tcr

that it will not bear u}) the hea\y weight.

Logs and poles are laid down to form a tem-

porary way, but the great wheels sink too

deeply, and the engines have to be left covered

with tarpaulins. They have been known to

remain till the fresh green leaves of spring on

the hedges and trees almost hid them from

sight.

The machinist has another and hi-hter

traction eno-ine whicli does not ])loui>h. but

travels from farm to farm with a tlu'eshino-o

machine. In autumn it is in full Avork thresh-

in<>\ nnd in winter drives chaff-cutters for the

laro'er farmers. C)ccasionallv it draws a load

of coal in waii'n'ons or trucks built for the
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purpose. Hodge's forefathers knew no rival

at plough time
;

after the harvest they

threshed the corn all the winter with the flail.

Now the iron horse works faster and harder

than he.

Some of the great tenant-farmers have sets

of ploughing engines and tackle of their own,

and these are frequently at the machinist's for

repairs. The reaping, mowing, threshing,

haymaking, hoeing, raking, and other ma-

chines and implements also often require

mending. Once now and then a bicyclist

calls to have his machine attended to, some-

thing having given way while on a tour.

Thus the village factory is in constant work,

but has to encounter immense competition.

Country towns of any size usually possess

at least one manufactory of agricultural imple-

ments, and some of these factories have ac-

quired a reputation which reaches over sea.

The visitor to such a foundry is shown medals

that have been o:ranted for excellence of work

exhibited in Vienna, and may see machines in

process of construction which will be used

upon the Continent
;

so that the village

machinist, though apparently isolated, with
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nothing but fields around him, has in reality

competitors upon every side.

Ploughing engines, again, travel great dis-

tances, and there are firms that send their

tackle across a county or tAvo. Still the

village factory, being on the spot, has plenty

of local work, and the clatter of hammers, the

roar of the blast, and the hum of wheels never

cease at the shed. Busy workmen pass to

and fro, lithe men, quick of step and motion,

who come from Leeds, or some similar manu-

facturing town, and whose very step dis-

tingnishes them in a moment from the aori-

cultural labourer.

A sturdy ploughboy comes up with u piect;

of iron on his shoulder
;
it does not look large,

but it is as much as he can carry. One edge

of it is polished by the friction of the earth

throuofh which it has been forced : it has to be

straightened, or repaired, and the ploughboy
waits while it is done. He sits down outside

the shed on a broken and rusty iron wheel,

choosing a spot where the sun shines and the

building keeps oft' the wind. There, among
the twisted iron, ruins and fragments of ma-

chines, he takes out his hunch of bread and
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cheese, and great clasp knife, and quietly

enjoys liis luncheon. He is utterly indifferent

to the noise of the revolvmg wheels, the

creak of the bellows, the hiss of steam
;
he

makes no inquiry about this or that, and

shows no desire to understand the wonders of

mechanics. Something in his attitude—m the

immobility, the almost animal repose of limb
;

somethhig m the expression of his features,

the self-contained oblivion, so to say, suggests

an Oriental absence of aspiration. Only by

negatives and side-hghts, as it were, can any
idea be conveyed of his contented indifference.

He munches liis crust
; and, when he has

done, carefully, and with vast dehberation, re-

laces his heavy shoe. The sunshine illumines

the old grey church before him, and falls on

the low green mounds, almost level with the

sward, which cover his ancestors.

These modern inventions, this steam, and

electric telegraph, and even the printing-press

have but just skimmed the surface of village

life. If they were removed—if the pressure

from without, from the world around, ceased,

in how few years the village and the hamlet

would revert to their original condition !
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On summer afternoons, towards five or six-

o'clock, a fonr-wliool carriage
—

useful, but not

pretentious
—conies slowly up the hill leadini;-

to the village. The single occupant is an

elderly man, the somewhat wearied expression

of whose features is caused by a continuous

a})plication to business. The horse, too well

fed for work, takes his own time up the hill.

and Avhen at the summit the reins are gently

shaken, makes but an idle pretence to move

faster, for he knows that his master is too

good-natured and forbearmg to use the whij).

except to fondly stroke his back. The reins

are scarcely needed to guide the horse along

the familiar road to a large farmhouse on the

outskirts of the village, where at the gate

two or more children are Avaiting to welconu'
'

papa.'

Though a farmhouse, the garden is laid

out in the style so often seen around detaclied

villas, with a lawn for tennis juid croquet,

parterres l)right with summer flowers, and

seats under the })leasant shade of the trees.

Within it is furnished in villa fashion, and is

in fact let to a well-to-do tradesman of tlu-

market town a few miles distant. He has
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wisely sent his family for the summer months

to inhale the clear air of the hills, as exhilarat-

ing as that of the sea. There they can ride

the pony and donkeys over the open sward, and

romp and play at gipsying. Every evening

he drives out to join them, and every morning
returns to his office. The house belongs to

some large tenant-farmer, who has a little

freehold property, and thus makes a profit

from it.

This practice of hiring a village home for

the summer has become common of recent

years among the leadmg tradesmen of country

towns. Such visitors are welcome to the

cottage folk. They require the service of a

labourer now and then
; they want fresh eggs,

and veofetables from the allotment i^ardens.

The women have the family washmg to do,

and a girl is often needed to assist indoors,

or a boy to clean the knives and shoes.

Many perquisites fall to the cottage people
—

cast aside dresses, and so on
;
besides which

there are little gifts and kindnesses from the

lady and her children.

Towards November again, the congre-

gation in the old church one Sunday morn-
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ing find sul)jcct for speculation concerning

a stranger who enters a certain well-appointed

pew apjn-opriated to Tlic Chestnuts. lie is

clearly the new tenant who has taken it for

the hunting season. The Chestnuts is a man-

sion built in modern style for a former land-

owner. As it is outside the c'reat huntmo;

centres it is let at a low rental compared with

its accommodation. The labourers are glad

to see that the place is let again, for although

the half-pay officer—the new occupant
—who

has retired, wounded and decorated, from the

service of a grateful country, has probably not

a third the mcome of the tradesman, and five

times the social appearance to maintain, still

there will be profit to be got from him.

What chance has such a gentleman in bar-

gainmg with the cottagers ? How should he

know the \illa<>'e value of a cabba2:e ? How
should he understand the farmyard value of

a fowl ? It may possibly strike him as odd

that vegetables should be so dear when, as

he rides about, he sees whole fields green with

them. He sees plenty of fowls, and geese,

and turkeys, gobbling and cackling about the

larmyards, and can perhaps after a Avhile

VOL. II. G
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faintly 2:)erceive tliat they are the perquisites

of the ladies of the tenants' households, who
drive him a very hard bargain. He, too, has

cast aside suits, shoes, hats, and so forth, really

but little worn, to give away to the poor. If

married, his foniily require some help from

the cottage women ;
and there are odd jobs,

well paid for, on the place for the men. Thus

the cottagers are glad of the arrival of their

new masters, the one in the summer, the other

in the winter months.

The '

chapel-folk
'

of the place have so

increased m numbers and affluence that they

have erected a large and commodious build-

ino^ in the villao;e. Besides the cottao-ers,

many farmers go to the chapel, driving in

from the ends of the parish. It is a curious

circumstance that many of the largest dealers

in agricultural produce, such as cheese, bacon,

and corn, and the owners of the busiest

wharves where coal and timber, slate, and

similar materials are stored, belong to the

Dissenting community. There are some agri-

cultural districts where this class of business

is quite absorbed by Dissenters—almost as

much as money-changing and banking busi-
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ness is said to be the exclusive property of

Jews ill some Continental countries. Such

dealers are often substantial and, for the

country, even wealthy men. Then there are

the Dissenting tradesmen of the market town.

All these together form a species of guild.

The large chapel in the village was built by
their united subscriptions. They support

each other in a marked manner in times of

difficulty, so that it is rare for a tenant-farmer

of the persuasion to lose his position unless by
wilful misconduct. This mutual support is so

very marked as to be quite a characteristic fact.

The cottagers and their families go to

chapel mth these masters. But sometimes

the cottager, as he approaches the chapel door,

finds upon it (as in the church porch) a small

printed notice affixed there by the overseers.

If the labourer is now recognised as a person

whose opinion is to be consulted, on the other

hand he finds that he is not without respon-

sibilities. The rate-collector knocks at the

cottage door as well as at the farmer's. B}-

gradual degrees village rates are becoming a

serious burden, and though their chief incidence

may be upon the landlord and the tenant,

G 2
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indirectly they begin to come home to the

labourer. The school rate is voluntary, but it

is none the less a rate
;
the cemetery, the

ancient churchyard being no more available,

has had to be paid for, and, as usual, probably
cost twice what was anticipated. The high-

ways, the sanitary authority, not to speak of

poor relief, all demand a share. Each in

itself may be only a straw, but accumulated

straws in time fill a waggon.
One side of the stable of the village inn,

which faces the road, presents a broad surface

for the country bill-sticker. He comes out

from the market town, and travels on foot for

a whole day together, from hamlet to hamlet,

posting up the contents of his bag in the most

outlying and lonely districts. Every villager

as he passes by reads the announcements on

the wall : the circus comino- to the market

town, some jeweller's marvellous watches, the

selling off of spring or summer goods by the

drapers at an immense reduction, once now

and then a proclamation headed V.R., and the

sales of farm stock (the tenants leaving) and

of large freehold properties.

These latter are much discussed by the
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(•allers at the inn. A carter conies along

perlia])S ^vitll a loaded wa(>-gon from some dis-

tance, and as he stays to drink his quart talks

of the changes that are proceeding or imminent

in his locality. Thus the fact that changes

are contemplated is often Avidely known before

the actual advertisement is issued. The

labourers who hear the carter's story tell it

again to their own employer next time they

see him, and the farmer meeting another

farmer gossips over it again.

TJiere has grown up a general feeling in

the villaji'es and ao-ricultural districts that the

landed estates around them are no longer

stable and enduring. A feeling of uncertainty

is abroad, and no one is surprised to hear that

some other place, or person, is going. It is

rumoured that this great landlord is about to

sell as many farms as the family settlements

will let him. Another is only waiting for the

majority of his son to accomplish the same

object. Others, it is said, are proceeding

abroad to retrench. Troperties are coming
into the market in unexpected directions, and

others are only kept back because the price of

land has follen, and there is a ditliculty in
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selling a large estate. If divided into a

number of lots, each of small size, land still

fetches its value, and can be readily sold
;
but

that is not always convenient, and purchasers

hesitate to invest in extensive estates. But

though kept back, efforts are being made to

retrench, and, it is said, old mansions that

have never been let before can now be liired

for the season. Not only the tenant-farmers,

but the landowners are passing through a

period of depression, and their tenure too is

uncertain. Such is the talk of the country
side as it comes to the village inn.

Once a week the discordant note of a horn

or bugle, loudly blown by a man who does

not understand his instrument, is heard at

intervals. It is the news])aper vendor, who,
hke the bill-sticker, starts from the market

town on foot, and goes through the village

with a terrible din. He stops at the garden

gate in the palings l^efore the thatched cot-

tage, delivers his print to the old vroman or

the child sent out with the copper, and starts

again with a flourish of his trumpet. His

business is chiefly with the cottagers, and his

print is very hkely full of abuse of the landed
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propnctors as a body. He is a product of

modern days, almost the latest, nnd ns he goes

from cottage door to cottage door, the dis-

cordant uproar of his trumpet is a sign of the

times.

In some districts the osier plantations give

employment to a considerable number of per-

sons. The tall poles are made into posts and

rails
;
the trunks of the pollard trees when

thrown are cut into small tunber that serves

many minor purposes ;
the l^rushwood or tops

that are cut every now and then make thatch-

ing sticks and faggots ;
sometimes hedges are

made of a kind of willow wicker-work for

enclosino- o-ardens. It is, however, the i)lanta-

tions of withy or osier that are most important.

The willow grows so often in or near to water

that in common opinion the association cannot

be too complete. But in the arrangement

of an osier-bed water is utilised, indeed, but

kept in its place
—i.e. at tlie i-oots, nnd not

over the stoles. The osier should not stand

in water, or rise, as it were, out of a lake—the

water should be in the soil underneath, and

the level of the ground higlier than the surface

of the adjacent stream.
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Before planting-, the land has to be dug or

ploughed, and cleared
;
the weeds collected in

the same way as on an arable field. The sticks

are then set in rows eighteen inches apart,

each stick (that afterwards becomes a stole) a

foot from its neighbours of the same row. At

first the weeds require keeping down, but

after a while the crop itself kills them a good
deal. Several willows spring from each planted

stick, and at the end of tAvelve months the

first crop is ready for cutting. Next year the

stick or stole will send up still more shoots,

and give a larger yield.

The sorts generally planted are called

Black Spanish and Walnut Leaf. The first

has a darker bark, and is a tough wood
;
the

other has a light yellow bark, and grows
smoother and without knots, which is better

for working up into the manufactured article.

Either will otow to nine feet hio'h—the ave-

raofe heig^ht is six or seven feet. The usual

time for cutting is about Good Friday
—

that is, just l^efore the leaf appears. After

cuttmg, the rods are stacked upright in water,

in long trenches six inches deep prepared for

the purpose, and there they remain till the
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leaf comes out, Tlie power of growth dis-

played by the "willow is wonderful—a bough
has only to be stuck in the earth, or the end

of a pole placed in the brook, for the sap to

rise and shoots to push forth.

When the leaf shows the willows are car-

ried to the
'

brakes,' and the work of stripping

off the bark commences. A ' brake
'

some-

what resembles a pair of very blunt scissors

permanently fixed open at a certain angle,

and rigidly supported at a convenient height

from the ground. The operator stands behind

it, and selecting a long wand from the heap

beside hmi places it in the
'

brake,' and pulls

it through, slightly pressing it downwards.

As he draws it towards him, the edo:es of the

iron tear the bark and peel it along the whole

length of the stick. There is a knack in the

operation, of course, but when it is acquired

the wand is peeled in a moment by a dexterous

turn of the wrist, the bark falls to the ground
on the other side of the brake, and the now

white stick is thrown to the right, where a

pile soon accumulates. The peel is handy for

tying up, and when dried makes a capital

material for lighting fires. This strip})iug of
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the osiers is a most busy time in the neigh-

bourhood of the large pLintations
—almost

like hop-picking—for men, women, and child-

ren can all help. It does not require so much

strength as skill and patience.

After the peelmg the sticks have to be

dried by exposure to the sun
; they are then

sorted into lengths, and sold in bundles. If

it is desired to keep them any time they must

be thoroughl}^ dried, or they will
' heat

'

and rot

and become useless. This willow harvest is

looked forward to by the cottagers who live

along the rivers as an opportunity for earnmg
extra money. The quantity of osier thus

treated seems immense, and yet the demand is

said to l^e steady, and as the year advances

the price of the willow rises. It is manufac-

tured mto all kinds of baskets—on farms,

especially arable farms, numbers of baskets

are used. Clothes baskets, market baskets,

chaif baskets, bassmettes or cradles, &c., are

some few of the articles manufactured from it.

Large quantities ,
of willow, too, are worked

up unpeeled into hampers of all kmds. The

number of hampers used in these days is

beyond computation, and as they are con-
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stantly Avearing oat, fresh ones have to be

made. An advantage of the willow is that

it enables the farmer to derive a profit from

land that A\uLild otherwise be comparatively

valueless. Good land, indeed, is hardly fitted

for osier
;

it would gTOW rank with much pith

in the centre, and therefore liable to break.

On common land, on the contrary, it grows

just right, and not too coarse. Almost any

scrap or corner does for willow, and if properly

tended it speedily pays for the labour.

The diggmg and preparation of the ground

gives employment, and afterwards the weeding
and the w^ork required to clean the channels

that conduct water round and throuii'h the

beds. Then there is the cutting and the peel-

ing, and finally the basket-making ;
and thus

the willow, thoiiiih so common as to be little

regarded, finds work for many hands.
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C H A P T E Pv Y

hodge's fields.

The labourer working all the year round in

the open air cannot but note to some degree

those changes in tree and plant which coin-

cide with the variations of his daily employ-

ment. Early in March, as he walks along the

southern side of the hedge, where the dead

oak leaves still cumber the trailing ivy, he

can scarcely avoid seeing that pointed tongues

of green are pushing up. Some have widened

into black-spotted leaves
;
some are notched

like the many-l^arbed bone harpoons of savage

races. The hardv docks are showins;, and

the young nettles have risen up. Slowly the

dark and grey hues of winter are yielding to

the lively tints of spring. The blackthorn

has white buds on its lesser branches, and

the warm rays of the sun have drawn forth

the buds on one favoured hawthorn in a
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sheltered nook, so that the i»:reen of the coniiii<'-

leaf is visible. Bramble bushes still retain

their forlorn, shrivelled foliage ;
the hardy all

but evergreen leaves can stjuid cold, but when

bitinGC winds from the north and east blow

for weeks toi>'ether even these curl at the ed^fe

and die.

The remarkable power of wind upon leaves

is sometimes seen in May, when a strong

gale, even from the west, will so beat and

batter the tender horse-chestnut sprays that

they bruise and blacken. The slow i)lough

traverses the earth, and the white dust rises

from the road and drifts into the field. In

winter the distant copse seemed black
;
now

it appears of a dull reddish brown from the

innumerable catkins and buds. The delicate

sprays of the birch are fringed with them,

the aspen has a load of brown, there are

green catkins on the bare hazel boughs,
and the willows have white '

pussy-cats.'

The horse-chestnut l)uds—the hue of dark

varnish—have enlarged, and stick to the

finger if touched
;
some are so swollen as to

nearly burst and let the green appear. Al-

ready it is becoming more difficult to look
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right throiigli the copse. In winter the light

could be seen on the other side
;
now catkin,

bud, and openmg leaf have thickened and

check the view. The same effect was pro-

duced not long since by the rime on the

branches in the frosty mornings ;
while each

smallest twig was thus lined with crystal it

was not possible to see through. Tangled
weeds float down the brook, catchmof ao-ainst

projecting branches that dip mto the stream,

or slowly rotating and carried apparently up
the current by the eddy and back-water be-

hind the bridge. In the pond the frogs have

congregated in great numbers
;
their constant

' croo-croo
'

is audible at some distance.

The meadows, so long bound by frost and

covered with snow, are slowly losmg their

wan aspect, and assuming a warmer green as

the young blades of grass come upwards.
Where the plough or harrow has passed over

the clods they cjuickly change from the rich

brown of fresh-turned soil to a whiter colour,

the dryness of the atmosphere immediately

dissipating the moisture in the earth. So,

examine what you will, from the clod to the

tiniest branch, the hedge, the mound, the
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water—everywhere a step forward has been

taken. The difference in a particular case

may be minute
;
but it is there, and together

these faint indications sIioav how closely spring

is approaching.

As the sun rises the chaffinch utters his

bold challenge on the tree
;
the notes are so

ra])id that they seem to come all at once.

Welcome, indeed, is the song of the first

finch. Sparrows are busy in the garden—
the hens are by far the most numerous now,
half a dozen together perch on the bushes.

One suddenly darts forth and seizes a black

insect as it flies in the sunshine. The bee, too,

is abroad, and once now and then a yellow

butterfly. From the copse on the warmer

days comes occasionally the deep hollow bass

of the wood pigeon. On the very topmost
branch of an elm a magpie has perched ;

now

he looks this way, and then turns that, bow-

mg in the oddest manner, and jerking his

long tail up and down. Then two of thorn

flutter across the field—feebly, as if they had

barely strength to reach the trees m the oppo-

site hedge. Extending their wings they float

slowly, and every now and then the body
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undulates alon"; its entire len^fth. Rooks are

building
—

tbey fly and feed now in pairs ;

the rookery is alive with them. To the

steeple the jackdaws have returned and fly

round and round
;
now one holds his wings

rigid and slides down at an angle of sixty

degrees at a l^reakneck pace, as if about to

dash himself in frai>'ments on the o-arden

beneath.

Sometimes there come a few days which

are like summer. There is an almost cloud-

less sky, a gentle warm breeze, and a bright

sun filling the fields with a glow of light.

The air, though soft and genial, is dry, and

perhaps it is this quality which gives so

peculiar a definition to hedge, tree, and hill.

A firm, almost hard, outline brings copse and

wood into clear relief
;
the distance across the

broadest fields appears sensibly dimmished.

Such freedom from moisture has a deliciously

exhilarating eff'ect on those who breathe so

pure an atmosphere. The winds of March

difter, indeed, in a remarkable manner from

the gales of the early year, which, even when

they blow from a mild quarter, compel one

to keep in constant movement because of the
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aqueous vapour they carry. But the true

Mareli whul, though too boisterous to be

exactly genial, causes a joyous sense of fresh-

ness, as if the very blood in the veins were

refined and quickened upon inhaling it.

There is a difference in its roar—the note is

distinct from the harsh sound of the chilly

winter blast. On the lonely highway at

niglit, when other noises are silent, the March

breeze rushes through the tall ehns in a wild

cadence. The white clouds hasten over, illu-

minated from behind by a moon approaching

the full
; every now and then a break shows

a clear blue sky and a star shining. Xow a

loud roar resounds alon^; the hediJ-erow like the

deafening boom of the surge ;
it moderates,

dies away, then an elm close by bends and

sounds as the blast comes again. In another

moment the note is caught up and repeated

by a distant tree, and so one after another

joins the song till the chorus reaches its

highest pitch. Then it sinks again, and so

continues with pauses and deep inspirations.

for March is like a stronij: man drawini*'

his breath full and long as lie starts to run

a race.

VOL. II. H
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The sky. too, like the earth, whose hedges,

trees, and meadows are acquiring fresher

colours, has now a more lovely aspect. At

noon-day, if the clouds be absent, it is a rich

azure
;

after sunset a ruddy glow appears

almost all round the horizon, while the

thrushes smg hi the wood till the twilight

declines. At night, when the moon does not

rise till late, the heavens are brilhant with

stars. In the east Arcturus is up ;
the Great

Bear, the Lesser Bear, and Cassiopeia are

ranged about the Pole. Procyon goes before

the Dog ;
the noble constellation of Orion

stretches broad across the sky ;
almost over-

head lucent Capella looks down. Aries droops

towards the west
;
the Bull follows with the

red Aldebaran, and the Pleiades. Behmd

these, Castor and Pollux, and next the cloud-

like, nebulous Cancer. Largest of all, great

Sirius is flammg in the south, quivering with

the ebb and flow of liis light, sometimes with

an emerald scintillation like a dewdrop on

which a sunbeam glances.

The busy summer, with its hapnakmg,

reapmg, and continuous succession of harvest

work, passes too swiftly for reflection both for
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masters and men. lUit in the calm of autumn

there is time again to look round. Then white

columns of smoke rise u]) slowly into the

traiujuil atmosphere, till they overtop the

tallest elms, and the odour of the burnino-

couch is carried across the meadows from the

lately-ploughed stubl)le, where the weeds have

been collected in heaps and fired. The stubble

itself, short and in regular lines, affords less

and less cover every year. As the seed is now
drilled in, and the plants grow in mathemati-

cally straight lines, of course when the crop is

reaped, if you stand at one side of the field

you can see right across between the short

stubbs, so that a mouse could hardlv find

shelter. Then (juickly come the noisy steam

ploughing engines, after them the couch col-

lectors, and finally the heaps are burnt, and

the strong scent of smoke hangs over the

ground. Against these interruptions of their

haunts and quiet ways what are the partridges

to do ? Even at night tlie place is scarcely

their own, for every now and then, as the

breeze comes alono- the smoulderino- fires are

fanned into brio-ht flame, enouoli to alarm the

boldest bird.

n2
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In another broad arable field, where the

teams have been dragging the plough, but

have only just opened a few furrows and

gone home, a flock of sheep are feedmg, or

rather picking ujd a little, ha\dng been turned

in, that nothino- mio-ht be lost. There is a

sense of quietness
—of repose ;

the trees of

the copse close by are still, and the dymg
leaf as it drops falls straight to the ground.

A faint haze clmo-s to the distant woods at

the foot of the hills
;

it is afternoon, the

best part of an autumn day, and sufficiently

warm to make the stile a pleasant resting-

place. A dark cloud, whose edges rise curve

upon curve, hangs in the sky, fringed with

brio;ht white lio-ht. for the sun is behind it,

and Ions:, narrow streamers of lio-ht radiate

from the upper part like the ])ointed rays of

an antique crown. A cross an interval of blue

to the eastward a second massive cloud, white

and shining as if beaten out of solid silver,

fronts the sun, and reflects the beams passing

horizontally through the upper ether down-

wards on the earth like a mirror.

The sparrows ui the stubble rise in a flock

and settle down agam. Yonder a solitary
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lark is sinii-in"!;. Then tlie sun einero;es, and

the yellow autumn beams Hood the pale stulj-

ble and the dark red earth of the furrow. On

the hushes in tlie hedge hanu' tlio vinos of the

bryony, bearing- thick masses of red berries.

The hawthorn leaves in ])Iaces have turned

pale, and are touched, too, towards the stalk

with a deep brown hue. The contrast of the

two tints causes an accidental colour resemblmg
that of bronze, which catches the eye at the

first glance, but disappears on looking closer.

Spots of yellow on the elms seem the more

brilliant from the background of dull green.

The drooping foliage of the birch exhibits a

paler yellow ;
the nut-tree bushes shed brown

leaves upon the ground. Perhaps the beech

leaves are the most beautiful
;
two or three

tints are blended on the topmost boughs.

There is a ruddy orange hue, a tawny

brown, and a bright green; the sunlight comes

and niin*>les these too;ether. The same leaf

will sonu'tinies show two at least of these

colours—tureen shadinu' into brown, or into a

ruddy gold. Later on, the oaks, in a mono-

chrome of buff, will rival the beeches. Now
and then an acorn drops from the tree over-
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head, with a smart tap on the hard earth,

and rebounds some mches high. Some of

these that fall are already dark—almost black

—but if opened they will be found bored by
a grub. They are not yet ripe as a crop ;

the

rooks are a good guide in that respect, and

they have not yet set steadily to work upon
this their favourite autumn food. Others that

have fallen and been knocked out of the cup
are a light yellow at the base and green to-

wards the middle and the point ;
the yellow

part is that which has been covered by the

cap. In the sward there is a small hole from

out of which creeps a wasp at intervals
;

it is

a nest, and some few of them are still at work.

But their motions are slow and lack vivacity ;

before long, numbers must die, and already

many have succumbed after crawling miser-

ably on the ground which they spurned a short

while since, when with a l)risk buzz they flew

from apple to plum.

In the quiet woodland lane a covey of

partridges are running to and fro on the short

sward at the side, and near them two or three

pheasants are searching for food. The geo^

metrical spiders
—some of them look almost
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as big as a nut—hang their wel)s spun to a

regular pattern on the bnslies. The fungi

flourish
; there is a huge specimen on the ehn

there, hut the flowers are nearly gone.

A few steps down the lane, upon looking

over a u'ate into a laro-e arable field where the

harrow has broken up the clods, a faint bluish

tinge may be noticed on the dull earth in the

more distant [)ju'ts,
A second glance shows

that it is caused by a great flock of wood-

pigeons. Some more come down out of the

elms and join their companions ;
there must

be a hundred and iifty or two hmidred of tliem.

The woodpigeon on the ground at a distance

is difficult to distinoTiish, or i-ather to define

individually— the pale blue tint seems to con-

fuse the eye wirli a kind of liaze. Tliough

the flock take little notice uoav— knowing
themselves to be far out of gunshot

—vet they

would be quickly on the alert if an attempt

were made to a})proacli them.

Already some of the elms inv Ijecoming

bare—there are gaps in the foliage where the

winds have carried awa}?" the leaves. On the

bramble bushes the blackberries cluster thickly,

unseen and nngathered in tliis wihl spot.
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The happy hearts that go a-Uackberrying
thmk Uttle of the past : yet there is a deep, a

mournful significance attached to that joyous
time. For how many centuries have the

blackberries tempted men, women, and chil-

dren out into the fields, lauo-hino- at scratched

hands and nettles, and clinging burrs, all

merrily endured for the sake of so simple a

treasure-trove. Under the relics of the ancient

pile-dwellings of Switzerland, disinterred fi:'om

the peat and other deposits, have been found

quantities of blackberry seeds, together with

traces of crabs and sloes
;

so that by the

dwellers in those primeval \dllages in the

midst of the lakes the wild fruits of autumn

were sought for much as we seek them now
;

the old instincts are strono; in us still.

The fieldfares will soon be here now, and

the red-wings, coming as thej^ have done for

venerations about the time of the sowino- of

the corn. AVithout an almanack they know

the dates
;
so the old sportsmen used to de-

clare that their pointers and setters were per-

fectly aware when September was approach-

ing, and showed it by unusual restlessness.

By the brook the meadows are green and the
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grass long still
;
the flags, too, are green, tliough

niimhcrs of dead leaves float down on the

current. There is ";reen ao-ain where the root

crops are flourishing ;
hnt the brown tints are

striving hard, and must soon gain the mastery
of colour. From the barn conies the clatter

of the winnowinir machine, and tlie floor is

covered with heaps of grain.

After the sun has gone down and the

shadows are deepening, it is lighter iu the

open stubbles than in the enclosed meadows
—the short white stubbs seem to reflect what

little light there is. The partridges call to

each other, and after each call run a few yards

swiftly, till they assemble at the Avell-known

spot where they roost. Then comes a hare

stealing by without a sound. Suddenly he

perceives that he is Avatched, and goes oft' at a

rapid pace, lost in the brooding shadow across

the field. Yonder a row of conical-rooled

wheat-ricks stand out boldly against the sky,

and above them a planet shines.

Still later, in November, the morning mist

lingers over gorse and heath, and on the ui)per

surfaces of the long dank grass blades, bowed

by their own weight, are white beads of dew.
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Wherever the eye seeks an object to dwell on,

there the cloud-like mist seems to thicken as

though to hide it. The bushes and thickets

are swathed in the vapour ; yonder, in the

hollow, it clusters about the oaks and hangs

upon the hedge looming in the distance. There

is no sky
—a motionless, colourless something

spreads above
;

it is, of course, the same mist,

but looking upwards it apparently recedes and

becomes indefinite. The glance finds no point

to rest on—as on the edges of clouds—it is

a mere opaque expanse. But the air is dry,

the moisture does not deposit itself, it remains

suspended, and waits but the wind to rise and

depart. The stillness is utter : not a bird

calls or insect buzzes by. In passing beneath

the oaks the very leaves have forgotten to fall.

Only those already on the sward, touched by
the frost, crumble under the footstep. When

green they would have yielded to the weight,

but now stifi'ened they resist it and are

crushed, breaking in pieces.

A creaking and metallic rattle, as of chains,

comes across the araljle field—a steady gaze

reveals the dim outhne of a team of horses

slowly dragging tlio plough, their shapes in-
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distinctly seen against the hedge. A bent

figure follows, and by-and-by another distinct

creak and rattle, and yet a third in another

direction, show that there are more teams at

work, plodding to and fro. Watching their

shadoAvy forms, suddenly the eye catches a

chano'e in the lio-ht somewhere. Over the

meadow yonder the mist is illuminated
;

it is

not sunshine, but a white light, only visible

by contrast with the darker mist around. It

lasts a few moments, and then moves, and

appears a second tune by the copse. Though
hidden here, the disk of the sun must be partly

visible there, and as the white lio-ht does not

remain long in one place, it is evident that

there is motion now in the vast mass of

vapour. Looking upwards there is the faintest

suspicion (^f the palest blue, dull and dimmed

by mist, so faint that its position cannot

be fixed, and the next instant it is gone
a"am.

But the teams at plough are growing mo-

mentarily distinct—a breath of air touches

the cheek, then a leaf breaks away from the

bough and starts forth as if bent on a journey,

but loses the impetus and sinks to the ground.
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Soon afterwards the beams of the sun light

lip a distant oak that glows in the hedge— a

rich deep buff—and it stands out, clear, dis-

tinct, and beautiful, the chosen and selected

one, the first to receive the ray. Rapidly the

mist vanishes—disappearing rather than float-

ing away ;
a circle of blue sky opens overhead,

and, finally, travelling slowly, comes the sun-

shine over the furrows. There is a perceptible

sense of warmth—the colours that start into

life add to the feeling. The bare birch has no

leaf to reflect it, but its white bark shines,

and beyond it two great elms, the one a pale

green and the other a pale yellow, stand side

by side. The brake fern is dead and withered
;

the tip of each frond curled over downwards

liy the frost, but it forms a brown l^ackground

to the dull green furze which is ahght here

and there with scattered blossom, by contrast

so brilliantly yellow as to seem like flame.

Polished holly leaves glisten, and a bunch of

tawny fungus rears itself above the grass.

On the sheltered sunny bank lie the

maple leaves fallen from the bushes, which

form a bulwark against the north wind
; they

have simply dropped upon the ivy which
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almost covers the l^ank. Standini;' here with

the oaks overhead and the thick ]>ushes on

the northern side it is quite warm and genial;

so much so that it is hard to realise that

winter is at hand. IJut even in the shortest

days, could we only get rid of the clouds and

wind, we should find the sunshine sutficiently

powerful to make the noontide })leasant. It

is not that the sun is weak or low down, nor

because of the sharp frosts, that winter with

us is dreary and chill. The real cause is the

prevalence of cloud, through which only a

dull light can penetrate, and of moisture-

laden winds.

If our winter sun had fair })lay we should

find the climate very dift'erent. Even as it is,

now and then comes a break in the masses of

vapour streaming across the sky, and if you
are only sheltered from the Avind (or stand at

a southern windoAv), the temperature imme-

diately rises. For this reason the temperatures

registered by thermometers are often far from

beino: a correct record of the real weatlier we

have had. A bitter frost early in the morning
sends the mercury below zero, but })er]iaps, by
eleven o'clock the day is warm, the sky being
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clear and the wind still. The last register in-

stituted—that of the duration of sunshine, if"

taken in connection with the state of the

wind—is the best record of the temperature

that we have actually felt. These thoughts

naturally arise under the oaks here as the

bright sunlight streams down from a sky the

more deeply blue from contrast with the

brown, and buff, and yellow leaves of the

trees.

Hark ! There comes a joyous music

over the fields—first one hound's note, then

two, then three, and then a chorus
; they

are opening up a strong scent. It rises and

falls—now it is coming nearer, in a moment

I shall see them break through the hedge
on the ridge

—
surely that was a shout !

Just in the very moment of expectation

the loud tongues cease
;

I wait, Kstening

breathlessly, but presently a straggling cry

or two shows that the pack has turned

and are spread wide trying to recover. By

degrees the sounds die away ;
and I stroll

onwards.

A thick border of dark green firs bounds

the copse
—the brown leaves that have fallen
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from the oaks have lodged on the foUage of

the firs and arc there supported. In the

sheltered corner some of the bracken has

partly escaped the frost, one frond has two

colours. On one side of the i"il) it is green

and on the other yellow, The grass is strewn

with the leaves of the aspen, which liave

turned quite black. Under the great elms

there seems a sudden increase of lio-ht—it is

caused by the leaves which still remain on the

branches
; they are all oi' tlic palest yellow,

and, as you pass under, give the impression of

the tree having been lit up—illuminated with

its own colour. From the bushes liani>' the

red berries of the nightshade, and the fruit on

the briars glistens in the sun. Inside the

copse stand innumerable thistles shoulder high,

dead and gaunt ;
and a grey border running

round the field at the bottom of the hedge
shows where the tall, stron<>: weeds of summer

have withered up. A bird flutters round the

topmost boughs of the elm yonder and dis-

appears with a flash of blue—it is a jay.

Here the grass of the meadow has an under-

tone of grey ;
then an arable field succeeds,

where six stron"" horses are drawiuii" theO O
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heavy drill, and great bags of the precious

seed are lying on the furrows.

Another meadow, where note a broken

bouo:h of elder, the leaves on which have

turned black, while still on its living branches

they are green, and then a clump of beeches.

The trunks are full of knot-holes
;

after a

dead bough has follen off and the stump has

rotted aAvay, the l)ark curls over the orifice

and seemingly heals the wound more smoothly

and completely than with other trees. But

the mischief is proceeding all the same, de-

spite that flattering appearance ; outwardly

the bark looks smooth and healthy, but probe

the hole and the rottenness is working in-

wards. A sudden gap in the clump attracts

the glance, and there—with one great beech

trunk on this side and another on that—is

a view opening down on the distant valley far

below. The wood beneath looks dwarfed, and

the uneven tops of the trees, some green, some

tinted, are apparently so close together as to

hide aught else, and the shadows of the

clouds move over it as over a sea. A haze

upon the horizon brings plain and sky together

there
;
on one side, in the fu' distance a huge
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block, a rude vastness stands out dusky and

dimly defined—it is a spur of the rolling hills.

Out ill the plain, many a mile away, the

sharp, needle-like point of a steeple rises

Avhite above the trees, which there shade and

mingle into a dark mass—so brilliantly white

as to seem hardly real. Sweeping the view

round, there is a strano-e and total absence of

houses or signs of habitation, other than the

steeple, and now that, too, is gone. It lias

utterly vanished—where, 1)ut a few moments

before it glowed with whiteness, is abso-

lutely nothing. The disappearance is almost

weird in the broad daylight, as if solid stone

eould sink into the earth. Searching for

it suddenly a village a})pears some way on

the riii'ht—the wliite walls stand out iH-iiilit

and clear, one of the houses is evidently of

large size, and })laced on a slight elevation is

a prominent object. But as we look it fades.

oTOWS blurred and indistinct, and in another

moment is gone. The whole village has

vanished—in its ])lace is nothing ;
so swift is

the change that the mind scarcely credits tlie

senses.

A deep shadow creeping towards us ex-

VOL. II. I
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plains it. Where the sunhght falls, there

steeple or house glows and shines
;
when it

has passed, the haze that is really there, though
itself invisible, instantly blots out the picture.

The thing may be seen over and over again

in the course of a few mmutes
;

it would be

difficult for an artist to catch so fleeting an

effect. The shadow of the cloud is not black

—it lacks several shades of that—there is in

it a faint and yet decided tint of blue. This

tone of blue is not the same everywhere
—

here it is almost distinct, there it fades
;

it is

an aerial colour which rather hints itself than

shows. Commencing the descent the view is

at once lost, but we pass a beech whose beauty

is not easily conveyed. The winds have

scarcely rifled it
; being in a sheltered spot on

the slope, the leaves are nearly perfect. All

those on the outer boughs are a rich brown—
some, perhaps, almost orange. But there is

an inner mass of branches of lesser size which

droop downwards, somethmg after the m^anner

of a weeping willow
;
and the leaves on these

are still green and show through. Upon the

whole tree a flood of sunshine pours, and over

it is the azure sky. The mingling, shading,
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and contrast of these colours give a lovely

result—the tree is aglow, its foliage ripe with

colour.

Farther down comes the steady sound of

deliberate blows, and the upper branches of

the hedge fall beneath the steel. A sturdy

labourer, ^yith a bill on a pole, strikes slow

and strong and cuts down the hedge to an

even height. A dreadful weapon that simple

tool must have been in the old days before the

advent of the arquebus. For with the excep-

tion of the spike, which is not needed for

hedge work, it is almost an exact copy of the

brown bill of ancient warfare
;

it is brown

still, except where sharpened. Wielded Ijy a

sinewy arm, what gaping gashes it must have

slit throuuh helm and mail and severed bone !

Watch the man there—he slices off the tough

thorn as though it were straw. He notes not

the beauty of the beech above him, nor the

sun. nor the sky ;
but on the other hand,

when the sky is hidden, the sun gone, and the

beautiful beech torn by the raving winds

neither does he heed that. Rain and tempest

affect him not
;
the glaring heat of summer,

the bitter frost of winter are alike to hiui. He

I 2
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is built up like an oak. Believe it, the man

that from his boyhood has stood ankle-deep in

the chill water of the ditch, patiently labouring

with axe and bill
;
who has trudged across

the furrow, hand on plough, facing sleet and

mist
;
who has swung the sickle under the

summer sun—this is the man for the trenches.

This is the man whom neither the snows of

the North nor the sun of the South can van-

quish ;
who will dig and delve, and carry

traverse and covered way forward in the face

of the fortress, who will lie on the bare ground

in the night. For they who go up to battle

must fight the hard earth and the tempest, as

weU as face bayonet and ball. As of yore

with the brown bill, so now with the rifle—
the muscles that have been trained about the

hedges and fields will not fail England in the

hour of danger.

Hark !
—a distant whoop—another, a blast

of a horn, and then a burst of chiding that

makes the woods ring. Down drops the bill,

and together, heedless of any social difference

in the common joy, we scramble to the highest

mound, and see the pack sweep in full cry

across the furrows. Crash—it is the bushes
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breaking, as the first foam-flecked, wearied

horse hardly rises to his leap, and yet crushes

safely through, opening a way, which is

quickly widened by the straggling troop be-

hind. Ha ! down the lane from the hill dashes

another squadron that has crossed the chord

of the arc and comes in fresher. Ay, and a

third is entering at the bottom there, one by

one, over the brook. Woods, field, and paths,

but just before an empty solitude, are alive

^vith men and horses. Up yonder, along the

ridge, gallops another troop in single file, well

defined against the sky, going parallel to the

hounds. What a view they must have of the

scene below ! Two ladies who ride up with

torn skirts cannot lift their panting horses at

the double mound. Well, let us defy
'

will'ul

damage' for once. The gate, jealously pad-

locked, is swiftly hoisted off its hinges, and

away they go with hearty thanks. AVe slip

the gate on again just ns some one linils to us

across the field to wait a minute, but seeing it

is only a man we calmly replace the timber

and let liiin take his chance. He is excited,

but we smile stolidly. In another minute the

wave of life is gone ;
it has swept over and
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disappeared as swiftly as it came. The wood,
the field, and lane seem painfully

—
positively

painfully
—

empty. Slowly the hedger and

ditcher goes back to his work, where in the

shade under the bushes even now the dew

lingers.

So there are days to be enjoyed out of

doors even in much-abused November. And
when the wind rises and the storm is near, if

you get under the lee of a good thick copse

there is a wild pleasure in the frenzy that

passes over. With a rush the leaves stream

outwards, thickening the air, whirling round

and round
;
the tree-tops bend and sigh, the

blast strikes them, and in an instant they are

stripped and bare. A spectral rustling, as the

darkness falls and the black cloud approaches,

is the fallen leaves in the copse, lifted up from

their repose and daslied against the underwood.

Then a howl of wrath descends and fills the

sense of hearing, so that for the moment it is

hard to tell what is happening. A rushing
hiss follows, and the rain hurtles throuo-h the

branches, driving so horizontally as to pass

overhead. The sheltering thorn-thicket stirs,

and a long, deep, moaning roar rises from the
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fir-trees. Another howl tliat seems to stun—
to so fill the ears with soiiud that they canDot

hear— the aerial host charges the tree-ranks,

and the shock makes them tremhle to the

root. Still anotlier and another ; twigs and

])roken houghs ily Ijefore it and strew the

sAvard : larii'cr branches that have lono- been

dead fall crashing downwards
;

leaves are

forced riii'ht thronoli the thorn-thicket, and

strike against the face. Fortunately, so fierce

a fury cannot last
; presently the billows of

wind that strike the wood come at lonot-r

intervals and with less vigour ;
then the rain

increases, and yet a little while and the storm

has swept on. The very fury
—the utter

ahnndon—of its rage is its charm ; the
sj)irit

rivses to meet it. and revels in the roar and

1)uffetini2:.

l>y-and-by they who have faced it have

their reward. I'hc wind sinks, the rain

ceases, a pale blue sky shows above, and then

yonder appears amajesty of cloud—a Himalava

of vapour. Crag on crag rises the vast pile
—

such jagged and ])ointed rocks as never man
found on earth, or, if he found, could climb—
topped with a peak that towers to the heavens,
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and leans—visibly leans—and threatens to

fall and overwhelm the weak world at its feet.

A gleam as of snow glitters on the upper

rocks, the passes are gloomy and dark, the

faces of the precipices are lit up with a golden

gleam from the rapidly-sinking sun. So the

magic structure stands and sees the srreat

round disk o-q do^n. The nio-ht o-athers

around those giant mounts and dark space
receives them.
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CHAPTEll VI.

A winter's M O K X I n g .

The pale beams of the waning moon still cast

a shadow of the cottage, when tlic labourer

rises from his heavy sleep on a winter's morn-

ing. Often he huddles on his things and slips

his feet into his thick
'

water-tights
'—which

are stifl' and hard, having been wet over night

—by no other light than this. If tlie house-

hold is comparatively well managed, however,

he strikes a match, and his
'

dip
'

shows at the

windo^v. JUit he generally prefers to save a

candle, and clatters down the narrow steep

stairs in the soini-darkness, takes a piece of

bread and cheese, and steps fortli int(^ tlie

sharp air. The cabbages in the garden he

notes are covered with white frost, so is the

grass in the helds, and the footpath is liard

under foot. In the furrows is a little ice—
white because the water has shrunk from be-
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neatli it, leaving it hollow—and on the stile is

a crust of rime, cold to the touch, wliich he

brushes off in getting over. Overhead the sky-

is clear—cloudless but pale
—and the stars,

though not yet fading, have lost the bi'illiant

glitter of midnight. Then, in all their glory,

the idea of their globular shape is easily ac-

cepted ; but in the morning, just as the dawn

is breaking, the absence of glitter conveys

the impression of flatness—circular rather

than globular. But yonder, over the elms,

above the cow]^)ens, the great morning star has

risen, shining far brighter, in proportion, than

the moon
;
an intensely clear metalUc light

—
like incandescent silver.

The shadows of the trees on the frosted

ground are dull. As the footpath winds by

the hedge the noise of his footstep startles the

blackbird roosting in the bushes, and he

bustles out and flies across the field. There

is more rime on the posts and rails around the

rickyard, and the thatch on the haystack is

white with it in places. He draws out the

broad hay-knife
—a vast blade, wide at the

handle, the edge gradually curving to a point

—and then searches for the rul^ber or whet-
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stone, stuck somewhere in the side of the rick.

At the first sound of the stone upun the steel

the cattle m the adjoining yard and sheds utter

a few loA\'
'

moos,' and there is a stir among
them. Mounting the ladder he forces the knife

with both hands into the hay, making a square

cut which bends outwards, opening from the

main jnass till it appears on the point of part-

ing and letting him fall with it to the ground.

But long practice has taught him how to

balance himself half on the ladder, half on

the hay. Presently, witli n truss unbound

and loose on his head, he enters the yard, and

passes from cril) to crib, leaving a little here

and a little there. For if he fills one first,

there will be quarrelling among the cows, and

besides, if the crib is too liberally filled, they

\\iil |)ull it out and tread it under foot. The

cattle that are in the sheds fattenino; for Christ-

mas have cake as well, and this must be sup-

plied in just proportion.

The hour of milkini>\ wliich used to be

])retty general everywhere, varies no^\" in dif-

ferent places, to suit the necessities of the milk

trade. The milk has, perhaps, to travel three

or four miles to the railway station
;
near great
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towns, where some of the farmers deliver milk

themselves from house to house, the cows are

milked soon after noonday. What would their

o'randfathers have said to that ? But where the

old customs have not much altered, the milker

sits down in the morning to his cow with the

stars still visible overhead, punching his hat

well into her side—a hat well battered and

thickly coated with grease, for the skin of the

cow exudes an unctuous substance. This hat

he keeps for the purpose. A couple of milkmg

pails
—

they are of large size—form a heavy

load when filled. The milker, as he walks

back to the formhouse, bends his head under

the yoke
—whence so many men are round-

shouldered—and steps slowly with a peculiar

swaying motion of the body, which slight

swing prevents it from spilling.

Another man who has to be up while the

moon casts a shadow is the carter, who must

begin to feed his team very early in order to

get them to eat sufficient. If the manger be

over-filled they spill and waste it, and at the

same time will not eat so much. This is

tedious work. Then the lads come and polish

up the harness, and so soon as it is well light
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get out to ploui>]i. The custom with the horses

is to hegin to work as early as possible, but to

strike off in the afternoon some time before

the other men, the lads ridins^ home astride.

The strength of the carthorse has to be hus-

bimded carefully, and the labour performed

must be adjusted to it and to the food, i.e.

fuel, consumed. To manao^e a laro-e team of

horses, so as to keep them in good condition,

with glossy coats and willing step, and yet to

get the maximum of work out of them, re-

quires long experience and constant attention.

The carter, therefore, is a man of much im-

portance on a farm. If he is up to his duties

he is a most valuable servant
;

if he neglects

them he is a costly nuisance, not so much from

his pay, but because of the hindrance and dis-

organisation of the whole farm-work which

such neglect entails,

Foggers and milkers, if their cottages are

near at hand, having finished the first part of

the day's work, can often go back home to

breakfast, and, if they have a good Avoman in

the cottage, find a fire and hot tea ready.

The carter can rarely leave his horses for that,

and, therefore, eats his l)reakfast in the stable
;
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but then he has the advantage that up to the

time of starting forth he is under cover. The

foo-D'er and milker, on the other hand, are often

exposed to the most violent tempests. A gale

of Avind, accompanied with heavy rain, often

reaches its climax just about the dawn. They
find the soil saturated, and the step sinks into

it—the furrows are full of water
;

the cow-

yard, though drained, is a pool, no dram being

capable of carrying it off quick enough. The

thatch of the sheds drips continually ;
the

haystack drips ;
the thatch of the stack, which

has to be pulled off before the hay-knife can

be used, is wet; the old decaying wood of

the rails and gates is wet. They sit on the

three-legged milking-stool (whose rude work-

manship has taken a dull polish from use)

in a puddle ;
the hair of the cow, agamst

which the head is placed, is wet
;
the wind

blows the rain into the nape of the neck be-

hind, the position bemg stooping. Stagger-

ing under the heavy yoke homewards, the

boots sink deep into the slush and mire in the

gateways, the weight carried sinking them

well in. The teams do not usually work in

very wet weather, and most of the out-door
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work waits
;
but tlie cattlu must be utteiidcd

to, Sundays and holidays included. Even in

summer it often happens that a thunderstorm

bursts about that time of the mornino-. But

in winter, when the rain is driven by a fuiious

wind, when the lantern is blown out, and the

fogger stumbles in pitchy darkness through

mud and water, it would be difficult to unagiiu'

a condition of things which concentrates more

discomfort.

If, as often happens, the man is far from

home—perhaps he has walked a mile or two

to work—of course he cannot change his

clothes, or get near a lire, unless in the

farmer's kitchen. In some places the kitchen

is open to the men, and on Sundays, at all

events, they get a breakfast free. But the

kindly old habits are dying out before the

hard-and-fast money system and the abidmg
effects of unionism, which, even when not

prommently displayed, causes a silent, sullen

estrano-ement.

Shepherds, too, somethnes visit the fold

very early in the morning, and in the lambing

season may be said to be about both day and

night. They come, however, imder a difl'erent
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category to the rest of the men, because they
have no regiihir hours, but are guided solely

by the season and the work. A shepherd

often takes his ease when other men are

busily labouring. On the other hand, he is

frequently anxiously engaged when they are

sleeping. His sheep rule his life, and he has

little to do with the artificial divisions of

time.

Hedgers and ditchers often work by the

piece, and so take their own time for meals
;

the ash woods, which are cut in the winter,

are also usually thrown by the piece. Hedg-

ing and ditching, if done properly, is hard

work, especially if there is any grubbing.

Thouo'h the arms 2:et warm from swino-ino-

the grub-axe or billhook, or cleaning out the

ditch and plastering and smoothing the side

of the mound with the spade, yet feet and

ankles are chilled by the water in the ditch.

This is often dammed up and so kept back

partially, but it generally forces its way
through. The ditcher has a board to stand

on
;
there is a hole through it, and a pro-

jecting stick attached, with which to drag it

into position. But the soft soil allows the
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board to sink, aiul he often throws it aside as

more encumbrance than use. He has some

small perquisites : he is allowed to carry

home a bundle of wood or a log every night,

and may gather up the remnants after the

faa'irotino: is finished. On the other hand,

he cannot work in bad weather.

Other men come to the farm buildings to

commence work about the time the carter has

got his horses fed, groomed, and harnessed,

and after the fogger and milker have com-

pleted their early duties. If it is a frosty

mornino; and the o-round firm, so as to bear

up a cart without poaching the soil too much,

the manure is carried out into the fields. This

is plain, straightforward labour, and cannot

be looked upon as hard work. If the cattle

want no furtlicr attention, the foggers and

milkers turn their hands after breakfast to

whatever may be going on. Some consider-

able time is taken up in slicing roots with the

machine, or ehaft'-cutting
—monotonous work

of a simple character, and cliiofly consisting

in turnino- a handle.

The a"eneral hands—those who come on

VOL. II. K
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when tlie carter is ready, and who are usually

young men, not yet settled down to any

particular branch—seem to get the best end

of the stick. They do not begin so early in

the morning by some time as the fogger,

milker, carter, or shepherd ; consequently, if

the cottage arrangements are tolerable, they

can get a comfortable breakfast first. They
have no anxieties or trouble whatever

;
the

work may be hard iii itself, but there is no

particular hurry (in their estimation) and

they do not distress themselves. They receive

nearly the same wages as the others who have

the care of valuable flocks, herds, and horses
;

the difference is but a shilling or two, and, to

make up for that, they do not work on

Sundays. Now, the fogger must feed his

cows, the carter his horses, the shepherd look

to his sheej) every day ; consequently their

extra wages are thoroughly well earned. The

young labourer—who is simply a labourer,

and professes no special branch—is, therefore,

in a certain sense, the best off. He is rarely

hired by the year
—he prefers to be free, so

that when harvest comes he may go where

wages chance to be highest. He is an inde-
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pendent })crs()D, and full of youtli, strength,

and with little experience of life, is apt to be

rono'h in his manners and not over civil. His

wages too often go in liquor, but if such a

yonng man keeps steady (and there are a few

that do keep steady) he does very well indeed,

havmg no family to maintain.

A set of men who work very hard are

those who go with the steam-ploughuig tackle.

Their pay is so arranged as to depend in a

measure on the number of acres they plough.

They get the steam np as early as possible in

the morning, and contmne as late as they can

at night. Just after the harvest, when the

days are long, and, indeed, it is still summer,

they work for extremely long hours. Their

great difficulty lies hi getting water. This

must be continually fetched in carts, and, of

course, requh'es a horse and man. These are

not always forthcoming in the early morning,

but they begin as soon as they can get water

for the boiler, and do not stop till the field be

finished or it is dark.

The women do not find much work in the

fields during the winter. Now and then

K 2
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comes a day's employment with the threshing-

machme when the farmer wants a rick of corn

threshed oat. In pasture or dairy districts

some of them 2;o out into the meadows and

spread the manure. They wear gaiters, and

sometimes a kind of liood for the head. If

done carefully, it is liard work for the arms—
knocking the manure into small pieces by
strikino; it with a fork swuns: to and fro

smartly.

In the spring, when the great heaps of

roots are opened—having been protected all

the winter by a layer of straw and earth—it

is necessary to trim them before they are used.

This is often done by a woman. She has a

stool or Ioq; of wood to sit on, and arrano-es a

couple of sacks or something of the kind, so

as to form a screen and keep off the bitter

winds which are then so common—colder

than those of the winter proper. With a

screen one side, the heap of roots the other,

and the hedge on the third, she is in some

sense sheltered, and, taking her food with her,

may stay there the whole day long, quite

alone in the solitude of the broad, open, arable

fields.
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From ;i variety of causes, the mimljer of"

women workini^' in the fields is mucli less

than was formerly the case
;
thus presentiiif;-

precisely the reverse state of things to that

complained of in towns, where the clerks, &c.,

say that they are undersold by female labour.

The contrast is rather curious. The price of

women's labour has, too, risen
;

and there

does not a})pear to be any repugnance on

their part to field-work. Whether the con-

clusion is to be accepted that there has been

a diminution in the actual number of women

livmg in rural jJaces, it is impossible to de-

cide witli any accuracy. But there are signs

that female labour has drifted to the towns

(juite as much as male—especially the younger

girls. In some places it seems rare to see a

young girl working in the field (meaning
in winter)

—those that are to be found are

generally women well advanced in life.

Spruig and sununer work l)rings forth more,

but not nearly so luaiiy as used to be the

case.

Althouo'h the work of the farm beii'ins so

soon in the mornini'-. it is, on the other hand,

in the cold months, over early.
' The night
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Cometh when no man can work
'

was, one

would thmk, origmally meant in reference to

amcultural labour. It o-rows dusk before

half-past four on a dull winter's day, and

by five is almost, if not quite, dark. Lan-

terns may be moving in the cowyards and

stables
;

but elsewhere all is quiet
— the

hedger and ditcher cannot see to strike his

blow, the ploughs have ceased to move for

some time, the labourer's workshop— the

field— is not lighted by gas as the rooms of

cities.

The shortness of the winter day is one of

the primary reasons why, in accordance with

ancient custom, wao-es are lowered at that

time. In summer, on iho, contrary, the hours

are long, and the pay high
—which more than

makes up for the whiter reduction. A la-

bourer who has any prudence can, in fact, do

very well by putting by a portion of his extra

summer wages for the winter
;

if he does not

choose to exercise common sense, he cannot

expect the farmer (or any manufacturer) to

pay the same price for a little work and short

time as for much work and long hours. Re-

viewing the work the labourer actually does
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ill winter, it seems fair and just to state that

tlie foggers, ur milkers, i.e. the men who

attend on cattle, the carters, and the shep-

herds, work hard, contmuously, and often in

the face of the most inclement weather. The

mere labourers, who, as previously remarked,

are usually younger and single men, do not

work so hard, ]ior so long. And when

they are at it—whether turning the handle

of a winnowinu" machine in a l)ai*n, cut-

ting a hedge, spreading manure, or diggmg—
it must be said that they do not put the

energy into it of wliich tlieir brawiiy arms are

capable.
' The least work and the most money,'

hoAvever, is a maxim not confined to the asfri-

cultural labourer. Recently 1 had occasion

to pass through a busy London street m the

West-end where the macadam of the roadway
was being picked u}) by some score of men,

and, being full of the subject of labour. I

watched the process. Using the right hand

as a fulcrum and keei)ing it stationary, each

navvy slowly lifted his pick with the left half-

w^ay up, about on a level with his Avaistcoat,

when the point of the })ick was barely two
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feet above the ground. He then let it fall—
sunply by its own weight—producmg a tiny

indentation such as might be caused by the

kick of one's heel. It required about three

such strokes, if thev could be called strokes,

to detach one singie small stone. After that

exhausting labour the man stood at ease for

a few minutes, so that there were often three

or four at once staring about them, while

several others lounijed ao'ainst the wooden

railing placed to keep vehicles back.

A more irritating spectacle it would be

hard to imagine. Idle as much agricultural

labour is, it is rarely so lazy as that. How
contractors get their work done, if that is

a sample, it is a puzzle to understand. The

complamt of the poor character of the work

performed by the agricultural labourer seems

also true of other departments, where labour

—pure and simple labour of thews and

sinews—is concerned. The rich city mer-

chant, who goes to his office daily, positively

works harder, in spite of all his money. So

do the shopmen and assistants behind their

counters
;

so do the girls in drapers' shops,
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istandin<^ the whole day and far into tlic even-

ing when, as just observed, the tields have

been dark for hours
; so, mdeed, do most men

and women who earn their bread by any
other means than mere bodily strength.

But the cattle-men, carters, and shep-

herds, men with families and settled, often

seem to take an interest in their charges, m
the cows, horses, or sheep : some of them are

really industrious, deserving men. The worst

feature of unionism is the lum])ing of all to-

gether, for where one man is hardly worth

his salt, another is a o'ood workman. It is

strani>-e that such men as this should choose

to throw in their lot with so iiiaiiy who are

idle—whom they must know to be idle—thus

jeopardising their own position for the sake

of those who are not worth one-tifth the sacri-

fice the aoTicultural cottaii'er must be called

upon to make in a strike. The hard-working
carter or cattle-man, accordin"' to the union

theory, is to lose his pay, his cottage, his

garden, and get into bad odour with his

employer, who previously trusted him, and

was willing to give him assistance, in order
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that tlie day labourer, who has no responsi-

bilities either of his own or his master's, and

who has already the best end of the stick,

should enjoy still further opportunities for

idleness.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE labourer's CHILDREN. COTTAGE GIRLS.

In the coldest weather one or more of the

hibourer's children are sure to be fonnd m the

farmyard somewhere. After the mother has

dressed her boy (who may be about three or

four years old) in tlie morning, he is at once

turned out of doors to take care of himself,

and if, as is often the case, the cottage is

within a short distance of the farmyard,

thither he toddles directly. He stands about

the stable door, watchini;' the liarnessmo- of

the great carthorses, which are, from the

very first, the object of his intense admiration.

But he has already learnt to keej) out of the

way, knowing that his jiresence would not

otherwise be tolerated a moment, and occupies

a position which enables him to dart quickly

behuid a tree, or a rick.

When the horses are gone he visits the
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outhouse, where the steam-eno'me is drivmsf

the chaff-cutter, or peers m at the huge doors

of the barn, where with wide wooden shovel

the grain is being moved. Or he may be met

Avith round the hay-ricks, drati'o'ino; a losf of

Avood by a piece of tar cord, the log repre-

sentmg a plough. As you come upon him

suddenly he draws up to the rick as if the

hay Avas his natural protector, and looks up
at you Avith half-frightened, half- curious gaze,

and mouth open. His hat is an old one of

his father's, a mile too big, commg down over

his ears to his shoulders, well greased from

ancient use—a thinii; not Avithout its ad-

vantage, since it makes it impervious to rain.

He AA^ears what was a white jacket, but is now
the colour of the prevailing soil of the place ;

a belt
;

and a pair of stumping boots, the

very picture in miniature of his father's, heeled

and tipped with iron. His naked legs are red

with the cold, but thick and strong ;
his

cheeks are plump and firm, his round blue

eyes bright, his hair almost white, like

bleached straw.

An hour or two a 2:0 his skin was clean

enough, for he was sent out well washed, but
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it is now pretty well grimed, for he has been

making liimself happy in the dirt, as a boy
should do if he be a boy. For one thing it is

clean dirt, nothing but pure mother earth, and

not the nasty nnrtuous filth of city courts and

back lanes. If you speak to him he answers

you sturdily
—if you can catch the meaning

of his words, doubly difficult from accent and

im})erfect knowledge of construction. But he

means well, and if you send him on an errand

will run otf to find
' measter

'

as fast as his

short stature will allow. He will potter about

the farmyard the whole morning, perhaps

turning up at home for a luncli of a slice of

bread well larded. His little sister, not so

old as himself, is there, already beginning her

education in the cares of maternity, looking

after the helpless baby that crawls over the

wooden threshold of the door with bare head,

despite the bitter cold. Once during the da}'

he may perhaps steal roiuid the farmhouse,

and peer wistfully from behind the tubs or

buckets into the kitchen, when, if the mistress

chances to be about, he is pretty certain to

pick up some trifle in the edible line.

How those prosperous parents who dwell
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in highly-rented suburban villas, and send out

their children for a walk with a couple of

nurses and a ' bow-wow '

to run beside the

perambulator, would be eaten up with anxiety

did their well-dressed boys or girls play

where this young son of toil finds his amuse-

ment! Under the very hoofs of the cart-

horses—he will go out to them when they are

loose in the field, three or four in a group,

under a tree, when it looks as if the sHghtest

movement on their part must crush him
;

down to the side of the deep broad brook to

swim sticks in it for boats, where a slip on

the treacherous mud would plunge him in,

and where the chance of rescue—everybody

being half a mile away at work—would be

absolutely nil. The cows come trampling

through the yard ;
the bull bellows in the

meadow
; great, grunting sows, savage when

they have young, go by, thrustmg their noses

into and turning up the earth for food ;

steam ploughing engines pant and rumble

about
;

carts are continually coming and

going ;
and he is all day in the midst of it

without guardian of any kind whatsoever.

The fog, and frost, and cutting winter winds
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make him snivel and cry with the cold, and

yet there he is out in it—in the draughts that

blow round the ricks, and through the hedge

bare of leaves. The rain rushes down piti-

lessly
—he creeps inside the barn or shed, and

with a stick splashes the puddles. The long-

glaring days of summer see him exposed to

the scorching heat in the hay, or the still

hotter harvest field. Through it all he grows

stout and strong, and seems happy enough.

He is, perhaps, more fortunate than his

sister, who has to take part hi the household

work from very early age. But the village

school claims them both after awhile
;
and the

greater niimber of such schools are well filled,

taking into consideration the long distances

the children have to come and the frequent

bad state of the roads and lanes. Both the

employers and the children's own parents get

them to school as much as possible ;
the

former put on a mild compulsion, the latter

for the most part are really anxious for the

schooling, and have even an exaggerated idea

of the value of education. In some cases it

would seem as if the parents actually edu-

cated themselves in some degree from their
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own children, questioning them as to what

they have been told. But, on the other hand,

the labourer objects to paying for the teaching,

and thinks the few coppers he is charged a

terrible extortion.

The lads, as they grow older and leave

school, can almost always find immediate em-

ployment with their father on the same farm,

or on one close by. Though they do not

now go out to work so soon, yet, on the other

hand, when they do commence they receive

higher weekly wages. The price paid for

boys' labour now is such that it becomes a

very important addition to the aggregate

income of the cottao;er. When a man has

got a couple of boys out, bringing home so

much per week, his own money, of course,

goes very much farther.

The jxirls 2:0 less and less into the field.

If at home, they assist their parents at harvest

time when work is done by the acre, and the

more a man can cut, the better he is ofi"
;
but

their aim is domestic service, and they prefer

to 1)6 engaged in the towns. They shirk the

work of a farmhouse, especially if it is a dairy,

and so it has come to be quite a complaint
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among farmers' wives, in many places, that

servants are not to be obtained. Those that

are available are mere children, wliose mothers

like them to go out anywhere at first, just to

obtain an insight into the duties of a servant.

The farmer's Avife has the trouble and annoy-

ance of teachiuo- these o-irls the rudiments of

liousehold work, and then, tlie moment they

are beginning to be useful, they leave, and

almost invariably go to the towns. Those

that remain are the slow-witted, or those who

are tied in a measure by family difficulties— as

a bedi-idden mother to attend to
; or, perhaps,

an illegitimate child of her own may fetter the

cottage girl. Then she goes out in the day-

time to work at the farmhouse, and returns to

sleep at home.

Cottage girls have taken to themselves no

small airs of recent years
—

ihey dress, so far

as their meims will go, as flashily as servants

in cities, and stand u]ion their dignity. This

foolishness has, perha[)s, one good eftect—it

tends to diminish the illeoitimatc births. The

girls are learning more self-respect
—if they

could only achieve that and eschew the otlier

folhes it would be a clear i'-ain. It mav be

VOL. II. L
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questioned whether purely agricultural mar-

riages are as common as formerly. The gu4
Av^ho leaves her home for service in the towns

sees a class of men—grooms, footmen, artisans,

and workmen generally
—not only receiving

higher wages than the labourers in her native

parish, but possessing a certain amount of

comparative refinement. It is not surprising

that she prefers, if possible, to marry among
these.

On the other hand, the young labourer,

who knows that he can get good wages wher-

ever he lilies to go, has become somewhat of

a wanderer. He roams about, not only from

village to village, but from county to county ;

perhaps works for a time as a navvy on some

distant railway, and thus associates with a

different class of men, and picks up a sort of

coarse cynicism. He does not care to marry
and settle and tie himself down to a routine

of labour—he despises home pleasures, prefer-

ring to spend his entu-e earnings upon himself.

The roaming habits of the rising generation

of labourers is an important consideration, and

it has an effect in many ways. Statistics are

not available
;
but the impression left on the
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mind is that purely rural marriages are not so

frequent, notwithstanding that wages at large

have risen. When a young man does marry,
he and his wife not uncommonly live for a

length of time with his parents, occupying a

part of the cottage.

Had any one gone into a cottage some few

years back and inquired about the family, most

probably the head of the house could have

pointed out all his sons and daughters engaged
in or near the parish. Most likely liis own
father was at work almost within hail.

Uncles, cousins, various relations, were all

near by. He could tell where everybody was.

To-day if a similar inquiry were made, the

answer would often be very different. The

old people might be about still, but the younger
would be found scattered over the earth. One,

perhaps, went to the United States or Canada

in the height of the labourers' agitation some

years ago, when agents were busy enlisting

recruits for the Far West. Since then another

has departed for Australia, taking with him

his wife. Others have miirrated northwards,

or to some other point of the compass—they
are still in the old country, but the exact
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whereabouts is not known. The girls are in

service a hundred miles away—some married

in the manufacturing districts. To the middle-

aged, steady, stay-at-home labourer, the place

does not seem a bit like it used to. Even the

young boys are restless, and talking of going

somewhere. This may not be the case with

every single individual cottage family, but it

is so with a great number. The stohd phalanx

of agricultural labour is slowly disintegrating.

If there yet remains anything idyllic in

the surroundings of rural cottage life, it may
be found where the unmarried but grown-up
sons—supposing these, of course, to be steady—remain at home with their parents. The

father and head of the house, having been

employed upon one farm for the last thirty

years or more, though nominally carter, is

really a kind of bailiff. The two young men

work on at the same place, and lodge at home,

paying a small weekly sum for board and

lodging. Their sister is probably away in

service
;

their mother manages the cottage.

She occasionally bears a hand in indoor work

at the farmhouse, and in the harvest time aids

a little in the field, but otherwise does not
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labour. What is the result ? Plenty to eat,

good beds, fairly good farniture, sufficient

fuel, and some provision for contingencies,

throuo'h the benefit club. As the wao;es are

not consumed in drink, they have always a

little ready money, and, in short, are as in-

dependent as it is possible for working men

to be, especially if,
as is often the case, the

cottao^e and "'arden is their own, or is held on

a small quit-rent. If either of the sons in

time desires to marry, he does not start utterly

unprovided. His father's influence with the

farmer is pretty sure to procure him a cottage ;

he has some small savings himself, and his

parents in the course of years have accumu-

lated some extra furniture, which is given to

him.

If a cottage, where the occupants are steady

like this, be visited in the evening, say towards

seven o'clock, when dinner is on the table

(labourers dining or supping after the conclu-

sion of the day's work) the fire will often be

found of a substantial character. There may be

a piece of mutton—not, of course, tlie })rime

cut, but wholesome meat—cabbages, parsnips,

carrots (labourers like a profusion of vege-
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tables), all laid out in a decent manner. The

food is plain, but solid and plentiful. If the

sister out in service wishes to chano-e her

situation, she has a home to go to meauTrhile.

Should any dispute occur with the employer
the cottage is still there, and affords a shelter

till the difficulty is settled or other work

obtained. In towns the workman who has

been earning six or even ten shillings a day,

and paying a high rent (carefully collected

every week), no sooner gets his discharge

than he receives notice to quit his lodgings,

because the owner knows he will not be paid.

But when the agricultural labourer has a quit-

rent cottage, or one of his own, he has a

permanent resource, and can look round for

another eno-ao'ement.

The cookino; m the best cottao-es would

not commend itself to the student of that art :

in those where the woman is shiftless it would

be deemed simply intolerable. Evidence of

this is only too apparent on approaching cot-

tages, especially towards the evening. Gomuig
from the fresh air of the fields, perhaps from

the sweet scent of clover or of new-mown

grass, the odour which arises from the cottages
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is peculiarly offensive. It is not thnt they are

dirty inside—the floor may be scrubbed, the

walls brushed, the chairs clean, and the beds

tidy ;
it is from outside that all the noisome

exhalations taint the breeze. The refuse vege-

tables, the washings, the liquid and solid

rubl^ish generally is cast out into the ditch,

often open to the highway road, and there

festers till the first storm sweeps it away.

The cleanest woman indoors thinks nothing

disgusting out of doors, and hardly goes a

step from her threshold to cast away inde-

scribable filth. Now, a good deal of this

refuse is the remjiins of imperfect cooking—
masses of soddened cabbage, part of which

only is eaten, and the rest stored for the pig

or thrown into the ditch. Tlie place smells

of soaking, saturated cabbage for yards and

yards round about.

But it is much easier to condemn the

cottajxe cook tlian to show her how to do

better. It is even doubtful whether professed

scientific cooks could tell her what to do.

The difficulty arises from the rough, coarse

taste of the labourer, and the fact, which it is

useless to ignore, that he must have some
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thing solid, and indeed, bulky. Thin clear

soups—though proved to abound with nourish-

ment and of deUcious flavour—are utterly

beside his wants. Give him the finest soup ;

give him pates, or even more meaty entrees, and

his remark will be that it is very nice, but he

wants ' summat to eat.' His teeth are large,

his jaws strong, his digestive powers such as

would astonish a city man
;
he likes solid

food, bacon, butcher's meat, cheese, or some-

thing that gives him a sense of fulness, like a

mass of vegetables. This is the natural result

of his training and work in the fields. The

materials used by the cottage cook are often

quite capable of being made into agreeable

dishes, but then those dishes would not suit

the man. All the soups and kickshaws—
though excellent in themselves—in the world

are not, for his purpose, equal to a round of

beef or a side of bacon. Let any one go and

labour daily in the field, and they will come

quickly to the same opinion. Yet somethmg

might certainly be done in the way of pre-

venting waste. The real secret lies in the

education of the women when young—that is,

for the future. But, taking the present day,
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looking at things as they actiialty exist, it is

no use abusing or lecturing the cottage cook.

She might, perhaps, be persuaded to adopt a

systematic plan of disposing of the refuse.

The Saturday half-hohday is scarcely so

closely observed in rural labour as in urban.

The work closes earlier, that is, so far as the

day labourer is concerned, for he gets the best

of this as of other things. But, half-holiday

or not, cows have to be fed and milked, sheep

must be looked after, and the stable attended

to, so that the regular men do not get off

much sooner. In Avinter, the days being short,

they get little advantage from the short time ;

in sunnner they do. Compensation is, how-

ever, as much as possible afforded to the settled

men who have gardens, by giving them a

half-day now and then when work is slack to

attend to them.

On Sunday morning the labourer cleans

and polishes his boots (after digging the

potatoes for dinner), puts on a black or dark

coat, puts his hands in his pockets
—a markeil

feature this—and rambles down to his o-arden

or the allotment. There, if it be spring or

summer, he is sure to find some acipiaintances
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likewise 'looking round.' This seems to be

one of the greatest pleasures of the labourer,

noting the growth of a cabbage here, and the

promise of potatoes yonder ;
he does not work,

but strolls to and fro, discussmo^ the veo;e-

table prospect. Then back home in time for

dmner—the great event of Sunday, being often

the only day in the week that he can get -a hot

dinner in the middle of the day. It is his

day at home, and though he may ramble out

he never goes far.

Ladies residing in the country are accus-

tomed to receive periodical appeals from friends

in town askmg their assistance in procuring

servants. So frequent are such appeals that

there would seem to be a popular belief that

the supply is inexhaustible. The villages are

supposed to be full of girls, all ready to enter

service, and, though a little uncouth in manner,

possessed nevertheless of sterling good quali-

ties. The letter is usually couched in some-

thing like the following terms :
— ' Do you

happen to know of a really good girl that

would suit us ? You are aware of the scale

on which our household is conducted, and

how very modest our requirements are. All
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we want is a strong, healthy, honest girl,

ready and willing to work and to learn, and

who will take an interest in tlic place, and

who will not ask too extravagant a price.

She can have a good home with us as long as

ever she likes to stay. My dear, you really

cannot tell what a difficulty we experience in

getting servants who are not "
uppish," and

who are trustworthy and do not mind working,

and if you can find us one in those pretty

villages round yon, we shall be so much

obhged,' &c.

The fact that a servant from the country

is supposed, in the nature of things, to be

honest and willing, hardworking, strong, and

healthy, and almost everythmg else, speaks

well for the •'eneral character of the o;u'ls

brought up in agricultural cottages. It is,

however, quite a mistake to suppose the supply

to be limitless; it is just the reverse; the

really good servants from any particular dis-

trict are quickly exhausted, and then, if the

friends in town will insist upon a girl from

the country, they cannot complain if they do

not get precisely what they want. The migra-

tion, indeed, of servants from the villages
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to the towns has, for the tune being, rather

overdone itself. The best of those who re-

sponded to the first demand were picked out

some time since
; many of those now to be

had are not of the first class, and the young
are not yet grown up. After a while, as

education progresses
—

bringing with it better

mamiers—there may be a fresh supply ;
mean-

time, really good country girls are difficult to

obtain. But the demand is as o-reat as ever.

From the squire's lady down to the wife of

the small tenant-farmer, one and all receive

the same requests from friends in town. The

character of the true country servant stands

as hio;h as ever.

Let us hope that the polish of progTess

may not too much overlay the solid if humble

\artues which procured that character for her

class. Some efforts are beino' made here and

there to direct the course of young girls after

leaving the village schools—to put them in

the right way and give them the benefit of

example. As yet such efforts are confined to

individuals. The object is certainly worth the

formation of local organisations, for, too often,

on quitting the school, the young village girl
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comes in contact with anything but elevating

influences, and, unfortunately, her own mother

is not always the best guide. The position of

a servant in town is well known, the antece-

dents of a girl before she reaches town perhaps

not so thoroughly, while the lives of those

who remain in the villages drop out of sight

of the great world.

As a child, the cottage girl
'

roughs
'

it in

the road and in the fields. In winter she

learns to slide, and to endure the cold and

rain, till she often becomes what, to any one

accustomed to a more delicate life, seems posi-

tively impervious to weather. The servants

in old-fashioned farmhouses really did not

seem to know what it was to feel cold. Even

now-a-days, a servant fresh from an outlying-

hamlet, where her parents probably could pro-

cure but little fuel beyond what was necessary

for cooking, at first cares not an atom whether

there be a fire in the kitchen or not. Such

girls are as hardy as the men of their native

place. After a time, hot rooms and a profu-

sion of meat and good living generally saps

and undermines this natural strength. Then

they shiver like town-bred people.
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The cottage child is often locked out by
her parents, who go to work and leave her in

charge of her still smaller brothers and sisters.

They play about the hedges and ditches, and

very rarely come to any harm. In autumn

their little fingers are employed picking up the

acorns fallen from the oaks, for which the

farmers pay so much per bushel. In spring is

their happiest time. The joy of life—the warm

sunshine and pleasant breeze of spring
—is not

wholly lost upon them, despite their hard fare,

and the not very aiFectionate treatment they

receive at home. Such a girl may then be

seen sittino; under a willow beside the brook,

with her charges around her—the little brother

that can just toddle, the baby that can but

crawl and crow in the green fresh grass. Be-

tween them lies a whole pile of flowers—dan-

delion stems made into rings, and the rings

joined together so as to form a chain, rushes

plaited, blue-bells, cowslips tied up in balls,

and cowslips loose, their yellow petals scat-

tered over the sward.

The brook flows murmuring by, with an

occasional splash, as a water-rat dives from

the bank or a fish rises to an insect. The
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children weave their flowers and chant some

old doggrel rhymes with little or no mean-

ino". Lono' afterwards that <i;irl Anil retain

an unconscious memory of the scene, when,

wheeling' her em2:)loyer's children out on some

suburban road, she seeks a green meadow

and makes a cowslip ball for the delighted

infants. In summer they go down to the

hay-field, but dare not meddle with the hay,

which the bailiff does not like to see dis-

turbed
; they remain under the shadow of the

hedge. In autumn they search for the berries,

like the birds, nibbling the hips and haws,

tasting crabs and sloes, or feasting on the fruit

of a hazel-bush.

Be it spring or summer, autumn or

winter, wherever the child may be, her eyes

are ever on the ^vatch to find a dead stick or

a broken branch, too heavy to lift, but which

may be dragged behind, in order to feed the

cottage fire at night. That is her first duty
as a child

;
if she remains in the hamlet that

will be lier duty through life, and to the last,

as an aged woman. So in London, round

the purheus of buildings in the course of erec-

tion—even in the central thoroughfares, in
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busy Fleet Street—children hang about the

temporary hoardings, and pick up the chips

and splinters of deal. But the latter have not

the pleasure of the blue-bells and cowslips,

nor even of the hips and haws, nor does the

fresh pure breeze play upon their foreheads.

Roua;h thouo-h it be, the childhood of the

cottasre Sfirl is not without its recompenses,

the most valuable of which is sturdy health.

Now that good schools are open to every

villaofe, so soon as the children are old

enough to walk the distance, often consider-

able, they are sent off every morning. At

all events, if it does nothing else, it causes

the mothers to give them a daily tidying up,

which is in itself an advantage. They travel

under the charge of the girl; often two or

three such small parties join company, coming

from as many cottages. In the warmer

months, the lanes and fields they cross form a

long playground for them, and picking flowers

and searching for birds' -nests pass away the

time. In winter they have to face the mire

and rain.

When the girl leaves school she is hardly

old enouo-h to enter service, and too often in
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the year or so that elapses before she '

goes

out
' much mischief is done. She is then at

an age when the mind is peculiarly receptive,

and the Avays of the young labourers with

whom she is thrown into contact are not very

refined. Her first essay at
'

service
'

is often

as day-nursemaid at some adjacent farmhouse,

taking care of the younger children in the

day, and returning home to sleep. She then

wanders with the children about the same

fields she visited long before. This system
used to be common enough, but latterly it has

not worked well, because the parents expect

the girl to progress so rapic^ly. She must be

a woman and receive a woman's wages almost

before she has ceased to be a 2;irl. If she does

not disdain to enter a farndiouse as kitchen-

maid her wages will probably be about six

pounds a year at first. Of course the exact

sum varies very much in different localities

and in ditferent cases. It is but a small sum

of money, yet it is often all she is worth.

The cottage is a poor preparation even for

the humblest middle-class home. Those ladies

in towns who have engaged country servants

are well aware of the amount of teaching they

VOL. II. M
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require before they can go through the simplest

duties in a satisfactory manner. But most of

these girls have already been out several times

before reaching town. What a difficulty, then,

the first farmer's A\dfe must have had in drilling

the rudiments of civilised life into them ! In-

deed, the vexations and annoyances connected

with servants are no light weight upon the

patience of the tenant-farmer. His wife is

perpetually preparing servant girls for the

service of other people.

She is a kind of unpaid teacher, for ever

shaping the rough material which, so soon as

it is worth higher wages than a tenant-farmer

can usually pay, is off, and the business has

to be bea'un over asrain. No one who had not

seen it would believe how clumsy and un-

thinking such girls are on first
'

going out.'

It is, too, the flightiest and giddiest period of

tlieir existence—before the gud sobers down

into the woman. In the houses of the majo-

rity of tenant-farmers the mistress herself has

to be a good deal in the kitchen, and therefore

comes into close personal contact with the

servants, and feels these thmgs acutely. Ex-

cept in tlie case of gentlemen-farmers it may,
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perhaps, be said that almost all the wives of

farmers have had experience of this kind.

The girls are nut nearly so tractable as

formerly
—

they are fully aware of then- own
value and put it extremely high ;

a word is

sufficient, and if not pleased they leave imme-

diately. Wages rise yearly to about the limit

of twelve pounds. In mentionmg that sum
it is not set down as an exact figure, for cir-

cumstances of course vary in every case. But
it is seldom that servants in farmhouses of the

middle class receive more than that. Until

recently few obtahied so much. Most of them

that are worth anything never rest till they
reach the towns, and take service in the villas

of the wealthy suburban residents. Some

few, however, remain ui the country from

preference, feeling a strong affection for their

native place, for their parents and friends.

Notwithstanding the general tendency to

roam, this love of home is by no means ex-

tinct, but shows itself very decidedly in some

of the villaf>'e u'irls.

The fogger, or milker, who comes to the

farmhouse door in the mornuig may not pre-
sent a very attractive appearance in the eyes

M 2
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of those accustomed to see well-dressed people ;

but it may be quite different with the young-

girl whose early associations have made her

obhvious of dirt. She does not notice the

bits of hay clmgiiig to the smockfrock, the

greasy hat, and begrimed face, or the clumsy
boots thickly coated with mud. A kiss may
be quite as sweet, despite these mere outside

accidents. In her way she is full of imagi-

nation and fancy
—what her mistress would

call
'

giddy.' Within doors an eye may be

on her, so she slips out to the wood-stack m
the yard, ostensibly to fetch a log for the fire,

and indul2:es in a few moments of flirtation

behind the shelter of the faggots. In the

summer she works doubly hard in the morn-

ing, and gets everything forward, so that she

may go out to the field haymakmg m the

afternoon, when she may meet her particular

friend, and also, perhaps, his rival.

On Sundays she gladly walks two or more

miles across the fields to church, knowing full

well that some one will be lounging about a

certam stile, or lying on the sward by a gate

waitmg for her. The practice of coquetry

is as delightful in the country lane as in the
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saloons of wealth, though the ways m which

it exhibits itself may be rude in comparison.

So that love is sometimes the detaining force

which keeps the girl in the country. Some

of the young labourers are almost heirs to

property in their eyes. One is perhaps the

son of the carrier
;
who owns a couple of

cottages let out to tenants
;
or the son of the

blacksmith, at whom several caps are set,

and about whom no little jealousy rages. On

the whole, servants in the country, at least

at farmhouses, have much more liberty than

they could possibly get in town.

The work is hard in the mornmg, but gene-

rally much less for the rest of the day; in the

evenhig tliere is often scarcely anything to do.

So that the farmhouse servant has much time

to herself, and is not too strictly confined in-

doors when not at work. There is a good deal

of '

company,' too
;
men coming to the door,

men in the rick-yards and cattle-yards, men

in the barn, labourers passing to their work,

and so on. it is not so dull a lite as might

appear. Indeed, a farndiouse servant probably

sees twice as many of her own class in the

course of a week as a servant in town.
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Yanity, of course, is not to be shut out

even from so simple an existence : the girl

must have a
'

fashionable
'

bonnet, and a pair

of thin tight boots, let the lanes be never so

du'ty or the fields never so wet. In point of

education they have much improved of late,

and most can now read and write. But when

they write home the letter is often read to the

mother by some friend
;

the girl's parents

being nearly or quite illiterate. Tenant-

farmers' wives are often asked to act as no-

taries in such cases by cottage women on the

receipt of letters from their children.

When such a girl marries in the village

she usually finds the work of the cottage

harder than that of the farmhouse. It is

more contmuous, and when children arrive

the trouble of nursing lias to be added to the

other duties, and to occasional work m the

fields. Tlie agricultural labourer's wife, in-

deed, has a harder lot than her husband. His

toil is for the most part over when he leaves

the field, but the woman's is never finished.

When the man reaches home he does not

care, or will not turn his hand to anythmg,

except, perhaps, to fetch a pail of water, and
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he is not well pleased if asked to do that.

The want of conveniences like an accessible

water sup})ly is severely felt by the Avomen in

many villages and hamlets
;

Avliilst in others

there is a quantity runnmg to waste. Many
of the men obtain a more than liberal amount

of beer, while the women scarcely get any at

all. While working in the field they are

allowed a small ({iiantity by some farmers
;

at home they liave none.

Very few cottage women arc inclmed to

drink, and they are seldom seen at
'

public
'

or intoxicated. On Saturdays most of them

walk into the nearest town. ])erlia2)s five or

more miles distant, in order to 1)uy household

stuff. Often a whole hcvj of neighbours then

meet and return home together, and that is

about the only time when they call at the

roadside inn. f^aden with heavy parcels,

with a long \valk yet before them, and after

a hard week's work, it is not surj)rising that

they should want some refreshment, but the

quantity of ale then ])urchased is very small.

When there are a number of young children,

and the parents endeavour to keep them de-

cent, the woman works very liard indeed.
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Many farmers' wives take much interest in

such families, where there is an evident en-

deavour to go straight, and assist the women
in various ways, as with cast-off clothmg for

the children. A basketful of apples even

from the farmer's orchard is a treat to the

children, for, though better fed than formerly,

their diet is necessarily monotonous, and such

fruit as may be grown m the cottage garden

is, of course, sold.

With the exception of vegetables the cot-

tager now buys almost everythmg and pro-

duces nothmg for home use
;
no home-spun

clothmg—not even a home-baked loaf. In-

stances have been observed where cottagers

have gone to much expense (for them) to

build ovens, and after bakmg a few batches

abandoned the project. Besides the cheap

outfitters in the towns, the pack-drapers

come round visitiag every cottage. Such

drapers have no shop-wmdow, and make no

display, but employ several men carrying

packs, who work through the villages on foot

and range over a wide stretch of country.

Agricultural women, other than those be-

longing to the families of tenant-farmers, may
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be Slimmed up as employed in tlic following-

manner. l>ail ill's' wives and daughters : these

are not supposed, on extensive farms, to work

in the field. The wife frequently has charge

of the small home dairy, and the daughter

assists at the house. Sometimes they also

attend to the poultry, now occasionally kept

in large numbers. A bailiff's daughter some-

times becomes housekeeper to a farmer.

Dairymaids of the ordinary class—not com-

petent to make special cheese—are becoming-

rarer, on account of tlie demand for their

services decreasing
—the milk trade and cheap

foreiffn cheese havino- rendered common sorts

of cheese unprofitable. They are usually

cottajrers. Of the married labouring women

and the indoor servants something has al-

ready been said. In most villages a seam-

stress or two "^may be found, and has plenty

of work to do for the farmers' families. The

better class of housekee})ers, and those pro-

fessional dairymaids wdio superintend the

making of superior cheese, are generally more

or less nearly related to the families of tenant-

farmers.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE LOW 'public' IDLERS.

The wise old saw that good wine needs no

bush does not hold true in the case of the

labourer
;

it would require a very large bush

indeed to attract him to the best of beer

offered for sale under legitimate conditions.

In fact, he cares not a rap about good beer—
that is, intrinsically good, a genume product

of malt and hops. He would rather grumble

at it, unless, perchance, it was a gift ;
and

even then would criticise it behind the donor's

back, holding the quart cup aslant so as to see

the bottom in one place, and get a better view

of the liquor. The great breweries whose

names are household words in cities, and

whose interest it is to maintain a high stan-

dard of quality for the delectation of their

milUon consumers, do not exalt their garish

painted advertisements in gilded letters as tall
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as Tom Thumb over the doors of villao^e ale-

houses. You mio-ht call for Bass at Cairo.

Bombay, Sydney, or San Francisco, and Bass

would be forthcoming. But if you knocked

the trestle-table with the bottom of a tankard

(the correct way) in a rural public, as a

signal to the cellar you might call for Bass in

vain.

When the agricultural labourer drops in

on his way home from his work of a winter

evening—heralding his approach l)y casting

down a couple of logs or l)undle of Avood

Avhich he has been carrjdng with a thud out-

side the door—he does not demand licpior of

that character. When in harvest time, after

sundown—when the shadows forbid further

cuttinjT with the faii*<ni^2: hook at the tall

wheat—he sits on the form without, under

the elm tree, and feels a whole pocketful of

silver, flush of money like a gold digger

at a fortunate rush, he does not indulge

in Allsopp or Guinness, He hoarsely orders

a
'

pot
'

of some local brewer's manufacture

—a man who knows exactly what he likes,

and arranges to meet the hardy digestion

of the mower and the reaper, lie prefers
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a rather dark beer with a certain twang faintly

suggestive of liquorice and tobacco, with a

sense of 'body,' a thickness in it, and which

is no sooner swallowed than a clammy palate

demands a second gulp to wash away the

relics of the first. Ugh I The second re-

quires a third swig, and still a fourth, and

appetite increasing with that it feeds on, the

stream rushes down the brazen throat that

burns for more.

Like the Northern demi-god who drank

unwittingly at the ocean from a horn and

could not empty it, but nevertheless caused

the ebb of the sea, so our toper, if he camiot

contain the cask, will bring it down to the

third hoop if time and credit will but serve.

It would require a ganger's staff to measure

his capacity
—in fact, the limit of the labourer's

liquor-power, especially in summer, has never

yet been reached. A man will lie on his back

in the harvest field, under a hedge sweet with

the June roses that smile upon the hay, and

never move or take his lips away till a gallon

has entered into his being, for it can hardly

be said to be swallowed. Two gallons

a day is not an uncommon consumption
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with men who swing the scythe or reaping-

hook.

This of course is small beer
;
but the stuff

called for at the low public in the village, or

by the road just outside, though indescribably

nauseous to a non-vitiated palate, is not

' small' It is a heady liquid, which if any

one drinks, not being accustomed to it, will

leave its effects upon him for hours afterwards.

But this is what the labourer likes. He pre-

fers something that he can feel
; something

that, if sufficiently indulged in, will make

even his thick head spin and his temples ache

next morninir. Then he has had the value of

his money. So that really good ale would

require a very large Inish indeed before it

attracted his custom.

It is a marked feature of labouring life

that the respectable inn of the village at which

the travelling farmer, or even persons higher

in rank, occasionally call, which has a decent

stable, and whose liquors are of a genuine

character, is almost deserted by the men who

seek the reeking tap of the ill-favoured public

which forms the clubhouse of all the vice of

the \-illai>;e. AVhile the farmer or passing
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stranger, calling at the decent house really
for refreshment, drmks but a glass or two
and departs, the frequenters of the low place
never quit their seats till the law compels

them, so that for sixpence spent in the one by
men with cheque-books in their pockets, five

shillings are spent m the other by men who
have not got a loaf of bread at home for their

half-starving children and pmched wife. To
an unprincipled landlord clearly this sort of

custom is decidedly preferable, and thus it is

that these places are a real hardship to the

licensed victualler whose effort it is to keep an

orderly house.

The influence of the low public upon the

agricultural labourer's life is mcalculable—it

is his club, almost his home. There he be-

comes brutalised
;
there he spends his all

;
and

if he awakes to the wretched state of his own

family at last, mstead of remembering that it

is his own act, he turns round, accuses the

farmer of starvation wages, shouts for what is

really Communism, and perhaps even in his

sullen rage descends to crime. Let us o-o

with him into such a rural den.

Beware that you do not knock your head
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against the smoke-blackened beams of the low

ceiling, and do not put your elbow carelessly

on the deal table, stained with spilled ale, left

uncleaned from last night, together with little

heaps of ashes, tapped out from pipes, and

spots of grease from the tallow candles. The

old-fashioned settles which gave so cosy an

air in the olden time to the inn room, and

which still Imger in some of the houses, are

not here—merely forms and cheap chairs. A
great pot hangs over the fire, for the family

cookmg is done in the public apartment ;
but

do not ask to join in the meal, for though the

food may be more savoury than is dreamed of

in your philosophy, the two-grained forks

have not been cleaned these many a day.

Neither is the butcher's wooden skewer, just

extracted from the meat, an elegant tooth-

pick if you are fastidious.

But these things are trifles when the dish

is a plump pheasant, jugged hare, brown part-

ridges, or trout—perhaps not exactly in sea-

son—as the chance may be
;
or a couple of

boiled fowls, or a turkey, or some sunilar

toothsome morsel. Perhaps it is the gamey
taste thus mduced that enables them to enjoy
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joints from the butcher which are downright

tainted, for it is characteristic of the place and

people on the one hand to dine on the very

best, as above, and yet to higgle over a half-

penny a pound at the shop. Xowhere else in

all the parish, from the polished mahogany at

the squire's mansion to the ancient solid oaken

table at the substantial old-fashioned farmer's,

can there be found such a constant supply of

food usually considered as almost the privilege

of the rich. Bacon, it is true, they eat of the

coarsest kind
;
but with it eggs new laid and

delicious. In brief, it is the strangest hodge-

podge of pheasant and bread and cheese, aspa-

ragus and cabbao-e. But somehow, whatever

is 2'ood, whatever is held in estimation, makes

its appearance in that grimy little back room

on that ragged, dirty table-cloth.

Who pays for these things ? Are they

paid for at all ? There is no licensed dealer

in game in the village nor within many miles,

and it seems passing strange. But there are

other thino's almost as curious. The wood

pile in the back yard is ever high and bulky ;

let the fire burn never so clear in the frosty

days there is always a regular supply of
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firewood. It is the same with coal. Yet

there is no copse attached to the place, nor is

the landlord ever seen chopping for himself,

nor are the farmers in the habit of receiving-

large orders for logs and faggots. By the

power of some magic spell all things drift

hitherward. A mao-net which will draw loo-s

of timber and faggots half across the parish,

which will pull pheasants off their perch,

extract trout from the deep, and stay the

swift hare in midst of her career, is a power
indeed to be envied. Had any enchanter of

media}val days so potent a charm ?

Perhaps it is the engaging and attractive

character of the landlord himself. He is a

tall, lanky man, usually seen in slippers, and

trousers too short for his limbs
;
he '

slop-

pets
'

about in his Avaistcoat and shirt-sleeves,

hands in pockets, and shoulders forward

almost in a hump. He hangs about the

place, now bringing in a log, now carrymg
a bucket, now spinning a moj), now slouch-

ing; down the o-arden to feed the numerous

fowls that scratch around the stumps of

cabbages. Anything, in short, but work.

Sometimes, however, he takes the tra[) and

VOL. II. N
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horse, and is supposed to be gone on a deal-

ing expedition. Sometimes it is only to carry

ajar of beer up to the men in the field, and

to mouch a good armful of fresh-cut clover

for provender from the swathe. He sips gin

the live-long day
—weak gin always

—
every

hour from morn till a cruel Legislature com-

pels the closing of the shutters. He is never

intoxicated—it is simply a habit, a sort of

fuel to feed the low cunning in which his soul

delights. So far from intoxication is he, that

there is a fable of some hard knocks and ill

usage, and even of a thick head being beaten

ao-ainst the harder stones of the courtyard

behmd, when the said thick head was helpless

from much ale. Such matters are hushed up

in the dark places of the earth. So far from

mtoxication is he, that he has the keenest eye

to business.

There is a lone rick-yard up in the fields

yonder to which the carters come from the

farm far away to fetch hay, and straw, and so

forth. They halt at the public, and are no-

ticed to enjoy good living there, nor are they

asked for their score. A few trusses of hay,

or ])undles of straw, a bushel of corn, or some
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such trifle is left behind merely out of good

fellowship. AYnggons come up laden with

tons of coal for the farms miles above, far

from a railway station
;
three or four teams,

perhaps, one after the other. Just a knob or

two can scarcely be missed, and a little of the

small m a sack-bag. The bundles of wood

thrown down at the door by the labourers

as they enter are rarely picked up again ;

they disappear, and the hearth at home is

cold. The foxes are blamed for the ireese

and the chickens, and the hunt execrated

for not killing enough cubs, but Rejmard
is not always guilty. Eggs and poultry

vanish. The shepherds have ample oppor-

tunities for disposing of a few spare lambs to

a general dealer whose trap is handy. Cer-

tainly, continuous gin does not chill the

faculties.

If a can of ale is left in the outhouse at

the back and happens to be found by a few

choice spirits at the hour when the vicar is

just commencing his sermon in church on

Sunday, it is by the purest accident. The

tiu'nip and swede greens left at the door,

picked wholesale from the farmers' fields

N 2
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tlie potatoes produced from coat pockets by

fingers which have been sorting heaps at the

farmstead
;

the apples which would have

been crushed under foot if the labourers had

not considerately picked them up
—all these

and scores of other matters scarce worth

naming find their way over that threshold.

Perhaps the man is genial, his manners en-

ticing, his stories amusing, his jokes witty.

Not at all. He is a silent fellow, scarce

opening his mouth except to curse the poor

scrub of a maid servant, or to abuse a man

who has not paid his score. He slinks in and

lights his pipe, smokes it silently, and slmks

out again. He is the octopus of the hamlet,

fastening on the cottage homes and sucking

the life-blood from them. He misses nothing,

and nothing comes amiss to him.

His wife, perhaps, then, may be the centre

of attraction ? She is a short, stout woman,
whose cheeks as she walks wobble with fat,

whose face is ever dirty, and dress (at home)

slatternly. But mayhap her heart is in the

right place, and when Hodge is missed from

his accustomed seat by the fire of an evening,

when it is bruited abroad that he is down
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with illness, hurriedly dips on her bonnet,

and saying nothing, carries a Ijasket of good

things to cheer the inner man ? Or, when

his wife is confined, perhaps she brings some

little delicacies, a breast of pheasant, a bottle

of port wine, antl strengthens lier with

motherly counsel in the hour of her travail.

Is this so ? Hodge's wife could tell you
that the cottage door has never been dark-

ened by her presence : that she indeed would

not acknowledge her if passed by chance on

the road. For the landlady sails forth to

the adjacent town in all the glory of those

fine feathers that proverbially make the fine

bird.

It is a goodly spectacle t(^ see her in

rustling ample silk, in costly sealskin, in a

bonnet ' loud
'

but rich, shading a countenance

that glows ruddy red as a furnace. A gold

chain encircles her portly neck, with a gold

watch thereto attached ; gold rings upon her

fingers, in one of which sparkles a brilliant

diamond
; gold earrings, gold brooch, kid

gloves bursting from the fatness of the fingers

they encase. The dingy traj) and limping raw-

boned hack which carrv her to the outskirts
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of the town scarcely harmonise with so much

glory. But at the outskirts she ahghts, and

enters the street in full dignity. By some

potent alchemy the sweat of Hodge's brow

has become condensed into that sparklmg

diamond, which is disclosed when the glove

is drawn off m the shops, to the admiration

of all beholders.

Or, if not the wife, perhaps it may be the

daughter who is the magnet that draws the

very timber across the parish ? She is not ill-

looking, and might pass muster in her best

dress were it not for a squareness of build,

like the set of a man rather than the full

curves associated with woman. She is rarely

seen in the house at all, and neither talks to

the men nor the women who enter. She sallies

forth at night, and her friends are the scampish

among the sons of the lower class of tenant-

farmers.

This is the family. How strange and yet

how undeniable is it that such a house should

attract the men whose self-interest, one would

imagme, would lead them to shun it, and if

they must spend their hard-won earnings, at

least to get a good article for their money ! It
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proves that an appeal to reason is not always
the Avay to manage tlie working man. Such

a low house is always a nest of agitation :

there the idle, drunken, and ill-conditioned

have their rendezvous, there evil is liatched,

and from there men take their first step on the

road that leads to the gaol. The place is often

crowded at night—there is scarcely room to

sit or stand, the atmosphere is thick with

smoke, and a hoarse roar of jarring voices fills

it, above which rises the stave of a song
shouted in one unvarying key from some

corner. Money pours m apace
—the draughts

are deep, and long, and frequent, the mugs are

large, the thirst insatiate. The takings, com-

pared with the size and situation of the house,

must be high, and yet, with all this custom

and profit, the landlord and his family still

grovel. And grovel they will in dirt, vice,

low cunning, and inicpiity
—as the serpent

went on his belly in the dust—to the end of

their days.

Why do these places exist? Because in

England j Listice is ever tempered with mercy ;

sometimes with too nuich mercy. The resident

squire and magistrate knows the extent of the
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evil only too well. He sees it with his own

eyes in the village ;
he sees it brought before

him on the bench
;
the clergyman tells him of

it, so do the gamekeeper and the policeman.

His tenants complain of it. He is perpetually

reminded of it, and of what it may ultimately

mean as these places become the centres of

communistic propagandas. But though per-

fectly aware of the evil, to suppress it is quite

another matter.

First, you must find the power, and then,

having the power, the question arises, is it

wise to exercise it? Though the men who

frequent such dens are often of the lowest

type, or on their way to that condition, they

are not all of that character. Men of a hard-

working and honest stamp go there as well.

All have their rights alil^e—rights and liberties

which must be held sacred even at some dis-

advantage. In short, the reprobate nature of

the place may be established, but while it is

the chosen resort of the people, or of a section

of them, unless some great and manifest harm

arises it cannot be touched. The magistrate

will willingly control it as far as lies in his

province, but unless directly instructed by the
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Legislature he cannot go farther. Tlie truth

is, it Hes with the Labourer himself. He is not

obliged to visit there. A respectable inn may
be found in every village if he desires that

wholesome conviviality which, V'lien it does

not overstep certain bounds, fonns a bond be-

tween man and man. Were such low houses

suddenly put down, what an outcry would be

raised of favouritism, tyranny, and so on !

When the labourer turns aii^ainst them himself,

he will speedily find powerful friends to assist

in attaming the object.

If ever a man deserved a <>-ood o'lass of

beer it is the agricultural labourer upun the

conclusion of liis day's work, exposed as he is

to the wear and tear of the elements. After

following the slow plough jilong the furrows

through the mist
;

after tending the sheep on

the hills where the rain beats witli furious

energy ;
after grubbing up the tough roots of

trees, and splitting them with axe and wedge
and mallet, a man may naturally ask for re-

freshment. And it is equally natural that he

should desire to take it in the society of his

fellows, with whom he can associate freely and

speak his mind unchecked. The glass of ale
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would not hurt liim
;
it is the msidious tempta-

tion proffered in certain quarters to do e\aL for

an extra quart. Nothing forms so strong a

temptation as the knowledo;e that a safe re-

ceiver is near at hand.

He must not be harshly judged because of

the mere quantity he can take, for a quart of

ale to liim is really no more than a glass of

wine to the
'

City
'

gentleman who lives deli-

cately. He is to be pitied rather than con-

demned, and aided out of the blunder rather

than chastised. Punishment, mdeed, waits

upon hun only too doggedly, and overtakes

him too quickly in the shape of sorrows and

privations at home. The evil lies not in the

ale, but in the character of the man that sold

iiim the ale, and who is, at the same time, the

worst enemy of the legitunately-trading inn-

keeper. No one, indeed, has better cause than

the labourer to exclaim,
' Save me from my

friends !

' To do the bulk of the labourers

bare justice it must be stated that there is a

certain bluff honesty and frankness among

them, a rude candour, which entitles them to

considerable respect as a body. There are also

men here and there whose strength of character
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would certainly liave obtained favourable ac-

knowled<;-meut had their lot been cast in a

hio-lier rank of life. I3ut, at the same time,

the labourer is not always so innocent and free

from guile
—so lamblike as it suits the purpose

of some to proclaim, in order that his rural

simplicity may secure sympathy. There are

very queer black shec}) in the Hock, and it

rather unfortunately happens that these, in

more ways than one, force themselves, some-

times most unpleasantly, upon the notice of

the tenant-farmer and the landlord.

A specimen or two may easily be selected

from that cu'cle of choice manhood whose

head-quarters are at the low '

public' A tall,

well-built man stands forward, and at the first

glance a stranger might take him for a favour-

able example. He holds hiuiself more upright

than most of his class, he is not ill-looking,

and a marked air of deference towards those

who address him conveys rather a pleasing

impression. He can read fairly well and sign

his name. This man. wlio is still young,

began life as carter's lad, in which occupation

he had not been lonir enii'aired before the

horse-hair carefully accunudated as a perquisite
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disappeared. Wliipcord and similar small

articles next vanished, and finally a hand-

some new whip. This last, not bemg so
easily-

disposed of, was traced to his possession and

procured him a sound thrashing. Some short

time afterwards a carthorse was found in the

fields stabl^ed in several places, though, for-

tunately, not severely. Having already the

bad name that hangs the dog, he was strongly

suspected of this dastardly act in revenge for

the thrashing from the carter, and threat of

dismissal from the employer. No evidence,

however, could be procured, and though he

was sent about his business he escaped punish-
ment. As he cfrew older he fell in with a

tribe of semi-gipsies, and wandered in their

company for a year or two, learning their

petty pilfering tricks. He then returned to

agricultural labour, and, notwithstanding the

ill-flavour that cluno- about his domo-s, found

no difficulty in obtaining employment.
It is rare in ao-riculture for a man to be

asked much about his character, unless he is

to be put into a position of some trust. In

trades and factories—on railways, too— an

applicant for employment is not only ques-
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tioned, but has to produce evidence as to his

immediate antecedents at least. But the

custom in farming prescribes no such checks
;

if the farmer rccjuires a man, the ap])Hcant is

put on to work at once, if he looks at all

likely. This is especially the case in times

of pressure, as when there is a great deal of

hoeing to be done, in harvest, and when extra

hands are wanted to assist in feeding the

threshing machine. Then the first that comes

along the road is received, and scarcely a

question asked. The custom operates well

enough in one way, since a man is nearly sure

of procuring employment, and encounters no

obstacles
;
on the other hand, there is less

encouragement to preserve a good character.

So the fellow mentioned tpiickly got ^vork

when he applied for
it, and v,'Qnt on pretty

steadily for a period. He then married, and

speedily discovered the true use of women—
i.e. to work for idle men. Tlie moment he

learnt that he could subsist upon her labour

he ceased to make any effort, and passed his

time louni>in<2: about.

The wife, though neither handsome nor

clever, was a hard-workmg person, and sup-
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ported herself and idle husband by taking in

washing. Indignation has often been expressed

at the moral code of savages, which permits

the man to lie in his hammock while the

woman cultivates the maize
; but, excepting

the difference in the colour of the skin, the

substitution of dirty white for coppery redness,

there is really no distinction. Probably wash-

ing is of the two harder work than hoemg
maize. The fellow

'

hung about,' and doubt-

less occasionally put in practice the tricks he

had acquired from his nomad friends.

The only time he worked was m the

height of the harvest, when high wages are

paid. But then his money went in drink, and

drink often caused him to neglect the labour

he had undertaken, at an important juncture

when time was of consequence. On one such

occasion the employer lost his temper and

gave him a piece of his mind, ending by a

threat of proceedmgs for breach of contract.

A nig-ht or two afterwards the farmer's rick-

yard was ablaze, and a few months later the

incendiary found himself commencing a term

of penal servitude. There he was obhged to

work, began to walk upright, and acquired
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that peculiarly marked air of deference which

at first contrasts rather i)leasantly with the

somewliat gruff address of most labourers.

During his absence the wife almost prospered,

having plenty of employment and many kind

friends. He signalised his return by admi-

nistering a thrashing
—

-just to re-assert his

authority
—which, however, the poor woman

received with equanimity, remarking that it

was only his way. He recommenced his loung-

ing life, working occasionally when money
was to be easily earned—for the convict stain

does not prevent a man getting agi'icultural

employment—and spending the money in

liquor. When tolerably sober he is, in a

sense, harmless
;

if intoxicated, his compa-
nions give him the road to himself

Now there is nothing exceptionally charac-

teristic of the agricultural labourer in the

career of such a man. Members of other

classes of the working community are often

sent to penal servitude, and sometimes men
of education and social position. But it is

characteristic of agricultural Hie that a man
with the stigma of penal servitude can return

and encounter no overpowering prejudice
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against him. There are work and wages for

him if he likes to take them. No one throws

his former guilt in his face. He may not be

offered a place of confidence, nor be trusted

with money, as the upper labourers—carters

for instance—sometimes are. But the means

of subsistence are open to him, and he will

not be driven by the memory of one crime to

commit another.

There is no school of crime in the country.

Children are not brought up from the earliest

age to beg and steal, to utter loquacious false-

hood, or entrap the benevolent with sham

suffering. Hoary thieves do not keep aca-

demies for the instruction of little fingers in

the art of theft. The science of burglary is

unstudied. Thouoli farmhouses are often

situate in the most lonely places a case of

burglary rarely occurs, and if it does, is still

more rarely traced to a local resident. In such

houses there is sometimes a o-ood deal of old

silver plate, accumulated in the course of

generations
—a fact that must be perfectly well

known to the labouring class, through the

women indoor-servants. Yet such attempts

are quite exceptional. So, too, are robberies
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from the person with violence. Serious crime

is, indeed, comparatively scarce. The cases

that come before the Petty Sessions are, for the

most part, drunkenness, quarrcllini>-, neglect

or absenteeism from work, affiliation, petty

theft, and so on.

The fact speaks well for the rural popula-

tion
;

it speaks very badly for such characters

as the one that has been described. If he

will not turn into the path of honest labour,

that is his own fault. The injury he does is

this, that he encourages others to be idle.

Labouring men quit the field imder the in-

fluence of temporary thirst, or that desire for

a few minutes' change which is not in itself

blameworthy. They enter the low '

public,'

call for their quart, and intend to leave again

immediately. But the lazy fellow in the corner

opens conversation, is asked to drink, more is

called for, there is a toss-up to decide who

shall pay. in which the idle adept, of course,

escapes, and so the thing goes on. Such a

man becomes a cause of idleness, and a nui-

sance to the farmers.

Another indiWdual is a huge, raw-boned,

double-jointed giant of a man, whose muscular

VOL. II. o
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strength must be enormous, but whose weak-

ness is beer. He is a good workman, and of

a civil, obliging disposition. He will com-

mence, for instance, making drains for a farmer

with tlie greatest energy, and in the best of

tempers. A drain requires some httle skill.

The farmer visits the work day by day, and

iiotes with approval that it is being done well.

But about the third or fourth day the clever

workman, whose immense strength makes the

employment mere child's play to him, civilly

asks for a small advance of money. Now the

farmer has no objection to that, but hands it

to him with some misoi\dno;. Xext mornincr

no labourer is to be seen. The day passes,

and the next. Then a lad brino-s the intelli-

gence that his parent is just recovering from

a heavy drinking bout and will be back soon.

There is the history of forty years !

The same incident is repeated once or

twice a month all the year round. Now it is

a drain, now hedge-cutting, now hoeing, now

haymaking, and now reaping. Three or four

days' work excellently performed ;
then a bed

in a ditch and empty pockets. The man's

really vast strength carries him through the
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prostration, and the knocks and bangs and

tmnbles received in a lielpless state. But

what a Hfe! The worst of it is the man is

not a reprobate
—not a hang-dog, lounging

rascal, but perfectly honest, willing to oblige,

harmless and inofFensive even when intoxi-

cated, and skilful at his labour. What is to

l)e done with him? What is the farmer to do

who has only such men to rely on—perhaps

in many cases without this fellow's honesty

and good temper—qualities which constantly

give him a lift ? It is simply an epitome of

the difhculties too commonly met with in the

field— l)right sunshine, good weather, ripe

crops, and men half unconscious, or quite,

snoring under a hedge ! There is no encour-

agement to the tenant to pay high wages in

experiences like this.

A third example is a rakish-looking lad

just rising into manhood. Such young men

are very much in demand, and he would not

have the slightest difficulty in obtaining em-

ployment, yet he is constantly out of work.

When a Ijoy he began by summoning the

carter where he was engaged for cuffing him,

charo'ino- the man with an assault. It turned
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out to be a trumpery case, and the Bench

advised his parents to make him retm-n and

fulfil his contract. His parents thought dif-

ferently of it. They had become imbued with

an inordinate sense of their own importance.

They had a high idea of the rights of lal^our
;

Jack, in short, was a good deal better than

his master, and must be treated with dis-

tinguished respect. The doctrines of the

Union countenanced the deduction
;

so the

boy did not return. Another place was

found for him.

In the course of a few months he came

agam before the Bench. The complaint was

now one of wrongful dismissal, and a claim

for a one pound bonus, which by the agree-

ment was to have been paid at the end of the

year if his conduct proved satisfiictory. It

was shown that his conduct had been the

reverse of satisfactory ;
that he refused to

obey orders, that he 'cheeked' the carters,

that he ran away home for a day or two, and

was encouraged in these goings on ])y the

father. The magistrates, always on the side

of peace, endeavoured to procure a recon-

cihation, the farmer even paid down the
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bonus, 1)nt it was of no use. The lad did

not return.

With httle variations the same game has

continued ever since. Now it is he that com-

phiins, now it is his new master
;
hut any

way there is always a summons, and his face

is as familiar in the court as that of the chair-

man. His case is typical. What is a farmer

to do who has to deal with a rising generation

full of this spirit ?

Then there are the regular workhouse

families, who are perpetually applying for

parochial relief. From the eldest down to

the youngest member they seem to have no

stamina
; they fall ill when all others are well,

as if afflicted with a species of paralysis that

affects body. mind, and moral sense at once.

If the })lirase may be used without irreverence,

there is no health in them. The slightest diffi-

culty is sufficient to send an ai)parently strong,

hale man whinino- to the workhouse. He

localises his com])laint in his foot, or his arm,

or his slioiildcr ; but. in trurli. lie does not

know himsrlf what is the matter with liim.

The real illness is weakness of calibre—a

looseness of fibre. ^Slany a labourer has an
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acliing limb from rheumatism, and goes to

plough all the same
; many a poor cottage

woman suffers from that prevalent agony, and

bravely gets through her task, and keeps her

cottage tidy. But these people cannot do

it—they positively cannot. The summer

brings them pain, the winter brings pain,

their whole life is one long appeal ad miseri-

cordiam.

The disease seems to spread with the mul-

tiplication of the family : the sons have it,

and the sons' sons after them, so much so that

even to bear the name is sufficient to stamp

the owner as a miserable helpless being. All

human wretchedness is, of course, to be deeply

commiserated, and yet it is exasperating to

see one man still doino- his best under real

trouble, and another eating contentedly the

bread of idleness when there seems nothing

wrong except a total lack of energy. The old

men go to the workhouse, the young men go,

the women and the children
;

if they are out

one month the next sees their return. These

again are but broken reeds to rely upon. The

golden harvest might rot upon the ground for

all their gathering, the grass wither and die as
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it stands, without the touch of the scythe,

the very waggons and carts fall to pieces in

the sheds. Tliere is no work to be got out

of them.

The village, too, has its rookery, though
not quite in the same sense as the city. Traced

to its beginning, it is generally found to have

originated upon a waste piece of ground, where

some squatters settled and built their cabins.

These, by the growth of better houses around,

and the rise of property, have now become of

some value, not so mucli for the materials as

the site. To the oris^inal hovels additions

have been made by degTees, and fresh huts

squeezed in till every inch of space is as closely

occupied as in a back court of the metropolis.

Within the cottages are low pitched, dirty,

naiTow, and contracted, without pr(^])er con-

veniences, or even a yard or court.

The social condition of the inhal)itants is

unpleasant to contemplate. The young men,
as they grow up, arrive at an exaggerated idea

of the value of their parents' property
—tlie

cottage of three rooms—and bitter animosities

arise between them. One is accused of havinn:

had his share out in money, another has got
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into trouble and had his fine paid for him
;
the

eldest was probably born before wedlock
;
so

there are plenty of materials for recrimination.

Then one, or even two of them brmg home a

wife, or at least a woman, and three families

live beneath a single roof—with results it is

easy to imagine, both as regards bickering and

immorality. They have no wish to quit the

place and enter cottages with better accommo-

dation : they might rent others of the farmers,

but they prefer to be independent, and, besides,

will not move lest they should lose their

rights. Very likely a few lodgers are taken

in to add to the confusion. As regularly as

clockwork cross summonses are taken out be-

fore the Bench, and then the women on either

side reveal an unequalled power of abuse and

loquacity, leaving a decided impression that it

is six to one and half-a-dozen to the other.

These rookeries do not furnish forth bur-

glars and accomplished pickpockets, like those

of cities, but they do send out a gang of lazy,

scamping fellows and coarse women, who are

almost useless. If their employer does not

please them—if he points out that a waste of

time has taken place, or that somethmg has
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been neglected
—o^ they go, for, having a

hole to creep into, they do not care an atom

whether they lose a job or not. The avail-

able hands, therefore, upon whom the farmers

can count are always very much below the

sum total of the able-bodied population.

There must be deducted the idle men and

women, the drunkards, the never satisfied, as

the lad who sued every master
;

the work-

house families, the rookery families, and those

who every harvest leave the place, and ^vander

a great distance in search of exceptionally high

wajres. When all these are subtracted, the

residue remaininir is often insutiicient to do

the work of the farms in a i)roper manner. It

is got through somehow by scratch-packs, so

to say
—men picked u]) from tlie roads, aged

men who cannot do much, l)iit wliose energy

puts the younger fellows to shame, lads paid

far beyond the value of the work they actually

accom})lish.

Work done in this way is, of course, in-

complete and unsatisfactory, and the fact

supplies one of the reasons why farmers seem

disinclined to pay high wages. It is not be-

cause they object to pay well f n- hard work.
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but because they cannot get the hard work.

There is consequently a growing reliance upon

floating labour—upon the men and women

who tramp round every season—rather than

on the resident population. Even in the ab-

sence of any outward agitation
—of a strike or

open movement in that direction—the farmer

has considerable clifSiculties to contend with in

procuring labour. He has still further diffi-

culties m managing it when he has got it.

Most labourers have their own peculiar way of

finishing a job; and however much that style

of doing it may run counter to the farmer's

idea of the matter m hand, he has to let the

man proceed after his own fashion. If he cor-

rected, or showed the man what he wanted, he

would run the risk of not o-ettino; it done at

all. There is no one so thoroughly obstinate

as an ignorant labourer full of his own conse-

quence. Giving, then, full credit to those

men whose honest endeavours to fulfil their

duty have already been acknowledged, it is a

complete delusion to suppose that all are

equally manly.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE COTTAGE CHARTER. FOUR-ACRE FARMERS.

The songs sung by the labourer at the ale-

liouse or the harvest home are not of his own

composing. The tunes whistled by the plough-

boy as he goes down the road to his work in

the dawn were not written for him. Green

meads and rolhn"- lands of wheat—true fields

of the cloth of gold
—have never yet inspired

those who dwell upon them with songs up-

rismir from the soil. The sohtude of the hills

over whose tops the summer sun seems to

linger so long has not filled the shepherd's

heart with a wistful yearning that must be

expressed in verse or music. Neither he nor

the ploughman in the vale have heard or seen

aught that stirs them in Nature. The shep-

herd has never surprised an Immortal reclining

on the thyme under the shade of a hawthorn

bush at sunny noontide
;
nor has the plough-
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man seen the shadowy outline of a divine

huntress throug-h the mist that clino-s to the

wood across the field.

These people have no myths ;
no heroes.

They look back on no Heroic Age, no Achilles,

no Agamemnon, and no Homer. The past is

vacant. They have not even a
' Wacht am

Ivhein
'

or
'

Marseillaise
'

to chaunt in chorus

with quickened step and flashing eye. No
;

nor even a ballad of the hearth, handed down

from father to son, to be sung at home fes-

tivals, as a treasured silver tankard is brought
out to drink the health of a honoured fifuest.

Ballads there are in old books—ballads of

days when the yew bow was in every man's

hands, and war and the chase gave life a

colour
;
but they are dead. A cart comes

slowly down the road, and the labourer with

it sings as he jogs along ; but, if you listen,

it tells you nothing of wheat, or hay, or flocks

and herds, nothing of the old gods and heroes.

It is a street ditty such as you may hear the

gutter arabs yelling in London, and coming
from a music hall.

So, too, in material things
—in the afl^airs

of life, in politics, and social hopes—the la-
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bourer has no well-defined creed of race. He

has no <^-enuine programme of the future
;

that which is put forward in his name is

not from him. Some years ago, talking with

an aofed hibourer in a district where at that

time no '

agitation
'

had taken place, I en-

deavoured to get from him somethmg like a

definition of the wants of his class. He had

lived many years, and worked all the while in

the field
;
what was his experience of their

secret wishes ? what was the Cottage Charter?

It took some tune to get him to understand

what was required ;
he had been ready enough

previously to grumble about this or that

detail, but when it came to principles he was

vague. The grumbles, the complaints, and

so forth, liad never been codified. However,

by degrees I got at it, and very simple it

was :
—Point 1, Better wages ; (2) more

cottages ; (3) good-sized gardens ; (4)
'

larn-

ins:
'

for the children. That was the sum of

the cottager's creed—his own genuine aspira-

tions.

Since then every one of these points has

been obtained, or substantial progress made

towards it. Though wages are perhaps slightly
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lower or rather stationary at the present mo-

ment, yet they are much higher than used to

be the case. At the same time vast impor-

tations of foreign food keep the necessaries of

life at a lower figure. The number of cot-

tages available has been greatly increased—
hardly a landlord but could produce accounts

of sums of money spent in this direction.

To almost all of these large gardens are now

attached. Learning for the children is pro-

vided by the schools erected in every single

parish, for the most part by the exertions of

the owners and occupiers of land.

Practically, therefore, the four points of

the real Cottage Charter have been attained,

or as nearly as is possible. Why, then, is it

that dissatisfaction is still expressed ? The

reply is, because a new programme has been

introduced to the labourer from without. It

originated in no labourer's mind, it is not the

outcome of a genuine feeling widespread

among the masses, nor is it the heartbroken

call for deliverance issuing from the hps of

the poet-leader of a downtrodden people. It

is totally foreign to the cottage proper
—some-

thing new, strange, and as yet scarcely under-
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stood in its full meaning by tliose who no-

minally support it.

The pomts of the new Cottage Charter

are—(1) The confiscation of large estates;

(2) the subdivision of land
; (3) the abolition

of the laws of settlement of land
; (4) the

admmistration of the land by the authorities

of State
; (5) the confiscation of glebe lands

for di\dsion and distribution; (G) the abohtion

of Church tithes
; (7) extension of the coimty

franchise; (8) education gratis, free of fees,

or payment of any kind
; (9) high wages,

winter and summer alike, irrespective of

season, prosperity, or adversity. No. 6 is

thrown in chiefly for the purpose of an a})-

pearance of identity of interest between the

labourer and the tenant ao-ainst the Church.

Of late it has rather been the cue of the

leaders of the agitation to promote, or seem

to promote, a coahtion between the labourer

and the dissatisfied tenant, thereby giving the

movement a more colourable pretence m the

eyes of the public. Few tenants, however

dissatisfied, have been deceived by the shallow

device.

This progranune emanated from no carter
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or shepherd, ploughman or fogger. It was

not thought out under the hedge when the

June roses decked the bushes
;
nor painfully

written down on the deal table in the cottage

while the winter rain pattered against the

window, and, coming down the wide chimney,

hissed upon the embers. It was brought to

the cottage door from a distance
;

it has been

iterated and reiterated till at last some begm
to think they really do want all these things.

But with the majority even now the propa-

ganda falls flat. They do not enter into the

spirit of it. No. 9 they do understand
;
that

appeals direct, and men may be excused if,

with a view which as yet extends so short a

space around, they have not grasped the fact

that wages cannot by any artificial combina-

tion whatever be kept at a high level. The

idea of high wages brings a mass of labourers

together ; they vote for what they are in-

structed to vote, and are thus nominally

pledged to the other eight points of the new

charter. Such a conception as the confisca-

tion and subdivision of estates never occurred

to the genuine labourers.

An aged man was listening to a gTaphic
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account of what the new state of things would

be like. There would be no squire, no parson,

no woods or preserves
—all grubbed for cab-

bage gardens
—no parks, no farmers.

' No

farmers,' said the old fellow,
' then who's to

pay I my wages ?
'

There he hit the blot, no

doubt. If the first four points of the new

charter were carried into effect, agricultural

wages would no longer exist. But if such a

consummation depends upon the action of the

cottager it will be a long time commg. The

idea did not orioinate with him—he cares

nothing for it—and can only be got to sup-

port it under the guise of an agitation for

wages. Except by persistent stirring from

without he cannot be ii'ot to move even then.

The labourer, in fact, is not by any means

such a fool as his own leaders endeavour to

make him out. He is perfectly well aware

that the farmer, or any person who stands in

the position of the firmer, cannot pay tlu'

same money in winter as in summer.

Two new cottages of a very superior

character were erected in the corner of an

arable field, abutting on the liigliway. As

left by the l)uilders a more unin\iting spot

VOL. II. P
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could scarcely be imagined. The cottages

themselves were well designed and well built,

but the surroundings were like a wilderness.

Heaps of rubbish here, broken bricks there,

the ground trampled hard as the road itself.

No partition from the ploughed field behind

beyond a mere shallow trench enclosing what

was supposed to be the garden. Everything

bleak, unpromising, cold, and unpleasant. Two
families went into these cottages, the men

working on the adjoining farm. The aspect

of the place immediately began to change.

The rubbish was removed, the best of it going

to improve the paths and approaches ;
a quick-

set hedge was planted round the enclosure.

Evening after evening, be the weather what it

might, these two men were in that garden at

work—after a long day in the fields. In the

dinner hour even they sometimes snatched a

few minutes to trim something. Their spades

turned over the whole of the soil, and planting

commenced. Plots were laid out for cabbage,

plots for potatoes, onions, parsni^DS.

Then having provided necessaries for the

immediate future they set about preparing

for extras. Fruit trees—apple, plum, and
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damson—were planted ;
also some roses.

Next beehives appeared and were elevated

on stands and duly protected from the rain.

The last work was the building- of pigsties
—

rude indeed and made of a few slabs—but

sufficient to answer the purpose. Flowers

in pots appeared in the wmdows, flowers ap-

peared beside the garden paths. The change

was so complete and so quickly effected I

could hardly realise that so short a time since

tkere had been nothing there but a blank

open space. J^ersons. travelling along the

road could not choose but look on and admire

the transformation.

1 had often l)een struck with the flourish-

mg appearance of cottage gardens, but then

those sfardens were of old date and had

reached that perfection in course of years.

But here the thing seemed to grow up under

one's eyes. All was effected by sheer energy.

Instead of spending their evenings wastefully

at 'public,' these men went out into their

gardens and made what was a desert literally

bloom. Nor did they seem conscious of doing

anythmg extraordinary, but worked away in

the most matter-of-t\ict manner, calling no

p '2
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one's attention to tlieir progress. It would

be hard to say which garden of the two

showed the better result. Their wives are

tidy, their children clean, their cottages grow
more cosy and homelike day by day ; yet they

work in the fields that come up to their very

doors, and receive nothing but the ordinary

agricultural wages of the district.

This proves what can be done when the

agricultural labourer really wants to do it.

And in a very large number of cases it miftt

further be admitted that he does want to do

it, and succeeds. If any one when passing

through a rural district will look closely at

the cottages and gardens he will frequently

find evidence of similar energy, and not un-

frequently of something approaching very

nearly to taste. For why does the labourer

train honeysuckle up his porch, and the out-

of-door grape up the southern end of his

house ? Why does he let the houseleek re-

main on the roof; why trim and encourage

the thick growth of ivy that clothes the

chimney ? Certainly not for utihty, nor

pecuniary profit.
It is because he has some

amount of appreciation of the beauty of flowers.
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of vine leaf, and green ivy. IMen like these

are the real backbone of our peasantry. They
are not the agitators ;

it is the idle hang-

dogs who form the disturbmo; element in the

village.

The settled agricultural labourer, of all

others, has the least inducement to strike or

leave his work. The longer he can stay in

one place the better for him in many ways.

His fruit-trees, which he planted years ago,

are commg to perfection, and bear sufficient

fruit in favourable years not only to give him

some variety of diet, but to ])rmg in a sum in

hard cash with which to purchase extras.

The soil of the garden, long manured and dug,

is twice as fertile as when he first disturbed

the earth. The hedges have grown high, and

keep off the bitter winds. In short, the place

is home, and he sits under his own vine and

fio'-tree. It is not to his advantao-e to leave

this and go miles away. It is different with

the mechanic who lives in a back court devoid

of sunshine, hardly visited by the fresh breeze,

without a tree, without a yard of earth to

which to become attached. The factory closes,

the bell is silent, the hands are discharged ;
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provided lie can get fresh employment it

matters little. He leaves the back court

without regret, and enters another in a dis-

tant town. But an agricultural labourer who

has planted his own place feels an affection

for it. The young men wander and are rest-

less
;
the middle-aged men who have once

anchored do not like to quit. They have got

the four points of their own genume char-

ter
;

those who would infuse further vague

hopes are not doing them any other service

than to divert them from the substance to

the shadow.

Past those two new cottages which have

been mentioned there runs a road which is a

main thoroughfare. Along this road during

the year this change was worked there walked

a mournful procession
—men and women on

trump. Some of these were doubtless rogues

and vagabonds by nature and choice
;
but

many, very many, were poor fellows who had

really lost employment, and were gradually

becornmg degraded to the company of the

professional beggar. The closmg of collieries,

mmes, workshops, iron furnaces, &c., had

thrown hundreds on the mercy of chance
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charity, and compelled them to wander to and

fro. How men like these on tramp must have

envied the comfortable cottages, the well-

stocked gardens, the pigsties, the heehives,

and the roses of the labourers !

If the lal)ourer lias never gone up on the

lloodtide of prosperity to the champagiie wages
of the miner, neither has he descended to the

woe which fell on South Wales when childi'en

searched the dust-heaps for food, nor to that

sufferino- which forces those whose instinct is

independence to the soup-kitchen. He has

had, and still has, steady employment at a

rate of wages sufficient, as is shown by the

appearance of liis cottage itself, to maintain

him in comparative comfort. The furnace

may be blown out, and strong men may ask

themselves. What shall we do next ? But

still the plough turns up the earth morning
after morning. The colliery may close, but

still the corn ripens, and extra wages are paid

to the harvest men.

This continuous employment without even

a fear of cessation is an advantai^'e, the value

of which it is difficult to estimate. His wages
are not only sufficient to mamtain him, he can
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even save a little. The benefit clubs in so

many villages are a proof of it—each member

subscribes so much. ¥/hether conducted on

a ' sound financial basis
'

or not, the fact

of the subscriptions cannot be denied, nor

that assistance is derived from them. The

Union itself is supported in the same way ;

proving that the wages, however complained

of, are suflacient, at any rate, to permit of

subscrij)tions.

It is held out to the labourer, as an induce-

ment to agitate briskly, that, in time, a state

of things will be brought about when every

man will have a small farm of four or five

acres upon which to live comfortably, in-

dependent of a master. Occasional instances,

however, of labourers endeavouring to exist

upon a few acres have already been observed,

and illustrate the practical working of the

scheme. In one case a labourer occupied a

piece of ground, about three acres in extent,

at a low rental paid to the lord of the manor,

the spot having originally been waste, though
the soil was fairly good. He started under

favourable conditions, because he possessel a

cottage and garden and a pair of horses with
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which he did a considerable amount of

haulinf^.

He now set up as a farmer, phnighed and

sowed, (hiu' and weeded, kept liis own hours,

and went into the market and walked about as

independent as any one. After a while the;

three acres began to absorb nearly all his

time, so that the hauling, which was the really

profitable part of the business, had to be

neglected. Then, the ready money not coming

in so fast, the horses had to go without corn,

and pick up what they could along the road-

side, on the sward, and out of the hedges.

They had, of course, to he looked Jifter while

thus feeding, which occupied two of the

children, so that these could neither go to

school nor earn anvthiui>- by workino- on the

adjacent farms. The liorses meantime grew

poor in condition
;

the winter tried them

greatly from want of proper fodder
;
and when

called upon to do hauling they Avere not equal

to the task. In the country, at a distance from

towns, there is not always a good market for

vegetables, even when gro\vn. The residents

mostly supply themselves, and what is raised

for export has to be sold at wholesale pricrs.
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The produce of the three acres conse-

quently did not come up to the tenant's ex-

pectation, particularly as potatoes, on account

of the disease, could not be relied on. Mean-

time he had no weekly money coming in

regularly, and his wife and family had often

to assist him, diminishing their own earnings

at the same time
;
while he was in the dilemma

that if he did hauling he must employ and pay
a man to work on the

'

farm,' and if he worked

himself he could not go out with his team.

In harvest time, when the smaller farmers

would have hired his horses, waggon, and

himself and family to assist them, he had

to get in liis own harvest, and so lost the hard

cash.

He now discovered that there was one

thino' he had omitted, and which was doubt-

less the cause why he did not flourish as he

should have done accordmg to his calculations.

All the agriculturists around kept live stock—
he had none. Here was the grand secret—^it

was stock that paid : he must have a cow. So

he set to work industriously enough, and put

up a shed. Then, partly by his own small

savings, partly by the assistance of the mem-
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bers of the sect to which he belonged, he pur-

chased the desired animal and sold her milk.

In summer this really answered fairly well

while there ^vas o;reen food for nothin*'- in

plenty by the side of little -frec|uented roads,

whither the cow w^as daily led. But so soon

as the winter approached the same diHiculty

as with the horses arose, i.e., scarcity of fod-

der. The cow soon got miseral^ly poor, while

the horses fell off yet further, if that Avere

possible. The calf that arrived died
; next,

one of the horses. The ' hat
'

was sent round

again, and a fresh horse bought ;
the sprmg

came on, and there seemed another chance.

What with milkinir and attendino- to the cow,

and working on the
"

farm,' scarcely an hour

remained in which to earn money with the

horses. No pro\-ision c(^iild hv hiid by for the

winter. The live stock— the cow and horses

—devoured part of the produce of the three

acres, so that there was less to sell.

Another winter finished it. The cow

had to be sold, l)ut a tliinl time the
' hat

'

was sent round and saved the horses. Grown

wiser now, the ' farmer
'

stuck to his haul-

ing, and only worked his plot at odd times.
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In this way, by hauling and letting out his

team in harvest, and working himself and

family at the same time for wages, he earned

a good deal of money, and kept afloat very

comfortably. He made no further attempt to

live out of the 'form,' which was now sown
with one or two crops only in the same rota-

tion as a field, and no longer cultivated on the

garden system. Had it not been for the sub-

scriptions he must have given it up entirely

long before. Bitter experience demonstrated

how false the calculations had been which

seemed to show—on the basis of the produce
of a small allotment—that a man might live

on three or four acres.

He is not the only example of an extrava-

gant estimate being put upon the possible

product of land : it is a fallacy that has been

fondly believed in by more logical minds than

the poor cottager. That more may be got out

of the soil than is the case at present is per-

fectly true
;
the mistake lies in the proposed

method of doing it.

There was a piece of land between thirty
and forty acres in extent, chiefly arable, which

chanced to come into the possession of a iren-
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tleman, who made no pretence to a knowledge

of agriculture, but was naturally desirous

of receiving the highest rental. Up to that

time it had been occupied by a ftu-mer at thirty

shillings per acre, which was thought the full

value. He did not particularly want it, as it

lay separated from the farm pro})er, and gave

it up with the greatest alacrity when asked to

do so in favour of a new tenant. This man

turned out to be a villager
—a blustering, igno-

rant fellow—who had, however, saved a small

sum by hauling, which had been increased by
the receipt of a little legacy. He was confident

that he could show the farmers how to do it—
he had worked at plough, had reaped, and

tended cattle, and had horses of his own,

and was quite sure that fiirming was a pro-

fitable business, and that the tenants had

their land dirt cheap. He ' knowed '

all

about it.

He offered three pounds an acre for the

piece at once, which was accepted, notwith-

standing a warning conveyed to the owner

that his new tenant had scarcely sufficient

money to pay a year's rent at that rate. But

so rapid a rise in the \ aluc ui' his land ipiite
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dazzled the proprietor, and the labourer—for

he was really nothing better, though fortunate

enough to have a little money—entered on his

farm. When this was known, it was trium-

phantly remarked that if a man could actu-

ally pay double the former rent, what an

enormous profit the tenant-farmers must have

been making ! Yet they wanted to reduce the

poor man's wages. On the other hand, there

were not wanting hints that the man's secret

idea was to exhaust the land and then leave it.

But this was not the case—he was honestly
in earnest, only he had got an exaggerated
notion of the profits of farming. It is scarcely

necessary to say that the rent for the third

half year was not forthcoming, and the poor
fellow lost his all. The land then went bea;-

ging at the old price, for it had become so

dirty
— full of weeds from want of proper

cleanmg—that it was some time before any
one would take it.

In a third case the attempt of a labourmg
man to live upon a small plot of land was

successful—at least for some time. But it

happened m this way. The land he occupied,

about six acres, was situated on the outskirts
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of fi populous town. It was moderately
rented and of fairly good quality. His me-

thod of procedure was to cultivate a small

portion
—as much as he could conveniently

manage without liaving to pay too mucli

for assistance—as a market warden. Bemo-

close to his customers, and with a steady

demand at good prices all the season, this

paid very well indeed. The remamder was

ploughed and cropped precisely the same as

the fields of larger forms. For these crops

he could always get a decent price. The

wealthy owners of the villas scattered about,

some keeping as many horses as a gentleman
with a country seat, were glad to obtain fresh

fodder for their stables, and often bought the

crops standmg, which to him was especially

profitable, ])ecause he could not well afiford

the cost of the labour he must employ to

harvest them.

In addition, he kept several pigs, which

were also profitable, because the larger part

of their food cost him nothing but the trouble

of fetchmg it. The occupants of the houses

in the town were glad to get rid of the re-

fuse vegetables, &c.
;
of these he had a con-
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stant supply. The pigs, too, helped him with

manure, ^'ext he emptied ash-pits in the

town, and sifted the cinders
;
the better part

went on his own fire, the other on his land.

As he understood gardening, he undertook

the care of several small gardens, which

brought in a little money. All the rub-

bish, leaves, trimmings, &c., which he swept
from the gardens he burnt, and spread
the ashes abroad to fertilise his miniature

farm.

In spring he beat carpets, and so made
more shillings ;

he had also a small shed, or

workshop, and did rough carpentermg. His

horse did his own work, and
occasionally

that of others
;

so that in half-a-dozen diflfe-

rent ways he made money independent of the

produce of his land. That produce, too, paid

well, because of the adjacent town, and he

was able to engage assistance now and then.

Yet, even with all these things, it was hard

work, and required economical management
to eke it out. Still it was done, and under

the same conditions doubtless might be done

by others. But then everj-thing lies in those

conditions. The town at hand, the know-
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ledge of gardening, carpentering, and so on,

made just all the difference.

If the land were subdivided in the man-

ner the labourer is instructed would l)e so

advantageous, comparatively few of the plots

would be near towns. Some of the new
' farmers

' would find themselves in the centre

of Salisbury Plain, with the stern trilithons

of Stonehenge looking down upon their

efforts. The occupier of a plot of four acres

in such a position
—many miles from the

nearest town—would experience a hard lot

indeed if he attempted to live by it. If he

o-rew veo:etables for sale, the cost of carriao;e

would diminish their value
;

if for food, he

could scarcely subsist upon cabbage and

onions all the year round. To thoroughly
work four acres would occupy his whole time,

nor would the farmers care for the assistance

of a man who could only come now and then

in an irregular manner. There would be no

villa gardens to attend to, no ash-pits to

empty, no tubs of refuse for the pig, no

carpets to beat, no one who wanted rougli

carpentering done. He coidd not })ay any
one to assist him in the cultivation of the plot.

VOL. II. Q
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And then, how about his clothes, boots

and shoes, and so forth ? Suppose him with

a family, where would their boots and shoes

come from ? Without any wages
—that is.

hard cash received weekly
—it would be next

to impossible to purchase these things. A
man could hardlv be condemned to a more

miserable existence. In the case of the tenant

of a few acres who made a fair living near

a laro-e town, it must be remembered that he

understood two trades, gardenmg and car-

pentering, and found constant employment at

these, which in all probabihty would indeed

have maintained him without any land at all.

But it is not every man who possesses tech-

nical knowledo;e of this kind, or who can turn

his hand to several things. Imagine a town

surrounded by two or three thousand such

small occupiers, let them be never so clever
;

where would the extra employment come

from
;
where would be the ash-pits to empty ?

Where one could do well, a dozen could do

nothing. If the argument be carried still

farther, and we imagine the whole country so

cut up and settled, the difficulty onty in-

creases, because every man living (or starv-
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ing) un his o^vn plot would be totally unable

to pay another to help him, or to get employ-

ment himself. No better method could be

contrived to cause a fall in the value of

labour.

The examples of France and China are

continually quoted in support of subdivision.

In the case of France, let us ask whether any
of our stalwart labourers would for a single

week consent to live as the French peasant

does ? Would they forego their white, wheaten

bread, and eat rye bread in its place ? Would

they take kindly to bread which contained a

large proportion of meal ground from the

edible chestnut ? Would they feel merry
over vegetable soups ? \^erily the nature of

the man must change first
;
and we have read

something about the leopard and his spots.

You cannot raise beef and mutton upon four

acres and feed yourself at the same time
;

if

you raise bacon you must sell it in order to

buy clothes.

The French peasant saves by stinting,

and puts aside a franc by pinching both belly

and back. He works extremely hard, and for

lono- hours. Our labourers can work as hard
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as he, but it must be in a different way ; they

must have plenty to eat and drink, and they

do not understand little economies.

China, we are told, however, supports the

largest population in the world in this man-

ner. Not a particle is wasted, not a square

foot of land but bears somethino- edible. The

sewage of towns is utilised, and causes crops

to spring forth
; every scrap of refuse ma-

nures a garden. The Chmese have attamed

that ideal agriculture which puts the greatest

amount into the soil, takes the greatest

amount out of it, and absolutely wastes

nothing. The picture is certamly charming.

There are, however, a few considerations

on the other side. The cjuestion arises

whether our labourers would enjoy a plump
rat for supper ? The question also arises why
the Six Companies are engaged in transhipping

Chinese labour from China to America ? In

California the Chinese work at a rate of wages

absolutely impossible to the white man—hence

the Chinese diiiiculty there. In Queensland a

similar thing is going on. Crowds of Chinese

enter, or have entered, the country eager for

work. If the agriculture of China is so per-
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feet
;

if the sewage is utilised
;

if every man

has his plot ;
if the po})iilation cannot pos-

sibly become too great, why on earth are the

Chinese laljoiu'ers so anxious to get to Ame-

rica or Australia, and to take the white man's

wages ? And is that system of agriculture

so perfect ? It is not long since the Chinese

Ambassador formally conveyed the thanks of

his countrymen for the generous assistance

forwarded from l^^no-land durino' the late

fearful famine in Cliina. The starvation of

multitudes of wretched human beings is a

ghastly comment upon this ideal agriculture.

The Chinese yellow spectre has even threat-

ened England ;
hints have been heard of

importing Chmese into this country to take

that silver and o-old which our own men dis-

dained. Tliose who desire to destroy our land

system should look round them for a more

palatable illustration than is afforded by the

great Chinese problem.

Tlie truth in the matter seems to be this.

A labourer does very well witli a garden ; he

can do very well, too, if \w has an allotment

in addition, provided it be not too far from

home. Up to a quarter of an acre—in some
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cases half an acre—it answers, because lie can

cultivate it at odd times, and so receive his

weekly wages without interruption. But

when the plot exceeds what he can cultivate

in this way—when he has to give whole

weeks to it—then, of course, he forfeits the

cash every Saturday night, and soon begins

to lose ground. The original garden of

moderate size yielded very highly m pro-

portion to its extent, because of the amount

of labour expended on it, and because it was

well manured. But three or four acres, to

yield m like degree, require an amount of

manure which it is quite out of a labourer's

power to purchase ;
and he cannot keep live

stock to produce it. Neither can he pay men

to work for him
; consequently, instead of

being more highly cultivated than the large

farms, such plots would not be kept so clean

and free from weeds, or be so well manured

and deeply ploughed as the fields of the regu-

lar agriculturist.
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CHAPTER X.

landlords' difficulties, the labourer as

a power. modern clergy.

The altered tone of the labouring population

has caused the position of the landlord, espe-

cially if resident, to be one of considerable

difficulty. Sometliing like diplomatic tact is

necessary in dealhig with the social and poli-

tical problems which now press themselves

upon the country gentleman. Forces are at

work which are constantly endeavouring to

upset the village equilibrium, and it is quite

in vam to ignore their existence. However

honestly he may desire peace and goodwill to

reign, it is impossible for a man to escape the

influence of his own wealth and property.

These compel him to be a sort of centre

around Avhich everythmg revolves. His duties

extend far beyond the set, formd lines—the

easy groove of old times—and are concerned
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with matters which were once thought the

exclusive domain of the statesman or the

philosopher.

The growth of a public opinion among the

rural population is a great fact which cannot

be overlooked. Some analogy may be traced

between the awaking of a large class, hitherto

almost silent, and the strange new develop-

ments which occur in the freshly-settled terri-

tories of the United States. There, all kinds

of social experiments are pushed to the extreme

characteristic of American energy. A Salt

Lake City and civilised polygamy, and a variety

of small communities endeavouring to work

out new theories of property and government,

attest a frame of mind escaped from the con-

trol of tradition, and groping its way to the

future. Nothing so extravagant, of course,

distinguishes the movement among the agri-

cultural labourers of this country. There

have been strikes
; indignation meetings held

expressly for the purpose of exciting public

opmion ;
an attempt to experimentalise by a

kind of joint-stock farming, labourers holding-

shares
;
and a preaching of doctrines which

savour much of Communism. There have
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been marches to London, and annual gather-

ings on hill tops. These are all within the

pale of law, and outrage no social customs.

But they proclaim a state of mind restless and

unsatisfied, striving for somethhig new, and

not exactly knowing what.

AVithout a vote for the most part, without

an all-embracin<2: oro'anisation—for the Union

is somewhat limited in extent—with few news-

papers expressing their views, with still fewer

champions in the upper ranks, the agricultural

labourers have become in a sense a power in

the land. It is a power that is felt rather

individually than collectively
— it affects iso-

lated places, but these in the aggregate reach

importance. This power presses on the land-

lord—the resident country gentleman—upon
one side

; upon the other, the dissatisfied

tenant-larmers ])resent a ruf>'o-ed front.

As a body the tenant-farmers are loyal to

their landlords— in some cases enthusiastically

loyal. It cannot, however, be denied that this

is not universal. There are men who, though
unable to put forth a substantial grievance,

are ceaselessly agitating. The landlord, in

view of unfavourable seasons, remits a per-
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eentage of rent. He relaxes certain clauses

in leases, he reduces the ground game, he

shows a disposition to meet reasonable, and

even unreasonable, demands. It is useless.

There exists a class of tenant-farmers who
are not to be satisfied with the removal of

grievances in detail. They are animated by a

principle
—somethmg far beyond such trifles.

Unconsciously, no doubt, m many cases that

prmciple approximates very nearly to the

doctrine proclaimed in so many words by the

communistic circles of cities. It amounts to

a total abolition of the present system of land

tenure. The dissatisfied tenant does not go
so far as minute subdivisions of land into

plots of a few acres. He pauses at the

moderate and middle way which would make

the tenant of three or four hundred acres the

owner of the soil. In short he would step

into the landlord's place.

Of course, many do not go so far as this
;

still there is a class of farmers who are for

ever writmg to the papers, making speches,

protesting, and so on, till the landlord feels

that, do what he may, he will be severely

criticised. Even if personally insulted he
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must betray no irritation, or desire to part

with the tenant, lest he be accused of stifling

opinion. Probably no man in England is so

systematically browbeaten all round as the

country gentleman. Here are two main divi-

sions—one on each side—ever pressing upon
him, and, besides these, there are other forces

at work. A village, in fact, at the present

day, is often a perfect battle-ground of strug-

gling parties.

When the smouldering labour difficulty

comes to a pomt in any particular district

the representatives of the labourers lose no

time in illustrating the cottager's case by con-

trast with the landlord's position. He owns

so many thousand acres, producing an mcome

of so many tliousand pounds. Hodge, who

has just received notice of a reduction of a

shilling per week, survives on bacon and

cabban'c. Most mansions have a small home

farm attached, where, of course, some few

men are employed in the direct service of

the landlord. This home farm becomes the

bone of contention. Here, they say, is a man

with many thousands a year, who, in the

midst of bitter wintrv weather, has struck a
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shilliii*^ a week off the wages of his poor

labourers. But the fact is that the landlord's

representative
—his steward—has been forced

to this step by the action and opinion of the

tenant-farmers.

The argument is very cogent and clear.

They say,
' We pay a rent which is almost

as much as the land will bear
;
we suffer by

foreign competition, bad seasons and so on,

the market is falling, and we are compelled

to reduce our labour expenditure. But then

our workmen say that at the home farm the

wages paid are a shilling or two higher, and

therefore they will not accept a reduction.

Now you must reduce your wages or your

tenants must suffer.' It is like a tradesman

with a large independent income giving his

AYorkmen high wages out of that independent

income, whilst other tradesrnen, who have

only their business to rely on, are compelled

by this example to pay more than they can

afford. This is obviously an unjust and even

cruel thing. Consequently though a land-

lord may possess an income of many thou-

sands, he cannot without downright injustice

to his tenants, pay his immediate employes
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more than those tenants find it possible to

pay.

Such is the simple explanation of what

has been described as a piece of terrible

tyranny. The very reduction of rent made

by the landlord to the tenant is seized as a

proof by the labourer that the farmer, havmg
less now to pay, can afford to give him more

money. Thus tlie last move of the labour

party has been to urge the tenant-farmer to

endeavoTU' to become his own landlord. On

the one hand, certain dissatisfied tenants have

made use of the laboiu* amtation to brino;

pressure upon the landlord to reduce rent,

and grant this and that privilege. They have

done their best, and in great part succeeded,

in getting up a cry that rent must come down,
that the landlord's position nuist be altered,

and so forth. On the other hand, the labour

party try to use the dissatisfied tenant as a

fulcrum by means of which to bring their

lever to bear upon the landlord. l)Otli to-

gether, by every possible method, endeavour

to enlist popular sym[)atliy against liim.

There exists a party in cities who are ani-

mated by the most extraordinary rancour
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against landlords without exception
—

good,

bad, and indifferent—just because they are

landlords. This party welcomes the agitating

labourer and the discontented tenant with

open arms, and the chorus swells still louder.

Now the landlords, as a body, are quite aware

of the difficulties under which farming has

been conducted of late, and exhibit a decided

inclination to meet and assist the tenant.

But it by no means suits the agitator to

admit this
;
he would of the two rather the

landlord showed an impracticable disposition,

in order that there mio;ht be rounds for

violent declamation.

Fortunately there is a sohd substratum of

tenants whose sound common sense prevents

them from listening to the rather enchanting

cry,
'

Every man his own landlord.' They

may desire and obtain a reduction of rent,

but they treat it as a purely business transac-

tion, and there lies all the difference. They do

not make the shilling an acre less the ground-

work of a revolution
;
because ten per cent,

is remitted at the audit they do not cry for

confiscation. But it is characteristic of

common sense to remain silent, as it is of
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extravao-ance to make a noise. Thus the

opinion of the majority of tenants is not

heard ; but the restless minority write and

speak ;
the agitating labourer, through his

agent, writes and speaks, and the anti -landlord

party in cities write and speak. A pleasant

position for the landlord this ! Anxious to

meet reasonable wishes, he is confronted with

unreasonable demands, and abused all round.

Besides the labour difficulty, which has

been so blazed abroad as to obscure the rest,

there are really many other questions agitat-

ing; the villao^e. The school erected under the

Education Act, whilst it is doing good work,

is at the same time in many cases a scene of

conflict. The landlord can hardly remain

aloof, try how he will, because his larger

tenants are so closely interested. He has pro-

bably given the land and subscribed heavily
—

a school board has been avoided
; but, of

course, there is a committee of management,
which is composed of members of every party

and religious denomination. That is ftiir

enough, and the actual work accomplished is

really very good. But, if outwardly peace,

it is inwardly contention. First, the agitating
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labourer is strongly of opinion that, besides

giving the land and subscribing, and paying a

large voluntary rate, the landlord ought to

defray the annual expenses and save him the

weekly pence. The sectarian bodies, though
neutralised by their own divisions, are ill-

affected behind their mask, and would throw

it off if they got the opportunity. The one

thing, and the one thing only, that keeps

them quiet is the question of expense. Sup-

pose by a united effort—and probably on a

poll of the parish the chapel-goers in mere

numbers would exceed the church people
—

they shake off the landlord and his party, and

proceed to a school board as provided by the

Act ? AYell, then they must find the aimual

expenses, and these must be raised by a rate.

Now at present the cottager loudly grum-

bles because he is asked to contribute a few

coppers ;
but suppose he were called upon to

pay a heavy rate ? Possibly he might in

such a case turn round against his present

leaders, and throw theui overboard in disgust.

Seeing this possibility all too clearly, the sec-

tarian bodies remain quiescent. They have

no real grievance, because their prejudices are
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carefully respected ;
but it is not the nature

of men to prefer being governed, even to

their good, to governing. Consequently,

though no battle royal takes place, it is a

mistake to suppose that because ' education
'

is now tolerably quiet there is universal satis-

faction. Just the reverse is true, and under

the surfoce there is a constant undermining-

process proceeding. Without any downright

collision there is a distinct division into op-

posing ranks.

Another matter which looms larger as

time sfoes on arises out of the c:radual—in

some cases the rapid
—

filling up of tlie village

churchyards. It is tnelancholy to think that

so solemn a subject should threaten to become

a ground for bitter controversy ;
but that

much animosity of feeling has already ap-

peared is well known. Already many village

graveyards are overcrowded, and it is becom-

inof difhculfc to arranii*e for the future. From

a practical point of view there is really but

little difficulty, because tlie landlords in

almost every instance are willing to give the

necessary ground. The contention arises in

another form, which it would be out of place

VOL. II. K
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to enter upon liere. It will be sufficient to

recall the fact that such a question is ap-

proaching.

Rural sanitation, agam, comes to the front

day by day. The prevention of overcrowding

in cottages, the disposal of sewage, the supply

of water—these and similar matters press

upon the attention of the authorities. Out of

consideration for the pockets of the ratepayers

many of whom are of the poorest class—

these thmgs are perhaps rather shelved than

pushed forward
;
but it is impossible to avoid

them altogether. Every now and then some-

thing has to be done. Whatever takes place,

of course the landlord, as the central person,

comes in for the chief share of the burden.

If the rates increase, on the one hand, the

labourers complam that their wages are not

sufficient to pay them
; and, on the other, the

tenants state that the pressure on the agricul-

turist is already as much as he can sustain.

The labourer expects the landlord to relieve

him
;
the tenant grumbles if he also is not

relieved. Outside and beyond the landlord's

power as the owner of the soil, as magistrate

and cx-officio guardian, and so on, he cannot
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divest himself of a personal
— a family

—
influence, wliich at once gives him a leatlmg

position, and causes everything to be expected

of him. He must arbitrate here, persuade

there, compel yonder, conciliate everybody,

and subscribe all round.

This was, perhaps, easy enough years ago,

but it is now a very different matter. No

little diplomatic skill is needful to balance

parties, and preserve at least an outward

peace in the parish. He has to note the

variations of pul)lic opinion, and avoid giving

offence. In his official capacity as magistrate

the same difficulty arises. One of the most

delicate tasks that the magistracy have had

set them of recent years has been arbitrating

between tenant and man—between, in effect,

capital and labour. That is not, of course,

the legal, but it is the true, definition. It is a

most invidious position, and it speaks highly

for the scrupulous j ustice with which the law

has been administered that a watchful and

jealous
—a bitterly inimical party

—ever ready,

above all things, to attempt a sensation—have

not been able to detect a magistrate giving a

partial decision.

b2
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In cases which involve a question of wages
or non-fuliihnent of contract it has often hap-

pened that a purely personal element has been

introduced. The labourer asserts that he has

been unfairly treated, that implied promises

have been broken, perquisites withheld, and

abuse lavished upon him. On the opposite

side, the master alleges that he has been made

a convenience—the man staying with him in

winter, when his ser\dces were of little use,

and leaving- in summer : that his neo:lect has

caused mjury to accrue to cattle
;
that he has

used bad language. Here is a conflict of class

ao'ainst class—feelino- ao-ainst feelins;. The

point in dispute has, of course, to be decided

by evidence, but whichever way evidence leads

the magistrates to pronounce their verdict, it

is distasteful. If the labourer is victorious,

he and his friends ' crow
'

over the farmers
;

and the farmer himself grumbles that the

landlords are afraid of the men, and will never

pronounce against them. If the reverse, the

labourers cry out upon the partiality of the

maoristrates, who favour each other's tenants.

In both cases the decision has been given ac-

cording to law. But the knowledge that this
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kind of feeling exists—that he i;^ in reality

arbitrating between capital and labour—ren-

ders the resident landlord donbly careful what

steps he takes at home in his private capacity.

He hardly knows which way to turn when a

question crops up, desiring, above all things,

to preserve peace.

It has been said that of late there has come

into existence in the political world '

a powei
behind Parliament.' Somewhat in the same

sense it may be said that the labourer has be-

come a power behind the apparent authorities

of the rural community. AVliether directly,

or through the discontented tenant, or by aid

of the circles in cities who hold advanced

views, the labourer brings a pressure to bear

upon almost every aspect of country life.

That ])ressure is not sufficient to break in

pieces the existing order of things ;
but it is

sufficient to cause an unpleasant tension.

Should it increase, much of the peculiar

attraction of country life will 1)e destroyed.

Even Inuiting, which it would have I)een

thought every individual son of the soil would

stand up for, is not allowed to continue un-

challenged. Displays of a most disagreeable
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spirit must be fresh in the memories of all
;

and such instances have shown a disposition

to multiply. Besides the more public difficul-

ties, there are also social ones which beset the

landowner. It is true that all of these do not

originate with the labourer, or even concern

him, but he is dragged into them to suit the

convenience of others.
'

Coquetting with a

vote' is an art tolerably well understood in

these days ;
the labourer has not got a nominal

vote, yet he is the '

power behind,' and may be

utilised.

There is another feature of modern rural

life too marked to be ignored, and that is the

increased activity of the resident clergy. This

energy is exhibited by all alike, irrespective of

opinion upon ecclesiastical questions, and it

concerns an inquiry into the position of the

labourer, because for the most part it is

directed towards practical objects. It shows

itself in matters that have no direct bearing

upon tlie Church, but are connected with

the every-day life of the people. It finds

work to do outside the precincts of the

Church—beyond the walls of the building.

This work is of a nature that continually
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increases, and as it extends becomes more

laborious.

The parsonage is often an almost ideal pre-

sentment of peace and repose. Trees cluster

about it that in summer cast a pleasant shade,

and in Avmter the thick evergreen shrubl)eries

shut out the noisy winds. Upon the one side

the green meadoAvs go down to the brook,

upon the other the cornfields stretch away to

the hills. Footpaths lead out uito the wheat

and beside the hedge, where the wild flowers

bloom—flowers to be lo\dngly studied, food

for many a day-dream. Tlie village is out of

sight in the hollow—all is quiet and still, save

for the song of the lark that drops from the

sky. The house is old, very old
;
the tiles

dull coloured, the walls grey, the calm dignity

of age clings to it.

A place surely this for reverie—the abode

of thought. But the man within is busy
—

fall of action. The edge of the great ques-

tions of the day has reached the village, and

he must be up and doing. He does not, in-

deed, lift the latch of the cottage or the farm-

house door indiscreetly
—not unless aware that

his presence will not be resented. He is anxious
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to avoid irritating individual susceptibilities.

But wherever people are gathered together, be

it for sport or be it in earnest, wherever a man

may go in open day, thither he goes, and with

a set purpose beforehand makes it felt that he

is there. He does not remain a passive spec-

tator in the background, but comes as promi-

nently to the front as is compatible with due

courtesy.

When the cloth is cleared at the ordinary

in the market town, and the farmers pro-

ceed to the business of their club, or cham-

ber, he appears in the doorway, and quietly

takes a seat not far from the chair. If the

discussion be purely technical he says nothing;

if it touch, as it frequently does, upon social

topics, such as those that arise out of educa-

tion, of the labour question, of the position of

the farmer apart from the mere ploughmg and

sowing, then he delivers his opinion. When
the local agricultural exhibition is proceeding

and the annual dinner is held he sits at the

social board, and presently makes his speech.

The village benefit club holds its fete
—he is

there too, perhaps presiding at the dinner, and

addresses the assembled men. He takes part
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in the organisation of the cottage flower show
;

exerts liimself earnestly ahont tlio allntnients

and the winter coal club, and endeavours to

provide the younger people with amusements

that do not lead to evil—supporting cricket

and such games as may be played apart from

gambling and liquor.

This is but the barest catalogue of his

work
;
there is nothing that arises, no part of

the life of the village and the country side, to

which he does not set his hand. All this is

apart from abstract theology. Iveligion, of

course, is in his heart
;
but he does not carry

a list of dogmas in his hand, rather keeping

his own peculiar oflice in the l)ackground,

knowing that many of those with whom he

mingles arc members of \arious sects. He is

simply preaching the practical Christianity of

brotherhood and goodwill. It is a Avork that

can never be linished, and that is ever extend-

m<j:. His leadiDo- idea is not to check the

inevitable motion of the age, but to tone it.

He is not permitted to pursue this course

immolested
;
there are parties in the Aillage

that silently oppose his every footstep. If the

battle were open it woiikl be easier to \\ iu it,
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but it is concealed. The Church is not often

denounced from the housetop, but it is certainly

denounced under the roof. The poor and

ioTiorant are instructed that the Church is

their greatest enemy, the upholder of tyranny,

the instrument of their subjection, synonymous
with lowered wages and privation, more in-

iquitous than the landowner. The clergyman
is a Protestant Jesuit—a man of deepest guile.

The coal club, the cricket, the flower show,

the allotments, the village pte^ everything in

which he has a hand is simply an effort to win

the good will of the populace, to keep them

quiet, lest they arise and overthrow the pro-

perty of the Church. The poor man has but a

few shillings a week, and the clergyman is the

friend of the farmer, who reduces his wages—
the Church owns millions and milHons sterlin"-.

How self-e\'ident, therefore, that the Chm-ch

is the cottager's enemy !

See, too, how he is beautifying that church,

restoring it, making it light and pleasant to

those who resort to it
;

see liow he causes

sweeter music and singing, and puts new life

into the service. This a lesson learnt from

the City of the Seven Hills—this is the mark
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of the Beast. But the ultimate aim may be

traced to the same base motive—the jireserva-

tion of that enormous property.

Another party is for pure secularism. This

is not so numerously represented, but has in-

creased of recent years. From political motives

both of these silently oppose him. Nor are

the poor and ignorant alone among the ranks

of his foes. There are soine tenant-farmers

among them, but their attitude is not so

coarsely antagonistic. They take no action

against, but they do not assist, him. So that,

although, as he goes about the parish, he is

not greeted with hisses, the clergyman is full

well aware tliat his activity is a thorn in the

side of many. Tliey once reproached him

with a too prolonged reverie in the seclusion

of the parsonage ;
now they would gladly

thrust him back again.

It may l)c uro-ed. too, that all his efforts

have not produced much visible effect. The

pews are no more crowded that formerly ;
in

some cases the absence of \asible effect is said

to be extremely disheartening. But the fjict

is that it is yet early to expect much ; neither

must it be expected in that direction. It is
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almost the first principle of science that re-

action is equal to action
;

it may be safely

assumed, then, that after a while these labours

will bear fruit. The tone of the risins; 2:enera-

tion must perforce be softened and modified

by them.

There exists at the present day a class

that is morally apathetic. In every village, in

every hamlet, every detached group of cottages,

there are numbers of labourino- men who are

simply indiiferent to church and to chapel

alike. They neither deny nor affirm the pri-

mary truths taught in all places of worship ;

they are simply indifierent. Sunday comes

and sees tliem lounoino; about the cottao;e door.

They do not drink to excess, they are not

more given to swearing than others, they are

equally honest, and are not of ill-repute. But

the moral sense seems extinct—the very idea

of anything beyond gross earthly advantages

never occurs to them. The days go past, the

wages are paid, the food is eaten, and there

is all.

Looking at it from the purely philosophic

point of view there is something sad in this

dull apathy. The most pronounced materialist
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has a faith in some form of beauty
—matter

itself is capable of ideal shapes in his concep-

tion. These people know no ideal. It seems

impossible to reach them, because there is no

chord that will respond to the most skilful

touch. This class is very numerous now—a

chsheartening fact. Yet perhaps the activity

and energy of the clergyman may be ultimatel}'

destined to find its reaction, to produce its

effect among these very people. They may
slowly learn to appreciate tangible, practical

work, though utterly insensible to du*ect moral

teaching and the finest eloquence of the pulpit.

Finding by degTees that he is really endeavour-

ing to improve their material existence, they

may in time awake to a sense of something

higher.

What is wanted is a perception of the

truth that progress and civilisation ought not

to end with mere material—mechanical—com-

fort or wealth. A cottao-er ouo-ht to learn

that when the highest wages of the best paid

artisan are reached it is not the greatest })rivi-

lege of the man to throw mutton chops to dogs
and make piles of empty cliampagiie bottles.

It might almost be said that one cause of the
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former extravagance and the recent distress

and turbulence of the working classes is the

absence of an ideal from their minds.

Besides this moral apathy, the cottager too

often assumes an attitude distinctly anta-

gonistic to every species of authority, and

particularly to that prestige hitherto attached

to property. Each man is a law to himself,

and does that which seems good in his own

eyes. He does not pause to ask himself,

What will my neighbour think of this ? He

simply thinks of no one but himself, takes

counsel of no one, and cares not what the

result may be. It is the same in little things

as great. Respect for authority is extinct.

The modern progressive cottager is perfectly

certain that he knows as much as his imme-

diate employer, the squire, and the parson put

together with the experience of the world at

their back. He is now the judge
—the infallible

authority himself He is wiser far than all

the learned and the thoughtful, wiser than the

prophets themselves. Priest, politician, and

philosopher must bow then' heads and hsten

to the dictum of the ploughman.
This feeling shows itself most strikingly
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in tlie disregard of property. Tlierc used to

be a certain tacit agreement among all men

that those who possessed capital, rank, or

reputation should 1)e treated with courtes}'.

That courtesy did not imply that the land-

owner, the capitalist, or the minister of re-

ligion, was necessarily in himself superior.

But it did imply that those who administered

property really represented the general order

in which all were interested. So in a court of

justice, all who enter remove their hats, not

out of servile adulation of the person in

authority, but from respect for the majesty of

the law, which it is every individual's interest

to uphold. l)Ut now, metaphorically speak-

ing, the labourer removes his hat for no man.

Whether in the case of a manufacturer or of

a tenant of a thoasand-acre farm the thmof is

the same. The cottager can scarcely nod his

employer a common greeting in the morning.

Courtesy is no longer practised. The idea

in the man's mind appears to be to express

contempt for his employer's property. It is

an unpleasant symptom.
At present it is not, however, an active,

but a passive force
;

a moral vis inertia'.
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Here again the clergyman meets with a cold

rebuif. No eloquence, persuasion, personal

influence even, can produce more than a

passing impression. But here again, perhaps,

his practical activit}^ may bring about its

reaction. In time the cottager will be com-

pelled to admit that, at least, coal club, benefit

society, cricket, allotment, &c., have done him

no harm. In time he may even see that

property and authority are not always entu'ely

selfish—that they may do good, and be

worthy, at all events, of courteous acknow-

ledgment.

These two characteristics, moral apathy
and contempt of property

—
i.e., of social order

—are probably exercising considerable mflu-

ence in shaping the labourer's future. Free

of mental restraint, his own will must work

its way for good or evil. It is true that the

rise or fall of wages may check or hasten the

development of that future. In either case

it is not, however, probable that he will return

to the old grooves ; indeed, the grooves them-

selves are gone, and the logic of events must

force him to move onwards. That motion, m
its turn, must affect the rest of the community.
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Let the mind's eye glance for a moment over

the country at large. The villages among the

hills, the villages on the plains, in the valleys,

and beside the streams represent in the aggre-

gate an enormous power. Separately such

liamlets seem small and feeble—unable to im-

press their will upon the world, lint together

they contain a vast crowd, which, united,

may shoulder itself an irresistible course,

pushing aside all obstacles by mere physical

weight.

The effect of education has been, and

seems likely to be, to supply a certain unity
of thought, if not of action, among these

people. The soHd common sense—the law-

abiding character of the majority
—is suthcient

security against any violent movement. But

how important it becomes that that common
sense should be strenotheued airainst the

assaults of an insidious Socialism ! A man's

education does not come to an end when he

leaves school. He then just begins to form

his opinions, and in nine cases out of ten

thinks what he hears and Avhat he reads.

Here, in the agricultural hibourer class, are

many hundred thousand young men exactly
VOL. II. s
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in tliis stao-e. edncatmor themselves in moral,

social, and political opinion.

In short, the future literature of the la-

bourer becomes a serious question. He will

think what he reads
;
and what he reads at

the present moment is of anything but an

elevating character. He will think, too, what

he hears
;
and he hears much of an enticing

but sul^versive political creed, and little of

any other. There are busy tongues earnestly

teachuig him to despise property and social

order, to suggest the overthrow of existing

uistitutions
;

there is scarcely any one to

instruct him in the true lesson of history.

Who calls together an audience of agricul-

tural labourers to explain to and mterest them

in the story of their own country? There are

many who are only too anxious to use the

agricultural labourer as the means to effect

ends which he scarcely miderstands. But

there are few, indeed, who are anxious to

instruct hun in science or literature for his

own sake.
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CHAPTER XT.

A WHEAT COUNTRY.

The aspect of a corn-growing district in the

colder months is perhaps more dreary than

that of any other country scene. It is wiater

made visible. The very houses at the edge

of the village stand out harsh and angular,

especially if modern and slated, for the old

thatched cottages are not without a curve in

the line of the eaves. No trees or bushes

shelter them from the bitter wmd that rushes

across the plain, and, because of the absence

of trees round the outskirts, the village may
be seen from a great distance.

The wayfixrer, as he approaches along the

interminable road, that now rises over a hill

and now descends into a valley, observes it

from afar, his view uninterrupted by wood,

but the vastness of the plain seems to shorten

his step, so that he barely galas on the re-
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ceding roofs. The hedges by the road are

cropped
—cut down mercilessly

—and do not

afford the slightest protection against wind,

or rain, or sleet. If he would pause awhile

to rest his weary limbs no friendly bush

keeps off the chillmg blast. Yonder, half a

mile in front, a waggon creeps up the hill,

always just so much ahead, never overtaken,

or seeming to alter its position, whether he

walks slow or fast. The only apparent in-

habitants of the solitude are the larks that

every now and then cross the road in small

flocks. Above, the sky is dull and gloomy ;

beneath, the earth, except where some snow

lingers, is of a still darker tint. On the

northern side the low mounds are white with

snow here and there. ]\Iile after mile the

open level fields extend on eitlier hand
;
now

brown from the late passage of the plough,

now a pale yellow where the short stubble

yet remains, divided by black lines
;
the low-

cropped hedges bare of leaves. A few small

fir copses are scattered about, the only relief

to the eye ;
all else is level, dull, monotonous.

When the village is reached at last it is

found to be of considerable size. The popu-
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lation is much greater than mio-ht have been

anticipated from the desert-Hke solitude sur-

rounding the phice. In actual numbers, of

course, it will not bear comparison with

manufacturing districts, but for its situation,

it is quite a little town. Compared with the

villages situate in the midst of great pastures—where grass is the all-important crop
—it is

really populous. Almost all the inhabitants

find employment in the fields around, helping

to produce wheat and barley, oats and roots.

It is a little city of the stafi:' of life—a metro-

pohs of the plough.

Every single house, from that of the land-

owner, through the rent
;
that of the clergy-

man, through the tithe—down to the humblest

cottage, is directly interested in the crop of

corn. The very children playing about the

gaps in the hedges are interested in it, for can

they not go gleaning ? If the heralds had

given the place a coat of arms it should bear

a sheaf of wheat. And the reason of its com-

parative populousness is to be found in the

wheat also. For the stubborn earth will not

yield its riches without severe and sustained

labour. Instead of tickling it with a hoe, and
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watching the golden harvest leap forth
;
scari-

fier and plough, harrow and drill in almost

ceaseless succession, compel the clods by
sheer force of iron to deliver up their treasure.

In another form it is almost like the quartz
-

crushing at the gold mines—the ore ground
out from the solid rock. And here, in addi-

tion, the ore has to be put into the rock first

in the shane of manure.

All this labour requires hands to do it,

and so—the supply for some time, at all

events, answerino; the demand—the villao-e

teemed with men. In the autumn comes the

ploughing, the couch-picking and burning,

often second ploughing, the sowing by drill

or hand, the threshing, &c. In the spring

will come more ploughing, sowing, harrow-

ing, hoeing. Modern agriculture has in-

creased the labour done in the fields. Crops
are arranged to succeed crops, and each of

these necessitates labour, and labour a second

and a third time. The work on arable land is

never finished. A slackness there is in the

dead of winter
;
but even then there is still

somethmg doing—some draining, some trim-

ming of hedges, carting manure for open field
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work, But beyond this there ure the sheep in

the pens to be attended to as the important
time of lambing approaches, and there are the

horned cattle in the stalls still fattening, and

leaving, as they reach maturity, for the

butcher.

The arable aiiTiculturist, indeed, has a

double weight u2^on his mmd. He has money
invested in the soil itself, seed lying awaiting

the genial warm rain that shall cause it to

germinate, capital in every fiu^row traced by
the plough. He has money, on the other

hand, in his stock, sheep, and cattle. A
double anxiety is his

;
tirst that his crops

may prosper, next that his stock may flourish.

He requu'es men to labour in tlie field, men

to attend to the sheep, men to feed the

bullocks
;
a crowd of labourers are supported

by him, with their wives and families. In

addition to these he needs other labour—the

inanimate assistance of the steam-engine, and

the semi-intelligent co-operation of the horse.

These, again, must be directed by men.

Thus it is that the corn village has become

populous.

The original idea was that the introduction
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of machinery would reduce all this labour.

In point of fact, it has, if anything, increased

it. The steam-plough will not work itself
;

each of the two engines requires two men to

attend to it
; one, and often two, ride on the

plough itself; another goes with the water-

cart to feed the boiler
;
others with the wag-

gon for coal. The drill must have men—
and experienced men—with it, besides horses

to draw it, and these again want men. The

threshing-machine employs quite a little trooj)

to feed it
; and, turning to the stock in the

stalls, roots will not pulp or slice themselves,

nor will water pump itself up into the troughs,

nor chaff cut itself. The chaff-cutter and pump,
and so on, all depend on human hands to keep
them gomg. Such is but a very brief out-

line of the innumerable ways in which arable

agriculture gives employment. So the la-

bourer and the labourer's family flourish

exceedingly in the corn village. Wages rise
;

he waxes fat and strong and masterful, think-

ing: that he holds the farmer and the o^olden

grain m the hollow of his hand.

But now a cloud arises and casts its shadow

over the cottage. If the farmer depends upon
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his men, so do the men in equal degree depend

upon the farmer. This they overlooked, hut

are now learnin<»" agam. The farmer, too, is

not independent and self-sustained, hut is at

the mercy of many masters. The weather

and the seasons are one master
;
the foreign

producer is another
;
the markets which are

further influenced hy the condition of trade

at large, form a third master. He is, mdeed,

very much more in the position of a servant

than his lahourer. Of late almost all these

masters have comhined against the corn-

growing farmer. Wheat is not only low but

seems likely to remain so. Foreign meat also

competes witli tlie dearly-made meat of the

stalls. The markets are (hdl and trade de-

pressed everywhere. Finally a fresh master

starts up in the shape of the labourer himself,

and demands higher wages.

For some lenoth of time the corn-irrower

puts a courageous face on tlie difficulties

which beset him, and struggles on, lioping for

better days. After awhik', however, seeing

that his capital is diminishing, because he has

been, as it were. eatin<>- it, seeinii; that there is

no prospect of innnediate relief, whatever may
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happen in the future, he is driven to one of

two courses. He must quit the occupation,

or he must reduce his expenditure. He must

not only ask the labourer to accept a reduction,

but he must, wherever practicable, avoid em-

ploying labour at all.

Now comes the pressure on the corn vil-

lage. Much but not all of that pressure the

mhabitants have brought upon themselves

through endeavouring to squeeze the farmer

too closely. If there had been no labour

organisation whatever, when the arable agri-

culturist began to suffer, as he undoubtedly

has been suffering, the labourer must have

felt it m his turn. He has himself to blame

if he has made the paui more acute. He finds

it in this way. Throughout the corn-pro-

ducing district there has been proceeding a

gradual shrinkage, as it were, of speculative

investment. Where an aoriculturist would

have ploughed deeper, and placed extra quan-

tities of manure in the soil, with a view to an

extra crop, he has, iustead, only just ploughed

and cleaned and manured enough to keep

thuifys iroino'. Where he would have enlaro-ed

his flock of sheep, or added to the cattle in
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the stalls, and carried as much stock as he

possibly could, he has barely filled the stalls,

and bought but just enough cake and foods.

Just enough, indeed, of late has been his

watchword all through
—

just enough labour

and no more.

This cutting down, stinting, and economy

everywhere has told upon the population of

the village. The difference in the expenditure

upon a solitary farm may be but a trifle—a

few pounds ;
but when some score or more

farms are taken, in the a^'oTeo-ate the decrease

in the cash transferred from the pocket of the

a":riculturist to that of the labourer becomes

something considerable. The same percentage

on a hundred ftu'ius would amount to a large

sum. In this manner the fact of the corn-

producing farmer being out of spirits with

his profession reacts upon the corn village.

There is no positive distress, but there is just

a sense that there are more hands about than

necessary. Yet at the same moment there are

not hands enough ;
a pnradox Avhich may be

explained m a measure by the introduction of

machinery.
As already stated, machinery in the field
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does not reduce the number of men employed.
But they are employed in a different way.
The work all comes now in rushes. By the

aid of the reaping machine acres are levelled

in a day, and the cut corn demands the services

of a crowd of men and women all at once, to

tie it up m sheaves. Should the self-hinders

come into general use, and tie the wheat with

wire or strino- at the moment of cuttmo^ it,

the matter of labour will be left much in the

same stage. A crowd of workpeople will be

required all at once to pick up the sheaves, or

to cart them to the rick
;
and the difference

will lie m this, that while now the crowd are

employed, say twelve hours, then they will be

employed only nine. Just the same number
—

perhaps more—but for less time. Under

the old system, a dozen men worked all the

whiter through, hammermg away with their

flails in the barns. Now the threshing ma-

chme arrives, and the ricks are threshed in a

few days. As many men are wanted (and at

double the wages) to feed the machine, to

tend the ' elevator
'

carrying up the straw to

make the straw rick, to fetch water and coal

for the engine, to drive it, &c. But mstead of
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working for so many months, this ni.sli lasts

as many days.

Mncli the same thini>- liappens all throngh-

ont arable agriculture
—from the hoeing to

the threshing
—a troo]) are wanted one day,

scarcely anybody the next. There is, of

course, a steady undercurrent of continuous

work for a certain fixed number of hands
;

but over and above this are the periodical

calls for extra labour, which of recent years,

from the high wages paid, have been so pro-

fitable to the labourers. But when the a(>Ti-

culturist draws in his investments, when he

retrenches his expenditure, and endeavours,

as far as practicable, to coniine it to his

reo:ular men, then the intermittent character

of the extra work puts a strain upon the rest.

They do nut find so iiuich to do, the pay is

insensibly decreasing, and they obtain less

casual employment meantime.

In the olden times a succession of bad

harvests caused sutlerin<>'s throuii'hout the

whole of England. Somewhat in like manner,

thouo-h in a o-reatlv niodiHed deii'ree, the difti-

culties of the arable agriculturist at the ]iresent

day press upon the corn villages. In a tinu'
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when the inhabitants saw the farmers, as they

believed, flourishing and even treading on the

heels of the squire, the corn villagers, thinking

that the farmer was absolutely dependent upon

them, led the van of the agitation for high

wag-es. Now, when the force of circumstances

has compressed wages again, they are loth to

submit. But discovermg by slow degrees that

no organisation can compel, or create a de-

mand for labour at any price, there are now

signs on the one hand of acquiescence, and on

the other of partial emigration.

Thus the comparative density of the popu-

lation m arable districts is at once a blessing

and a trouble. It is not the '

pranks
'

of the

farmers that have caused emigration, or threats

of it. The farmer is unable to pay high

wages, the men will not accept a moderate

reduction, and the idle crowd, in effect, tread

on each other's heels. Pressure of that kmd,

and to that extent, is lunited to a few localities

only. The majority have sufficient common

sense to see their error. But it is in arable

districts that ag'itation takes its extreme form.

The very number of the population gives any
movement a vigour and emphasis that is
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wanting where there may be as much dis-

content but fewer to exhibit it. That popu-

lousness has been in the past of the greatest

assistance to the agriculturist, and there is no

reason why it should not be so in the future,

for it does not by any means follow that

because agriculture is at present depressed it

will always be so.

Let the months roll by and then approach

the same village along the same road under

the summer sun. The hedges, though low,

are jrreen, and bear the beautiful flowers of

the wild convolvulus. Trees that were scarcely

observed before, because bare of leaves, now

appear, and crowds of birds, finches and spar-

rows, fly up from the corn. The black swifts

wheel overhead, and the white-breasted swal-

lows float in the azure. Over the broad plain

extends a still broader roof of the purest blue

—the landscape is so open that the sky seems

as broad again as in the enclosed countries—
wide, limitless, very much as it does at sea.

On the rising ground pause a moment and

look round. Wheat and l)arley and oats

stretch mile after mile on either hand. Here

the red wheat tinges the view, there the whiter
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barley ;
but tbe prevailing hue is a light gold.

Yonder green is the swede, or turnip, or man-

gold ;
but frequent as are the fields of roots,

the golden tint overpowers the green. A
golden sun looks down upon the golden wheat

—the winds are still and the heat broods over

the corn. It is pleasant to get under the scanty-

shadow of the stunted ash. Think what wealth

all that glorious beauty represents. Wealth

to the rich man, wealth to the poor.

Come ao;ain in a few weeks' time and look

down upon it. The swarthy reapers are at

work. They bend to their labour till the tall

corn overtops their heads. Every now and

then they rise up, and stand breast high

among the wheat. Every field is full of them,

men and women, young lads and girls, busy

as they may be. Yonder the reaping machine,

with its strange-looking arms revolving hke

the vast claws of an unearthly monster beat-

ing down the grain, goes rapidly round and

round in an ever-narrowing circle till the last

ears fall. A crowd has pounced upon the cut

corn. Behind them—behind the reapers
—

everywhere abroad on the great plain rises an

army, regiment behind regiment, the sheaves
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stacked in regular ranks down the fields. Yet

a little while, and over that immense expanse

not one single, solitary straw will be left

standinii". Then the "Teen roots show more

strongly, and tint the landscape. Next come

the waggons, and after that the children

searching for stray ears of wheat, for not one

must ]x' left behind. After that, in the

ploughing time, while yet the sun shines

warm, it is a sight to watch the teams from

under the same ash t^ee, returning from their

labour in the afternoon. Six horses here, eight

horses there, twelve yonder, four far away ;
all

in single file, slowly walking home, and need-

ing no order or touch of whip to direct their

steps to the well-known stables.

If any wish to see the work of farming in

its full flush and vigour, let them visit a corn

district at the harvest time. Down in the

village there scarcely any one is left at home :

every man, Avoman, and child is out in the

field. It is the day of prosperity, of continuous

work for all, of high wages. It is, then, easy

to understand why corn villages are populous.

One cannot but feel the strongest sympathy
with these men. llie scene altogether seems

VOL. 11. T
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SO thoroughly, so mtensely English. The

spu-it of it enters mto the spectator, and he

feels that he, too, must try his hand at the

reapmg, and then slake his thirst from the

same cup with these bronzed sons of toil.

Yet what a difficult problem lies under-

neath all this ! While the reaper yonder slashes

at the straw, huge ships are on the ocean

rushing through the foam to brmg grain to

the great cities to whom—and to all—cheap

bread is so inestimable a blessing. Very hkely,

when he pauses in his work, and takes his

luncheon, the crust he eats is made of flour

ground out of grain that grew m far distant

Minnesota, or some vast Western State. Per-

haps at the same moment the fanner himself

sits at his desk and adds up figiire after figure,

calculating the cost of production, the expen-

diture on labour, the price of manure put into

the soil, the capital invested in the steam-

plough, and the cost of feeding the bullocks

that are already intended for the next Christ-

mas. Against these he places the market price

of that wheat he can see being reaped from his

window, and the price he receives for his fat-

tened bullock. Then a vision rises before him
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of green meads and broad pastures slowly sup-

})lanting the corn
;
the plongli put away, and

the scythe Ijrought out and sharpened. If so,

where then will be the crowd of men and

women yonder working in the wheat? Is not

this a great problem, one to be pondered over

and not hastily dismissed ?

Logical conclusions do not always come to

]:)nss
in practice ;

even yet there is plenty of

time for a change which shall retain these

stalwart reapers amongst us, the strength and

})ride of the land. But if so, it is certain that

it must be preceded by some earnest on their

part of a desire to remove that last straw from

the farmer's back—the last straw of extrava-

gant labour demands—which have slowly been

dragging him down. They have been doing

their veiy best to bring about the substitution

of grass for corn. And the farmer, too, per-

liaps, must look at home, and be content to

live in simpler fashion. To do so will cer-

tainly retjuire no little moral courage, for a

prevalent social custom, Hke that of living

fully up to the income (not solely character-

istic of farmers), is with difficulty faced and

overcome.

rp *f
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CHAPTER XII.

GRASS COUNTRIES.

On the ground beside the bramble bushes that

project mto the field the grass is white with

hoar frost at noon-day, when the rest of the

meadow has resumed its dull green winter

tint. Behind the copse, too, there is a broad

belt of white—every place, indeed, that would

be in the shadow were the sun to shine forth

is of that colour.

The eager hunter frowns with impatience,

knowmo; that thouoh the eaves of the house

may drip in the middle of the day, yet, while

those white patches show in the shelter of the

bramble bushes the earth will be hard and

unyielding. His horse may clear the hedge,

but how about the landing on that iron-like

surface ? Every old hoof-mark in the sward,

cut out sharp and clear as if with a steel die,

is so firm that the heaviest roller would not
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produce the smallest effect upon it. At the

<»ateways where the passage of cattle has

trodden away the turf, the mud, once almost

impassable, is now hardened, and every cloven

hoof that pressed it has left its mark as if

cast in metal. Alonof the furrows the ice has

fallen in, and lies on the slope white and

broken, the shallow water having dried away
beneath it. Dark hedges, dark trees—in the

distance they look almost black—nearer at

hand the smallest branches devoid of leaves

are clearly defined against the sky.

As the northerly wind drifts the clouds

before it the sun shines down, and the dead,

dry grass and the innumerable tufts of the
'

leaze
'

which the cattle have not eaten, take

a dull grey hue. Sheltered from the blast

behind the thick, high hawthorn hedge and

double mound, which is like a rampart reared

against Boreas, it is pleasant even now to

stroll to and fro in the sunshme. The long-

tailed titmice come along in parties of six or

eight, calling to each other as in turn they

visit every tree. Turning from watching these

—
see, a redbreast has perched on a branch

barely two yards distant, for, wherever you
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may be, there the robin comes and watches

you. Whether lookmg m summer at the roses

m the garden, or waitmg m whiter for the

pheasant to break cover or the fox to steal

forth, go where you will, m a minute or

two, a redbreast appears mtent on your pro-

ceedmgs.

Now comes a discordant squeakmg of u'on

axles that have not been greased, and the

joltmg sound of wheels passing over ruts

whose edges are hard and frost-bound. From
the lane two manure carts enter the meadow
m slow procession, and, stoppmg at regular

mtervals, the men m charge take long jDoles

with hooks at the end and drag down a

certain quantity of the fertilising material.

The sharp frost is so far an advantage to the

tenant of meadow land that he can cart

manure without cutting and poachmg the

turf, and even without changmg the ordmary
for the extra set of broad-wheels on the cart.

In the next meadow the hedo-e-cutters are

busy, their hands fenced with thick gloves to

turn aside the thorns.

Near by are the hay-ricks and cow-pen
where a metallic rattling sound rises every
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now and then—the bull in the shed moving
his neck and (h-ao-2:in<>: his chain throuo-h the

ring. More than one of tlie liay-ricks have

been already half cut away, for the severe

winter makes the cows hungry, and if their

yield of milk is to be kept up they must

be well fed, so that the foggers have plenty

to do. If the dairy, as is most probably

the case, sends the milk to London, they

have still more, because then a regular supply
has to be maintamed, and for that a certain

proportion of other food has to be prepared in

addition to the old-fashioned hay. The new

system, indeed, has led to the employment of

more labour out-of-doors, if less within. An
extra fogger has to be put on, not only be-

cause of the food, but because the milkmg has

to be done in less time—"with a despatch,

indeed, that would have seemed unnatural to

the old folk. Besides which the milk carts to

and fro the railway station require drivers,

whose time—as they have to go some miles

twice a day
—is pretty nearly occupied with

tlieir horses and milk tins. So much is this

the case that even m summer they can scarcely

be spared to do a few hours' haymaking.
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The new system, therefore, of selling the

milk instead of makino- butter and cheese is

advantageous to the labourer by affording

more employment in grass districts. It is

steady work, too, lastmg the entire year round,

and well paid. The stock of cows m such

cases is kept up to the very highest that the

land will carry, which, again, gives more

work. Althouo^h the closino; of the cheese

lofts and the superannuation of the churn has

reduced the number of female servants m the

house, yet that is more than balanced by the

extra work without. The cottao^e famihes, it

is true, lose the buttermilk which some far-

mers used to allow them : but wao-es are

certainljT- better.

There has been, in fact, a general stir and

movement in dairy districts smce the milk

selling commenced, which has been favourable

to labour. A renewed life and energy has

been visible on farms where for generations

things had gone on in the same sleepy manner.

Efforts have been made to extend the area

available for feeding by grubbing hedges and

cultivating pieces of gi'ound hitherto given

over to thistles, rushes, and rough grasses.
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Drains have been put in so that the stagnant

water in the soil niiG:]it not cause the a'rowth

of those o-rasses which cattle will not touch.

Fresh seed has been sown, and '

rattles
'

and

similar plants destructive to the hay crop

have been carefully eradicated. New gates,

new carts, and traps, all exhibit the same

movement.

The cowyards in many districts were

formerly in a very dilapidated condition.

The thatch of the sheds was all worn away,

mossgrown, and bored by the sparrows.

Those in which the cows were placed at

calving time were mere dark holes. The

floor of the yard was often soft, so that the

hoofs of the cattle trod deep into it—a perfect

slough in wet weather. The cows themselves

were of a i)oor character, and in truth as

poorly treated, for the hay was made badly
—

carelessly harvested, and the grass itself not

of good quality
—nor were the men always

very humane, thinking little of knocking the

animals about.

Quite a change has come over all this.

The cows now kept are much too valuable to

be treated roughly, being selected from short-
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horn strains that yield large quantities of milk.

No farmer now would allow any such knock-

ing about. The hay itself is better, because

the grass has been improved, and it is also

harvested carefully. liickcloths prevent rain

from spoiling the rising rick, mowmgmaclunes,

haymaking machmes, and horse rakes enable

a spell of good weather to be taken advantage

of, and the hay got m quickly, mstead of lying

about till the rain returns. As for the manure,

it is recognised to be gold in another shape,

and instead of bemg trodden under foot by
the cattle and washed away by the rain, it is

utilised. The yard is dramed and stoned so

as to be dry
—a change that effects a saAdng

in litter, the value of which has greatly risen.

Sheds have been new thatched, and generally

renovated, and even new roads laid do^vn

across the farms, and properly macadamised,

in order that the milk carts might reach the

highway without the straming and difficulty

consequent upon wheels sinking half up to

the axles in winter.

In short, dauy farms have been swept and

garnished, and even somethmg like science

mtroduced upon them. The thermometer m
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vsummer is in constant use to determine if the

milk is siiificiently cooled to proceed upon its

journey. That cooling of the milk alone is a

process that retjuircs more labour to carry it

out. Artificial manures are spread abroad on

the pastures. The dairy farmer has to a con-

siderable extent awakened to the times, and,

like the arable agriculturist, is endeavouring

to bring modern appliances to bear upon his

business. To those who recollect the old

style of dairy farmer the change seems mar-

vellous indeed. Nowhere was the farmer more

backward, more rude and primitive, than on

the small dairy farms. He was barely to be

distinguished from the labourers, amongst
whom he M'orked shoulder to shoulder

;
he

spoke with their broad accent, and his ideas

and theirs were nearly identical.

In ten years' time—-just a short ten years

only
—what an alteration has taken place !

It is needless to say that this could not go on

vpithout the spending of money, and the s})end-

ing of money means the benefit of the labour-

ing class. New cottages have been erected,

of course on modern })lans, so that many of

the men are much better lodged than they
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were, and live nearer to their work—a great

consideration where cows are the main object

of attention. The men have to be on the

farm very early in the morning, and if they

have a long walk it is a heavy drag upon
them. Perhaps the constant intercourse with

the towns and stations resulting from the

double daily visit of the milk carts has

quickened the minds of the labourers thus

employed. Whatever may be the cause, it is

certain that they do exhibit an improvement,
and are much ' smarter

'

than they used to be.

It would be untrue to say that no troubles

with the labourers have arisen in meadow

districts. There has been some friction about

wages, but not nearly approaching the agitation

elsewhere. And when a recent reduction of

wages commenced, many of the men them-

selves admitted that it was inevitable. But

the average earnings thi-oughout the year still

continue, and are likely to continue far above

the old rate of payment. Where special kinds

of cheese are made the position of the labourer

has also improved.

Comino: to the same district in summer

time, the meadows have a beauty all their
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own. The hedges are populous with birds,

the trees lovely, the brook green with flags,

the luxuriantly-growing grass decked with

flowers. Nor has haymaking lost all its

ancient charm. Though the old-fashioned

sound of the mower sharpening his scythe is

less often heard, being superseded by the con-

tinuous rattle of the mownng machine, yet the

hay smells as sweetly as ever. While the

mowing machine, the haymakmg machine, and

horse rake give the farmer the power of using

the sunshine, when it comes, to the best pur-

pose, they are not without an effect upon the

labouring population.

Just as in corn districts, machinery has

not reduced the actual number of hands em-

ployed, but has made the work come in spells

or rushes
;
so in the meadows the haymaking

is shortened. The farmer waits till good
weather is assured for a few days. Then on

goes his mowing machine and levels the crop

of an entire field in no time. Immediately a

whole crowd of labourers arc required for

making the hay and getting it when ready

on the waggons. ITnder the old system the

mowers usually got drunk about the third
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day of sunshine, and the work came to a

standstill. When it began to rain they re-

covered themselves, and slashed away vigor-

ously
—when it was not wanted. The effect

of machinery has been mucli the same as

on corn lands, with the addition that fewer

women are now employed in . haymaking.
Those that are employed are much better

paid.

The hamlets of gi'ass districts are not, as a

rule, at all populous. There really are fewer

people, and at the same time the impression is

increased by the scattered position of the

dwellings. Instead of a great central village

there are three or four small hamlets a mile or

two apart, and solitary groups of cottages near

farmhouses. One result of this is, that allot-

ment gardens are not so common, for the

sufficient reason that, if a field were set apart

for the purpose, the tenants of the plots would

have to walk so far to the place that it would

scarcely pay them. Gardens are consequently

attached to most cottages, and answer the

same purpose ;
some have small orchards as

well.

The cottagers have also more firewood than
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is the case in some arable districts on account

of the immense quantity of wood annually

cut in copses and double-mound hedges. The

rougher part becomes the labourers' perqui-

site, and they can also purchase wood at a

nominal rate from their employers. This

more than compensates for the absence of

gleaning. In addition, quantities of wood are

collected from hedges and ditches and under

the trees—dead l)ouglis that have fallen or

been broken off by a gale.

The aspect of a grazing district presents a

general resemblance to that of a dairy one,

with the difference that in the grazing every-

thing^ seems on a laro-er scale. Instead of

small meadows shut in with hedges and trees,

the grazing farms often comprise fields of

immense extent
;
sometimes a single pasture

is as large as a small dairy farm. The herds

of cattle are also more numerous
;
of course

they are of a different class, but, in mere

numbers, a grazier often has three times as

many bullocks as a dairy farmer has cows.

The mounds are quit(^ as thickly timbered as

in dairy districts, but as they are much farther

apart, the landscape appears more open.
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To a spectator looking down upon mile

after mile of such pasture land in summer

from an elevation it resembles a park of il-

limitable extent. Great fields after great fields

roll away to the horizon—groups of trees and

small copses dot the slopes
—roan and black

cattle stand in the sheltermg shadows. A
dreamy haze hangs over the distant woods—
all is large, open, noble. It suggests a life of

freedom—the <j:iin and the saddle—and, in-

deed, it is here that huntmg is enjoyed in its

full perfection. The labourer falls almost out

of sight m these vast pastures. The popula-

tion is sparse and scattered, the hamlets are

few and far apart ;
even many of the farm-

houses being only occupied by bailiffs. In

comparison with a dairy farm there is little

work to do. Cows have to be milked as well

as foddered, and the milk when obtained gives

employment to many hands in the various

processes it goes through. Here the bul-

locks have simj)ly to be fed and watched, the

sheep in like manner have to be tended.

Except in the haymaking season, therefore,

there is scarcely ever a press for labour.

Those who are employed have steady, con-
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tiiiuous work the year tliroiigli, und are for

the most part men of experience in attending

upon cattle, as indeed they need be, seeing the

value of the herds under their charge.

Although little direct agitation has taken

place in pasture countries, yet wages have

equally risen. Pasture districts almost drop

out of the labour dispute. On the one hand

the men are few, on the other the rise of a

shilling or so scarcely affects the farmer (so

far as his grass land is concerned, if he has

much corn as well it is different), because of

the small number of labourers he wants.

The great utility of pasture is, of course,

the comparatively cheap production of meat,

which goes to feed the po|)ulation in cities.

Numbers of bullocks are fattened on com

land in stalls, l)ut of late it has been stated

that the cost of feedini:- under such conditions

is so high that scarcely any profit can be

obtained. The pasture f^irmer has by no

means escaped without encountering diffi-

culties
;
but still, with tolerably favourable

seasons, he can produce meat uuich more

cheaply than the arable agriculturist. Yet it

is one of the avowed objects of the labour

VOL. II. u
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organisation to prevent the increase of pasture

land, to stop the laying down of grass, and

even to plough up some of the old pastures.

The reason given is that corn land supports

so many more agricultural labourers, which is

so far true
;

but if corn farmmg cannot be

carried on profitably without great reduction

of the labour expenses the argument is not

worth much, while the narrowness of the

view is at once evident. The proportion of

pasture to arable land must settle itself, and

be governed entirely by the same conditions

that affect other trades—i.e., profit and loss.

It has already been pomted out that the

labourer finds it possible to support the Union

with small payments, and also to subscribe to

benefit-clubs. The fact suggests the idea that,

if facilities were afibrded, the labourer would

become a considerable dejoositor of pennies.

The Post-ofiice Savings Banks have done

much good, the drawback is that the offices

are often too distant from the labourer. There

is an office in the village, but not half the

population live in the village. There are far-

away hamlets and tithings, besides lonely

groups of three or four farmhouses, to which
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a collective name can hardly be given, but

which employ u number of men. A rural

parish is
'

all abroad
'—the people are scattered.

To go into the Post-office m the village may
involve a walk of several miles, and it is closed,

too, on Saturday night when the men are flush

of money.
The grejit difficulty with penny banks on

the other hand is the receiver—who is to be

responsible for the money ? The clergyman

would be only too glad, but many will have

nothing to do with anything under his in-

fluence simply because he is the clergyman.

The estrangement that has been promoted

between the laboiirer and the tenant farmer

eflectually shuts the latter out. The land-

lord's agent cannot reside in iifty places at

once. The sums are too small to pay for a

bank ao:ent to reside in the villa o-e and go

round. There remain the men themselves
;

and why should not they be trusted with

the money ? I\Ien of their <iwn class collect

the Union subscriptions, mid faithfully pay

them in.

Take the case of a little hamlet two, three,

perhaps more miles from a Post-office Savings

v2
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Bank, where some thirty labourers work on

the farms. Why should not these thirty elect

one of their own number to receive their

savings every Saturday—to be paid in by him

at the Post-office ? There are men amono;

them who might be safely trusted with ten

times the money, and if the Post-office cannot

be opened on Saturday evenings for him to

deposit it, it is quite certain that his employer
would permit of his absence, on one day,

sufficiently long to go to the office and back.

If the men wish to be absolutely independent

in the matter, all they have to do is to work

an extra hour for their agent's employer, and

so compensate for his temporary absence. If

the men had it in their own hands like this

they would enter into it with far greater in-

terest, and it would take root among them.

All that is required is the consent of the

Post-office to receive moneys so deposited,

and some one to broach the idea to the men in

the various localities. The great recommenda-

tion of the Post-office is that the labourino*

classes everywhere have come to feel implicit

faith in the safety of deposits made in it.

They have a confidence in it that can never
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be attained by a private enterprise, however

benevolent, and it should therefore be utilised

to the utmost.

To gentlemen accustomed to receive a re-

gular income, a small lump sum like ten or

twenty pounds appears a totally inadequate

provision against old age. They institute

elaborate calculations by professed accoun-

tants, to discover whether by any mode of in-

vestment a small subscription proportionate

to the labourer's wages can be made to pro-

vide him with an annuity. The result is

scarcely satisfactory. But, in fact, though an

annuity would be, of course, preferable, even

so small a sum as ten or twenty pounds is of

the very highest value to an aged agricultural

labourer, especially when he has a cottage, ifnot

his own property, yet in which he has a right

to reside. The neig-hbourins: farmers, who
CD n /

have known him from their own boyhood, are

always ready to give him light jobs whenever

practicable. So that in tolerable weather he

still earns something. His own iliilch'cn do a

little for him. In the dead of the winter come

a few weeks when he can do nothing, and feels

the lack of small comforts. It is just then
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tliat a couple of sovereigns out of a hoard of

twenty pounds will tide him over the mterval.

It is difficult to convey an idea of the

value of these two extra sovereigns to a man
of such frugal habits and in that position.

Xone but those who have mixed vdth the

agricultural poor can understand it. Xow the

wages that will hardly, by the most careful

management, allow of the gradual purchase of

an annuity, will readily permit such savmgs
as these. It is simply a question of the money-
box. When the child's money-box is at hand

the penny is dropped in, and the amomit ac-

cumulates
;

if there is no box handy it is

spent in sweets. The same holds true of

young and old alike. If, then, the annuity
cannot be arranged, let the money-box, at all

events, be brought nearer. And the money-
box in which the poor man all over the coun-

try has the most ftiith is the Post-office.
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CHAPTEK XTTT.

hodge's last masters, conclusion.

After all the plougliiiig and the sowmg, the

hoeing and the harvest, comes the miserable

end. Strong as the labonrer may be, thick-

set and capable of immense endurance; by
slow degi'ees that strength must wear away.

The limbs totter, the back is bowed, the

dimmed sight can no longer guide the pi (High

in a straight furrow, nor the weak hands -wield

the reaping-hook. llodge, who, Atlas-like,

supported upon his shoulders the agricultural

world, comes in his old age under the dominion

of his last masters at the workhouse. There,

indeed, he finds almost the Avhole array of his

rulers assembled. Tenant farmers sit as the

guardians of the poor for tlieir i-espcctive

parishes ;
the clerg^nnan and the squire by

virtue of their office as magistrates ;
and the

tradesman as guardian for the market town.
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Here are representatives of almost all his

masters, and it may seem to him a little

strange that it should require so many to

govern such feeble folk.

The board-room at the workhouse is a

large and apparently comfortable apartment.

The fire is piled with glowing coals, the red

light from which gleams on the polished fen-

der. A vast table occupies the centre, and

around it are arranged seats for each of the

guardians. The chairman is, perhaps, a clergy-

man (and magistrate), who for years has

maintained something like peace between dis-

cordant elements. For the board-room is often

a battle-field where political or sectarian ani-

mosities exhibit themselves in a rugged way.
The clergyman, by force of character, has at

all events succeeded m moderatmg the per-

sonal asperity of the contendmg parties.

Many of the stout, elderly farmers who sit

round the table have been elected year after

year, no one disputing with them that te-

dious and thankless ofiice. The clerk, always
a solicitor, is also present, and his opinion

is continually required. Knotty points of

law are for ever arising- over what seems
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so simple a inattor as tlio o-rant of a dole of

l)reafl.

The business, indeed, of relieving the

agTicnltural ])()or is no liulit one—a dozen or

fifteen gentlemen often sir liere the wlujle day.

The routine of examining the relieving offi-

cers' books and receiving their reports takes

up at least two liours. Agricnltnral unions

often include, a wide space of country, and

2;ettinff from one vida<>'e to another consumes

as much time as Avould Ix' needed for the

actual relief of a nuich denser })opulation. As
a consequence, more relieving officers are em-

ployed than would seem at first glance neces-

sary. Each of these has his records to ])re-

sent, and his accounts to l)e })ractically audited,

a process naturally interspersed with incpiiries

respecting cottagers known to the guardians

present.

Personal applications for out-door relief

are then heard. A group of intending appli-

cants has been waiting in the ])orch for a(hnis-

sion for some time. AVomen come for their

daughters; daughters for their mothers; some

want assistance during an a])proacliing con-

finement, others ask for a small loan, to be
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repaid by instalments, with which to tide over

their difficulties. One cottage woman is oc-

casionally deputed by several of her neigh-

bours as their representative. The labourer

or his wife stands before the Board and makes

a statement, supplemented by explanation

from the relievmg officer of the district.

Another hour thus passes. Incidentally there

arise cases of ' settlement
'

in distant parishes,

when persons have become chargeable whose

place of residence was recently, perhaps, half

across the country. They have no parochial

rights here and must be returned thither, after

due inquiries made by the clerk and the ex-

change of considerable correspondence.

The master of the workhouse is now

called m and delivers his weekly report of the

conduct of the inmates, and any events that

have happened. One inmate, an ancient la-

bourer, died that morning in the mfirmary,

not many hours before the meeting of the

Board. The announcement is received with

regretful exclamations, and there is a cessa-

tion of business for a few minutes. Some of

the old farmers who knew the deceased re-

count their connection with him. how he
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workG<l lor tliciii, ami Iiow liis family has

lived in the ])nrisli as cottagers from time im-

memorial. A reminiscence of a grim joke

that fell out forty years before, and of whicli

the deceased was tlie Initt, causes a grave

smile, and then to business again. The mas-

ter possibly asks permission to puiiisli a re-

fractory inmate
; punishment is now very

sparingly given in the house. A good many
cases, however, come up from the Board to

the magisterial Bench—charges of tearing ii])

clothing, fighting, damaguig property, or of

neglecting to maintain, or to repay relief

advanced on loan. These cases are, of course,

conducted by the clerk.

There is sometimes a report to be read by
one of the doctors who receive salaries from

the Board and attend to the ^'arious districts,

and occasionally some nuisance to be con-

sidered and order taken for its compulsory
removal on sanitary grounds. Tlie question

of sanitation is becoming ratlier a difficult

one in ao'ricultural unions.

After this the various committees of the

Board have to give in tlie result of their de-

liberations, and tlu' representative of the
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ladies' boarding-out committee presents a

record of the work accomplished. These

various committees at times are burdened

with the most onerous labours, for upon them

falls the duty of verifying all the petty details

of management. Every pound of soap, or

candles, scrubbing-brushes, and similar do-

mestic items, pass under their mspection, not

only the payments for them, but the actual

articles, or samples of them, bemg examined.

Tenders for grocery, bread, wines and sjDirits

for cases of illness, meat, coals, and so forth

are opened and compared ; vouchers, bills,

receipts, invoices, and so forth checked and

audited.

The amount of detail thus attended to is

something immense, and the accuracy required

occupies hour after hour. There are whole

libraries of account-books, ledgers, red-bound

relief-books, stowed away, pile upon pile, in

the house
;
archives going back to the open-

ing of the establishment, and from which any

trifling relief given or expenditure incurred

years ago can be extracted. Such another

carefully-administered institution it would be

hard to find
-,

nor is any proposed innovation
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or change adopted without the fullest discus-

sion— it may be the suggested erection of

additional premises, or the introduction of

some fresh feature of the system, or some

novel instructions sent down by the Local

Government Board.

AVlicn such matters or principles are to be

discussed there is certain to be a full gatheiing

of the guardians and a trial of strength be-

tween the parties. Those who hal)itually

neglect to attend, leaving the hard lalwur of

admuiistration to be borne by their colleagues,

now ap})ear in numbers, and the board-room is

crowded, many squires otherwise seldom seen

coming in to give their votes. It is as much

as the chairman can do to assuage the storm

and to maintain an approach to personal polite-

ness. Quiet as the country appears to the

casual observer, there are, nevertheless, strong

feelinu's under the surface, and at such o-ather-

ings the long
- cherished animosities burst

forth.

Nothing at all events is done in a corner
;

everything is openly discussed and investi-

gated. Every week the visituig connnittee

go round the house, and enter every ward and
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store-room. They taste and test the provi-

sions, and the least shortcoming is certain to

be severely brought home to those who are

fulfilling the contracts. They pass through

the dormitories, and see that everything is

clean
;
woe betide those responsible if a spot

of dirt be \isible ! There is the further check

of casual and unexpected visits from the

guardians or magistrates. It is probable that

not one crumb of bread consumed is otherwise

than good, and that not one smgie crumb is

wasted. The waste is in the system—and a

2:io:antic waste it is, whether inevitable as some

contend, or capable of being superseded by a

different plan.

Of every hundred pounds paid by the rate-

payers how much is absorbed in the main-

tenance of the institution and its ramifications,

and how very little reaches poor deserving

Hodge ! The undeser\ing and mean-spuited,

of whom there are plenty in every village, who

endeavour to live upon the parish, receive

relief thrice as long and to thrice the amount

as the hard-workhig, honest labourer, who

keeps out to the very last moment. It is not

the fault of the guardians, but of the rigidity
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of the law. Surely a larger amount of dis-

cretionary power might be vested in them with

advantage ! Some exceptional consideration

is the just due of men who have worked from

the morn to the very eve of life.

The labourer whose decease was reported

to the Board upon their assembling was born

some seventy-eight or seventy-nine years ago.

The exact date is uncertam
; many of the old

men can only fix their age by events that

happened when they were growing from boys
into manhood. That it must have been

nearer eighty than seventy years smce is

known, however, to the elderly farmers, who

recollect him as a man with a family Avhen

they were young. The thatched cottage stood

beside tlie road at one end of a lone: narrow

garden, enclosed from the highway by a hedge
of elder. At the back there was a ditch and

mound with elm-trees, and green meadows

beyond. A few poles used to lean against the

thatch, their tops rising above the ridge, and

close by was a stack of thorn faggots. In the

garden three or four aged and mossgTown

apple-trees stood among the little i)lots of

potatoes, and as many plum-trees in the elder
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hedge. One tall pear-tree with scored bark

grew near the end of the cottage ;
it bore a

large crop of pears, which were often admired

by the people who came along the road, but

were really hard and woody. As a child he

played in the ditch and hedge, or crept through

into the meadow and searched in the sprmg
for violets to oiFer to the passers-by ;

or he

swung on the gate in the lane and held it open

for the farmers in their gigs, in hope of a half-

penny.

As a lad he went forth with his father to

work in the fields, and came home to the cab-

bage boiled for the evening meal. It was not

a very roomy or commodious home to return

to after so many hours in the field, exposed to

rain and wind, to snow, or summer sun. The

stones of the floor were uneven, and did not

fit at the edges. There was a beam across the

low ceiling, to avoid which, as he grew older,

he had to bow his head when crossing the

apartment. A wooden ladder, or steps, not a

staircase proper, behind the white-washed par-

tition, led to the bed- room. The steps were

worm-eaten and worn. In the sittmg-room

the narrow panes of the smaU window were
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so overo'i'own with woodbine as to admit but

little lio-ht. But in summer the door was wide

open, and the light and the soft air came in.

The thick walls and thatch kept it warm and

cosy in winter, Avhen they gathered round the

fire. Every day in his manhood he went out

to the field
; every item, as it were, of life

centred in that little cottage. In time he came

to occupy it A\ith his own wife, and his

children in their turn crept through the hedge,

or swung upon the gate. They grew up, and

one by one went away, till at last he was left

alone.

He had not taken much conscious note of

the changing aspect of the scene around him.

The violets flowered year after year ;
still he

went to plough. The May bloomed and

scented the hedges ;
still he went to his work.

The ereen summer foliaoe became brown and

the acorns fell from the oaks
;

still he laboured

on, and saw the ice and snow, and heard the

wind roar in the old fluniliar trees without

much thought of it. But those old fimiiliar

trees, the particular hedges he had worked

among so many years, the very turf of the

meadows over Avhich he had walked so many
VOL. II. X
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times, the view down the road from the orarden

gate, the distant sign-post and the red-hricked

farmhouse—all these things had become part

of his life. There was no hope nor joy left to

him, but he wanted to stay on among them to

the end. He liked to ridge up his little plot

of potatoes ;
he liked to creep up his ladder

and mend the thatch of his cottage ;
he liked

to cut himself a cabbao:e, and to o-ather the

one small basketful of apples. There was a

kind of dull pleasure in cropping the elder

hedge, and even in collecting the dead branches

scattered under the trees. To be about the

hedges, in the meadows, and along the brooks

was necessary to him, and he liked to be at

work.

Three score and ten did not seem the limit

of his working days ;
he still could and would

hoe—a bowed back is no impediment, but per-

haps rather an advantage, at that occupation.

He could use a prong in the haymakmg ;
he

could reap a little, and do good ser\dce tymg

up the cut corn. There were many little jobs

on the farm that required experience, combined

with the plodding patience of age, and these

he could do better than a stronger man. The
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years went round again, and yet he worked.

Indeed, the farther back a man's birth dates in

the beginning of the present century the more

he seems determmed to labom\ He worked

on till every member of his family had gone,

most to their last home, and still went out at

times when the weather was' not too severe.

He worked on, and pottered round the garden,

and watched the young green plums swelling

on liis trees, and did a bit of o-loanino', and

thono-ht the wheat would weio'h bad when it

was threshed out.

Presently people began to bestir them-

selves, and to ask whether there was no one

to tnke rare of the old man, who might die

from age and none near. Where were his

own friends and relations ? One stroni>' son

had enlisted and j^one to India, and thouo-h

his time had expired long ago, nothing had

ever been heard of him. Another son had

emigrated to Australia, and once sent back a

present of money, and a message, written for

him by a friend, that he was doing well. But

of late he, too, had dropped out of sight. Of

three daughters Avho grew up, two were known

to be dead, and the tliird was believed to be in
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New Zealand. The old man was quite alone.

He had no hojie and no joy, yet he was almost

happy in a slow unfeeling way wandering
about the garden and the cottage. But in the

winter his half-frozen blood refused to circu-

late, his sinews would not move his willing

limbs, and he could not work.

His case came before the Board of Guar-

dians. Those who knew all about him wished

to give him substantial relief in his own cot-

tage, and to appoint some aged woman as

nurse—a thing that is occasionally done, and

most humanely. But there were technical

difficulties in the way ;
the cottage was either

his own or partly his own, and relief could

not be given to any one possessed of '

pro-

perty.' Just then, too, there was a great

movement a^-ainst out-door relief : official

circulars came round warning Boards to cur-

tail it, and much fuss was made. In the

result the old man was driven into the work-

house : mutterino; and oTumblino", he had to

be bodily carried to the trap, and thus by

physical force was dragged from his home.

In the workhouse there is of necessity a dead

level of monotony—there are many persons but
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no individuals. The dinini'--li;ill is crossed

Avith forms and narrow tables, somewhat re-

sembling those formerly used in schools. On
these at dinner-time are jjlaced a tin mug and

a tin soup-plate for each j)erson : every mug
and every plate exactly alike. When the un-

fortunates have taken their places, the master

pronounces grace from an elevated desk at the

end of the hall.

Plain as is the fare, it was better than the

old man had existed on for years ;
but though

better it was not his dinner. He Avas not

sitting in his old chair, at his own old table,

round which his children had once 2;athered.

He had not i)lanted the cabbage, and tended

it while it grew, and cut it himself. So it

was, all through the workhouse life. The

dormitories were clean, but the ward was not

his old bedroom uj) the worm-eaten steps,

with the slanting ceiling, where as he woke in

the morning he coidd hear the sparrows cliirp-

iuix, the chaffinch callino^, and the lark sini»-ino;

aloft. There was a garden attached to the

workhouse, where he could do a little if he

liked, but it was not his garden. He missed

his plum-trees and apples, and the tall pear,
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and the lowly elder hedge. He looked round

raising his head with difficulty, and he could

not see the sign-post, nor the familiar red-

bricked farmhouse. lie knew all the rain

that had fallen must have come through the

thatch of the old cottage in at least one place,

and he would have liked to have gone and re-

thatched it with tremblmu' hand. At home he

could lift the latch of the garden gate and go
down the road when he wished. Here he

could not go outside the boundary— it was

against the regulations. Everything to ap-

pearance had been monotonous in the cottage

—but there he did not feel it monotonous.

At the workhouse the monotony weighed

upon him. He used to thmk as he lay awake

in bed that when the sprmg came nothuig

should keep him in this j)lace. He would

take his discharge and go out, and borrow a

hoe from somebody, and go and do a bit of

work ae:ain, and be about in the fields. That

was his one hope all through his first whiter.

Nothing else enlivened it, except an occasional

little present of tobacco from the guardians

who knew him. The sprmg came, but the

rain was ceaseless. No work of the kind he
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could do was possible in such weather. Still

there was the summer, but the summer was

no improvement ;
in the autumn he felt weak,

and was not able to walk far. The chance

for which he had waited had gone. Again
the whiter came, and he now rapidly grew
more feeble.

A\ hen once an aged man gives up, it seems

strange at first that he should be so utterly-

helpless. In the infirmary the real benefit of

the workhouse reached him. The food, the

little luxuries, the attention were far superior

to anythmg he could possibly have had at

home. But still it was not home. The

wmdows did not permit him from his bed to

see the leafless trees or the dark woods and

distant hills. Left to himself, it is certain

that of choice he wovdd have crawled under a

rick, or into a hedge, if he could not have

reached his cottage.

The end came very slowly ;
he ceased to

exist by imperceptible degTces, like an oak-

tree. He remained for days in a semi-

unconscious state, neither moving nor s]ieak-

ing. It happened at last. In the iiTcy of

the winter dawn, as the stars paled and the
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whitened grass was stiff with hoar frost, and

the rime coated every branch of the tall elms,

as the milker came from the pen and the

young ploughboy whistled down the road

to liis work, the spirit of the aged man de-

parted.

What amount of production did that old

man's life of labour represent ? What value

must be put upon the service of the son that

fought in Incha
;
of the son that worked in

Australia
;
of the daughter in New Zealand,

whose children will help to build up a new

nation ? These things surely have their

value. Hodge died, and the very grave-

digger grumbled as he delved through the

earth hard-bound in the iron frost, for it jarred

his hand and might break his spade. The

low mound will soon be level, and the place of

his burial shall not be known.

THE END.
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Or, Sketches of Natural History, Poaching, and

Rural Life.

'The great merit of ' The Ciainekecper at Home," as of its companions, is that Ihcy
are eminently truthful and practical, as well as Jcliglitfully descriptive. The library of

good books on the country is not so large but that any additions are exceedingly welcome ;

and since White WTote his " Natural History of .Selborne
" we have had nothing more

delightful than " The Gamekeeper at Home '" and " Wild Life in a Southern County.'
Why the author should sujipress his name is a mystery, since lii= books are likely to gain
liim some sort of iuxmortality. They are cheap enough to be within the reach of all

;

they are portable enough to bo carried in the pocket; yet they contain a great variety
of information, given in a pleasant though gossipy style, anil are the very books to be
on the shelves of the country gentleman among those that he treasm-es for constant
reference.'—Edikhiiich Hkvikw.

' The author of this most interesting volume possesses a perfect knowledge of his

theme, and knows also liow best to treat it. The amount of information compressed in

so narrow a coui|)ass is its most remarkable feature. We may thank the author for an
admirable accoui|ilishinent of a most useful task. A study of the book will add a new-
charm to country life.' Standaiid.

• Full of natural history sketches not excelled either in style or interest by anything
in Waterton or Jesse. A book displaying miielt knowlec?ge, much love of the subject,
and no small amount of literary power.'

—Daily Nkws.
'

Delightful sketches. We do not need the author's assurance that his facts have
been gathered from personal observation. This is so obvious from every page that,

excepting the " Natural History of Selborne,'' we remember nothing that has impressed
us so certainly with the conviction of a minute and vivid exactness. The lover of the

country can hardly fail to be fascinated whenever he may hapjien to open the jwges.
It is a book to be read and kept for reference, and should be on the shelves of every
country gentleman's library.'—Satduday Hkvikw.

' A most delightful book. It will afford unwearied amusement alike to those who are

deeply vei-sed in, or wholly ignorant of. the country life which it describes. It is

refreshing to lind an author lus leiuneil as Gilbert White, and with an even more i)leasant
manner of i-ecording his observations.'—Woni.n.

'

Delightful sketches—more distinctly iiicturesque and poetical, conveying more of
the sense of homely beauty and vivid vision than Gilbert White's chatty anecdote and
curious gossip.' Si'Kctatou.

' A pleasant, healthy book; full of enticement to those who ought to recruit their

jaded spirits by a plunge into country lil<—a delightful, chatty volume.'—J oiiK BuLt..
' A most attractive book. A series of carefully and forcibly written studies of the

various phases of rural lifi'—a reixa-tory of fresh facts and observations on animal life

and habits.'—NdNcoNKOUMlsT.
' It is only after reading a book such a-s this that one realises what is lost by being

cut off from rural life and scenes. For the thousands who are condemned to town life

knowledge such as is here revealeil is beyond reach.'—Auiiox.
' This is a perfect book for an English gentleman's library.'—Whitehall Review.

*^^* Also, the THIRD EDITION, without Illustrations, crown %vo. 5s.

London: S3UTH, ELDER, & CO., 15 Waterloo Place.
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Crown 8vo. price 7s. 6i.

WILD LIFE IN A SOUTHERN COUNTY.
By the Author of ' The Gajiekeeper at Home.'

From the SATURDAY REVIEW.
' Even a more deUghtfiil book than the "

Gamekeeper at Home."' It is difficult to
give more tlian the vaguest idea of a volume so full of interesting matter. It must be
defined as a nuiUiim in parvo encyclopasdia of country sights and coiuitry matters. The
author is at once the closest and the most catholic of observer. Nothing escapes him
in the animate creation

; he is also intensely interested in the phenomena of the atmo-
sphere and the weather ; and lie has much to tell about the habits of the country people
and their odd and primitive ways of thinking. Open the book where you may, you
cannot fail to find something attractive; and as it is impossible to do it reasonable
justice in a review, we can only recommend our readers to procm-e it.'

From the ATHENJiVM.
'A volmne whicli is worthy of a place beside White's "

Selborne." In closeness of
observation, in power of giving a picture far beyond the power of the mere word- painter,
he is the equal of the Selborne Rector—perhaps his superior. Tlie author's observation
of man is as close and as true as his observation of the lower animals. This is a book to
read and to treasure.'

From the STANDARD.
' A pleasanter companion it would be hard to find. The author is clearly a man of

education and inte-fligence. Nothing seems to escape the author's notice. Always full-
of pleasant talk and ingenious fancy, there is not a dull page in his note-book. We
must send our i-eaders to wander for themselves through the delightful pages of "Wild
Life,' with certainty of finding instruction and amusement of the best kind.'

From JOHN BULL.
' A very interesting book. The man who writes this is far more than a close observer,

though it is close observation which gives its chief value to the book. We heartilyrecommend it to readers of all kinds, whether town or country bred. No book that we
know is better fitted to be a help to those who wish to imderstand and enjoy their
sm-romidings.'

From the SCOTSMAN.
'As enthralling as the most exciting novel ; the reader feels as if he were getting a

peep at some of Nature's most secret and secluded domains Wonderful closeness
and accuracy of observation, relieved by a quaint, gentle humour and a calm impartiality
of judgment, which greatly enhance the charm of the volume.'

Vi-om DAILY'S MAGAZINE.
' This is a remarkable book We commend its pages to our readers, whether old

or young. They can pick it up at any time, and will always find in it abundance of
entertainment.'

Yxom the ACADEMY.
'

Surely this revelation of beauty and wonder in common things is nothing less than
genius—insight vigorously exercised upon its special objects A charming book.
It is one delicious idyll of the country. The grace and delicacy of these pictures are
unrivalled. Every lover of the country will delight in this English pastoral. Its variety
constitutes its charm. Like our own lanes and hedgerows, every turn discloses a distinct
beauty.'

From the GRAPHIC.
' Marvellous pictures of country sights in England. A volume to be read and re-read,and each time we think with a keener interest.'

From the FIELD.
'
It is clearly the production of one who has understandingly studied, as well as lovingly

watched, the things which he describes.'

London: SMITH, ELDER, & CO., lo Waterloo Place.
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THE AMATEUE POACHEE.
By the Author of ' The Gamekeeper at Home,'

' Wild Life

IN \ Southern County,' &c.

'

Unsurpassed in power of observation and sympathy with natural

objects by anything that has appeared since the days of Gilbert White.'

Daily News.

' More enjoyable than its predecessors. We have the most delicate

painting of the minutest details of our rural landscapes, with realistic

sketches in eloquent language of the changing scenery of English seasons.

It is full, too, of the lively autobiographical reminiscences which always
give truth and colour to a book. We advise all lovers of the country to

get
" The Amateur Poacher" and read it for themselves.'

Saturday Eeview.
' As you read you seem to see the scenes ho describes, and the breezy air

of the hill or river side seems to blow upon you with invigorating freshness.

The book is admirable reading, and will be a delight to all those who have
the wisdom to obtain it.'

—Scotsman.

'We have rarely met with a book in which so much that is entertaining
is combined with matter of real practical worth. This fascinating and

interesting volume is tiie work of a man of keen and cultured observation,
and will afford delight and instruction to all.'—The Graphic.

' The sketches of country life are full of the same bright colouring, and
instinct with the same love of nature and natural scenes which distinguish
the Author's previous works. His descriptions are gems in their way.'

Ex.\MINEH.

' One of the most delightful books of the kind we have met with.'

BiuTisu Quautekly Keview.

'
It gives us a set of scenes of country life as carefully finished as Dutch

genre pictures. Wo can honestly say that no one who has begtin the book
will ever be able to lay it down without reading it to the end.'

John Bull.

' We know no more delightful volume for a country boy. or one equally
to be enjoyed by young and old. Those who know its predecessors will

not delay to make its acquaintance ;
those who do not, have in these three

volumes a rich treat in store.'—The Ai.hiok.

London: S3IITH, ELDER, & CO., 15 Waterloo Place.
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'THE GAMEKEEPER AT HOME.'
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GEEENE EEENE FAEM.
By EICHARD JEFFEBIES,

Author of ' The Gamekeeper at Home '

&c.

'

Picturesquely and carefully written A very pleasant work. Mr. Jefferies,

still at Ills old trick of listening and watching, has this time concerned himself with men
as well as animals. He proves that he knows his rustics well. They are cleverly
sketched and cleverly differentiated. The interest of "Greene Feme Farm," as of its

predecessors, is matidy derived from Mr. Jefferies's extraordinary familiaritywith nature's

aspects and the citizens of nature's commonwealth. It is an unusually interesting book.'

ATHESiEUM.

' It is full of thoughtful and accurate descriptions of the face of nature and of still

life Mr. Jefferies's observation is as original as it is minute; and he constantly

surprises us in an agreeable way.' Spectator.

' The reader will not pass over a single page iji the volume, because there is not a

page which is not full of pleasant reading It is filled with the freshness of country
life and the beauty of nature. It is a healthy book for healthy minds, and it will delight

all those whose tastes are sound and honest.
' Scotsman.

' The same keen obsei-vatioii vThich distinguished the author's previous successes is

apparent liere
; the same careful hand delineates with equal truth the wonders of nature

and of human character. It is, indeed, refreshing to be transported by the author to
"

pastures green
"
for the all-too-short time that this small volume takes to peruse

Seldom does an author catch the true spirit of country life as iu this enchanting book.'

Public Orrxiox.

' The various phases of country life are depicted with rare fidelity.'

COUKT JOCRNAL.

' The descriptions of country life are as delightful as the transcriptions of country
talk The whole story reads less like an ordinaiy novel than a bucolic idyU. It

comes with a welcome sense of freshness to the jaded appetites of novel-tasters, and it

will, if we mistake not, receive from them a due share of appreciation.' Exa.miner.

' The chief charm of the novel lies in the wondei-ful word-pictures of animated nature

and of pastoral life. Like all the writing of this very clever writer, the volume is full of

the poetry of Nature, and every page is redolent of the country. Some of the pictures

of rural scenery are amongst the best he lias given us.' The Live Stock Journal.

London: SMITH, ELDER, & CO., 15 Waterloo Place.
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